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MARC,The FirstTwoYears
FlnNnrnr-rr D. Avneu
A s.si
stant Coor dinator of Inf ormat ion Systems
Director, Project MARC
Library of Congr'ess,W ashington, D.C.
HE INITIAL
STUDY of the recording of cataloging data in machine-readable form began in 1964 when the Council on Library
Resources awarded a contract to rnforonics, rnc. which culminated. in a
report, "The Recording of Library of Congress Bibliographical Data in
Machine Form."l This document was the basis for the fiist-conference on
Machine-Readable Catalog Copy, held at the Library of Congress in
January 1965, to determine the requirements for a machine-riadable
record and the use of such a record in individual libraries. As a result of
this meeting, the library of Congress' Information Systems Otrce (ISO)
issued "A Proposed Format for a standardized Machine-Readabre'catalog Record,"2 which was widely circulated. A second conferences was
held at the Library of Congress,'and there was general agreement that
the time had come ro stop hypothesizing and to take action. The Machine
Readable Cataloging Projecr, best known by its acronym MARC, was
conceived as an experiment to test the feasibility of producing and
distributing machine-readable cataloging data. The decision having been
taken, the MARC Pilot Project in ISO became a live experiment and
the start of a rewarding experience.
From its initial planning phase, which began in February, 1966, to
_
the current effort for the operational MARC subscription servicl, project MARC has had a life span of two years. During this relatively short
period_of time, a pilot system has been designed and made operational,
the Library of Congress converted B5,ooo records and distiibuted 6z
lapes to 16 participating libraries, an interim MARC system has been
designed and implemented to improve upon the first MARC system, a
new format has been designed, and procedures and programs are now
being modified to process and distribute MARC II records on a subscription basis to the library community.
The implementation of the pilot project included: (r) the design of
the MARC I format; (e) the compilation of codes for the representttion

--

t n..tfu"a,
Lawrence F. The Recmiting of Library of Congress Bibliographical
Data in Machine Form. Rev., Feb., 1965. Washington, Council on Library Resources,
t965. 54 p.
2 Awam, Henriette D., Ruth S. Freitag, and Kay D. Guiles. A proposed Fornxat
for a Standardized Machine-readabXe Catalog Record,. Washington, Library of Congress, 1965. (ISS Planning Memorandum no.3) rro, 4,22 p. Includes Supplement no.
r, Oct. zo, 1965.
g Second Conference on
Machine-REadable Catalog Copy, November, 1965.
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of place of publication, language, and publisher; (3) the design of procedures and the computer software for the collection, preparation, and
processing of MARC data; and (4) the documentation of procedure$ and
programs. When the pilot became operational, several chaotic months
were spent in smoothing out the operation, both internally at LC and
with the participants. In MARC, as in any other new system, given
limited time and stafi to achieve goals, stressis placed on "making the
thing work." Several months later, basically smooth production had
been achieved and emphasis began to shift to an evaluation of procedures.
The original pilot Jystem evidenced certain inefficiencies which impeded the expansion of its capabilities; the new one (called the Interim
MARC System)was designed to be adaptable to change. All the functions
of the MARC system were divided into four sutr.systems:input, storage,
retrieval, and output, and this modularity provided the flexibility required of a dynamic system.aConcurrent with this effort, in March 1967,
the evaluation of the MARC I format began in order to lay the groundwork for MARC II. The design of MARC trI was based on cornments
from staff members of many libraries both here and ab:oad and coordination with the National Agricultural Library, the National Library of
Medicine, and the Committee on Scientific and Technical Information.
A Machine-Readable Cataloging Format Committee was formed by
the Information Science and Automation Division (ISAD) of the American Library Association, composedof representativesfrom three divisions:
ISAD, the Reference ServicesDivision, and the Resourcesand Technical
Services Division. This committee met at the Library of Congress on
November z8 and zg, 1967, to study the MARC II forrnat which had
been developed by ISO, and its members unanimously agreed to recommend to their respective Boards of Directors that the format become a
national library standard. All three Boards subsequently approved. Because of the strong belief in the benefits to be derived from standardization, MARC II took many months to complete and the report went
through six drafts before being sent for publication by the Government
Printing Office.5 Because of the changes in MARC II, it was necessary
to modify the interim MARC system to reflect the changes in format
for the subscription services.
Equal in importance to the standardization of the structure and
contents of a format for the representation of bibliographic data is the
standardization of the character set to be employed and the binary configuration for each character.o An in-depth study of frequency of languages and the associateddiacriticals needed for the Rornan alphabet
subset of these languages has resulted in a proposed character set for
libraries. The character set conforms to the United States of America
+ "A Compendium of the MARC System," by Theodore E. Leach, in this issue'
s "Design Considerations for the MARC Magnetic Tape Formats," by John F.
Knapp, in this issue.
Gltpecial Characters and Diacritical Marks Lrsed in Roman Alphabets," by Lucia
in this issue.
Rather,
J.

'
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Standards Institute (7-bit) standard? and suggesrsa method for contracring and expanding this character ser to include 6-bit and S-bit configurations. A working group of staff mernbers frorn the three national
libraries was formed as parr of the u.s. National Libraries Task Force
on Automation and Other Cooperative Services and proposed print
train has been developed. The Machine-Readable Catiloglng Format
Committee of ALA is conducting a survey to determine iti aiceptance
by the library communiry.
During the design phase of the interim MARC system, it was recognized that the techniques and the computer programs being developed
within the four subsystemscould be used to irnplement other applications
within the Library of Congress. ,4. small group consisting of io-puter

readablefo:m.
Since the production of a book catalog implies sorting of authors,
titles, and subjects, the problem of fiiing rules was imrnediately presenr.
The Technical ProcessesResearch Office of LC's ProcessingDepartment
and ISO had initiated a fiting rules study, but the producrion of the
book catalog could not wait for the final results of the study.
Software provided by manufacturers sorts on fixed length data fields
and does not remove any non-sorting charactersfrom the data, i.e., uppercase shifts, punctuation, etc. A sorting program was needed to perform
testsfor the filing rules study. There being a cleadiine for the production
of the book catalog, a MARC sorr system was designed. The system
is divided into five phases, each phase utilizing the results of the prior
phase in building block fashion and adding sophistication to the roral
sort system. There will be an evaluation of the results at the end of
each phase and a determination made whether the techniques and plans
originally designed should be adhered to or should be replaced by
others. The book catalog program is one of a series of generalized output programs that will be written to satisfy internal LC requirements.
Another application is the automation of the collection of single
maps for LC's Geography and Map Division. Work has begun on the
analysis of the present manual system and on the definition of the data
elements for the bibliographic description of maps. Thus, the MARC
II format will undergo another resting of its suitability for bibliographic
description of all forms of materials. (The first data recorded in MARC
II format were the machine-readable equivalent of the seventh edition
of Subject ltreadings [Jsed in the Dictionary Catalogs of the Library of
Congress.)
z United States of America Standards Institute. USA Standard Code
for lnforrnation Interchange. (USAS Xg.4-tg\) New York, 1967. r5 p.
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The MARC system was also used to satisfy a requirement for the
Legislative Reference Service (LRS) of the Library. As the first step in
automating a manual information retrieval s,ystem,LRS began using
MARC to enter bibliographic data pertaining to current articles (professional journals, magazines,etc.) and to LRS's own rePorts to Congress.
Listings by author and subject are produced regularly to replace the
manual card $ystem.
From February until July, 1966, Project MARC had two full-time
stafi members: a computer systemsanalyst and a librarian. Since it was
not possible to build a stafi in time for the scheduled start of the pilot
system, the implementation of procedures and comPuter Programs was
performed by a contractor under the direction of the LC stafi. During
July, 1966, the stafi was augmented by a librarian, two MARC editors
and two input typists to initiate the practice period prior to the opera-

two input typists. In addition to providing the required supervision, the
two MSpG librarians record aid analyze all costs8 relating to the
production of MARC records, design, test, and implement new workiheets, editing, and input proceduresf analyze all problem areas concerned
with format, character sets, etc.; and report the result of this analysis
to the staff members concerned with the design of new procedures.e
Starting in the fall of 1966, emphasis was placed on building the
professional staff with competent computer systems analyst$, comPuter'
programmers, and librarians. The Information Systems Office recognized from the outset that an in-house stafi would be far more efiective
than the utilization of contractor personnel. The application of the computer as a tool for the processing of bibliographic information in the
library environment is relatively new. Experienced computer programmers, able to exploit the capabilities of the computer to accommodate
bibliographic specifications, have not been readily available. Therefore,
it was necessaryto introduce on-the-job training. This training was more
effectively employed when directed towards the staff of the Library
rather than the staff of a contractor. The successof a developmental
venture such as MARC implies the close cooperation of librarians and
computer specialists. Each has to work at understanding the language
and the problems of the other and to develop a respect for the complexity of the other'$ disciplines. This was accomplished by taking the time
to familiarize librarians with programming and Programmers with lis "An Analysis of Bibliographic Data Conversion Costs," by P. A' Simmons, in
this issue.
s "The Preparation of MARC Bibliographic Data for Machine Input," by Patricia
E. Parker. in this issue.

.
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brary science.The result at the Library of Congress has been a fruitful
relationship between both kinds of specialists.
As the stafi was enlarged, a plan for organization was conceived,
put into effect, and is currently still in existence. The four subsystems
of the MARC System provided the framework. All comPuter systems
analysts, programmers, and librarians have been assigned to one of the
four subsystems.This type of organization has the potential of allowing
for growth and expertise in each area of analysis, plus computer implementation. In addition to the stafi members assignedto the four categories of efiort, two librarians with long experience in the Processing
Department of the Library serve as consultants to the entire MARC
stafi.
At this writing the MARC stafi consists of a Project Director, five
librarians, three computer systemsanalysts, five programmers (including
two trainees), one data technician, three editors, and two input typists.
In addition to the two trainees, one of the librarians servesa dual role
of programmer-trainee and librarian. It is well known that cornputer
programmers fall into the short-supply, high-priced category. Our recruiting policy was to hand-pick a few highly qualified computer specialists having the additional characteristic of working well under pressure
and then to augment this group with carefully chosen trainees. Teaching
novices to program dilutes the strength of the key people, but in the
long run the efiort is definitely worthwhile. Our staff has not been large
enough to do all the jobs required to meet our objectives, but has
given us the capability of hiring and correctly monitoring contractural
support.
The Pilot Project officially ended June 3o, 1967. At the San Francisco meeting of the American Library Association, the Library of
Congress announced its intent to continue distributing taPes to the

tion of MARC through fiscal 1968 has lent encouragement and stimulated motivation toward theseobjectives.
A MARC Pilot Project Final Report is now in preparation. An
evaluation of the project by the palticipants is of vital concern to all
libraries and will be included. Published feedback from users will provide important information for improving the LC system and for the
guidance of future users.
The library community has expressed great interest in the Pilot
Project and iti continuation. As an indication of this interest, the ISO
staff has, since November, 1966, answered approximately r3oo letters
and has briefed more than 4oo visitors for periods ranging from less
than one hour to more than three weeks.
Volume tz, llumber 3, Su,mrner1968
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Recognition of the lack of details in published form about the
MARC system and the work in progress for the MARC subscription
service prompted the papers for this issue of LRTS. These do not
describe all of the LC experiences, but do reflect the re-examination of
some of the procedures in the light of what has been learned and with
the future of the project in mind.
MARC is still a developing system. It is too soon to arrive at
conclusions or to predict with certainty. A description of what is being
done, however, will be meaningful to aid in evaluating the implications
of Project MARC and to gain insight into LC plans for the future.
The ISO is trying to answer many questions simultaneously so that
the extension of the Pilot will have the benefit of such analysis. Contact
has been maintained with the participating libraries via telephone,
correspondence, on-site visits and MARC meetings at most major conferences and at the Library of Congress. Useful information has been
generated concerning recommended format changes, improved methods
of operation and suggestedways of sharing computer software specifications and programs. The Library of Congress looks to the rest of the
library community to provide additional guidance. Thus far, we have
not been disappointed.

A Compendiumof the MARCSystem
Tsrononr, Eowano Lracrr
Senior Compu,ter SystemsAnalyst, Information SystemsOffice
Library of Congress,Washington, D.C.

INTENT OF THIS ARTICLE is ro presenrthe essentialdetails
THE
I of the MARC System.Technical and formal terminology have been
avoided whenever general terms could be used precisely, but usage of
proper names to designate particular components of the MARC System
could not be avoided. The article contains information that relates
principally to the present state of the MARC System. This does not
imply that the present MARC System is either static or transitory; it
simply delimits the scopeof this article to one of immediate and practical
ends.
The MARC Systemas a Constituent of Project MARC
The MARC System is a constituent of Project MARC-a
Library
of Congress undertaking designed to advance the utilization of automation technology in the domain of bibliographic information. The
'
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MARC System is the means through which Project MARC hopes to
exploit automation technology in generating, maintaining, and retrieving bibliographic information, to promote mutual cooperation in library automation, to promote the exchange of bibliographic services
within the library and other communities, and to extend bibliogtaphic
services of greater magnitude to the public. These aims of Project
MARC impose upon the MARC System a scope that embodies more
comprehensive forms than those demanded by a project oriented only
toward the Library of Congress.
The nature of the MARC System is heavily influenced by the
precepts of Project MARC, which include the following general principles:
Traditional library practiceswill be preserved.
Automation technology will be commissionedonly when feasible.
Overlap and duplication of efforts will be avoided.
Communication with the local environment. the national communities, and the international communities will be extensive.
Publication and other forms of disseminating information will be
extenslve.
Standardization will be applied whenever feasible.
Design will be generalized and modular.
Design will be oriented toward the lowest possible costs.
The greatest interests at the Library of Congress and within the
library community will be pursued first.
Levels of sophistication will be determined by the demands and
requirements for sophistication and the costs necessaryto attain
them.
These precepts of Froject MARC impose upon the MARC System
a character that is not always conducive to the most advanced automation techniques. In the absenceof precedents and comprehensive schemes
for utilizing automation technology in bibliographic information, such
precepts are necessaryat the Library of Congress because of its position
nationally and internationally, its holdings of vast and complex materials, and the human and material resourcesavailable for its needs.
The structure of the MARC System is designed as a framework for
all of Project MARC. To facilitate the aPpropriate direction of effort,
Project MARC is divided into four major frames (seeFigure r):
The MARC System comprises the body of techniques and operations
for the generation of, maintenance of, and retrieval from a machine-readable catalog composed of bibliographic information in
digital form.
The MARC Netuorh comprises the body of techniques and operations, in addition to those of the MARC System, for receiving
from and sending to remote locations bibliographic information
in digital form.
Volume tz, Numbei j, Summer 1958
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MARC System Applications comprise the body of techniques and
operations, in addition to those of the MARC System, for applying automation technology specifically to the Library of Congress.
MARC Standard,sand Conventions comprise the body of srandards
and conventions of all activities within Pro;ject MARC.
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Project MARC imposes upon the MARC System a structure that
accommodates a wide variety of requirements. As a result, the MARC
System is highly general in design and highly modular in structure.
Becauseof the tenuous lines of demarcation, its role in all of the frames
is depicted.
The MARC Systemas a Framework for the Machine-Readable Catalog
The MARC System includes the techniques and operations necessary
to collect bibliographic information and to convert it from written to
digital form, to accumulate bibliographic information in digital form
as a machine-readable catalog, to retrieve bibliographic information in
digital form from a machine+eadable catalog, and to arrange bibliographic information in digital form and to converr it from digital to
lvritten form. These categories of techniques and operations serve as
the basis for segmenting the MARC Systeminto four subsystems:
(r) The MARC Input Subsystemprovides the means by which bibliographic information is collected, prepared for conversion, transcribed into digital form, and processedby computer until it is
declared free of error.
(z) The MARC Storage Subsystemprovides the means by which bibliographic information in digital form is srored and maintained
by computer.
$) The MARC Retrieaal Subsystem provides the means by which
bibliographic information in digital form is retrieved by computer.
@) The MARC Output Subsystemprovides rhe means by which bibliographic information in digital form is arranged, displayed or
printed, and dispatched to a destination.
The intent of this complex of subsystemsis to provide a framework that
is viable for the evolutionary prospecrs of the MARC System. To
enhance its flexibility, each subsystem has autonomy in its techniques
and operations, with the exception of the interfaces which are devised
collectively and remain constant (seeFigure e). This encouragesexpertise
and enables changes to take place in one area of the system without
affecting the others.
The machine-readable catalog, hereafter referred.to as the MARC
Data Base, consists of bibliographic information in digital form-fashioned as machine-readable catalog records, hereafter referred to as MARC
Records. Each MARC Record represents a complete bibliographic description of an item and undergoes several stages during its life in the
MARC System (see Figure g). These stages-poinrs ar which a MARC
Record remains relatively static in content, form, or status-are defined
as follows:
Volume tz, Number 3, Summer tg68
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H

(r) The MARC Input Worhsheet is the stage in which the MARC
Record exists only in written form.
(z) The MARC Data Base Residual is the stage in which the MARC
Record exists in digital form, but is not yet declared free of
error (verified).
@) The MARC Data Base Supplement is the stage in which the
MARC Record exists in digital form, is verified, but is not yet
considered stable (a function of time).
:fhe
MARC Data Base is the stage in which the MARC Record
@)
exists in digital form, is verified, and is considered stable.
This progression of the MARC Record ro rhe MARC Data Base
is predicated principally upon economic considerations. The costs of
consolidating thesestagesare forbidding at the present time.
The MARC Input Subsystem.-The structure of the MARC Input
Subsystemconsists of four major functional units: MARC Input Collection, MARC Input Preparation, MARC Input Transcriprion, and
MARC Input Processing. These units perform the tasks necessary to
gather and to processbibliographic information for input ro the MARC
Data Base (seeFigure 4).
MARC Input Collection comprises the techniques and operations
for gathering the bibliographic information to be input to the MARC
Data Base. This consists of copying electrostatically the manuscript catalog cards of all English language monographs currently being cataloged
by the Library of Congress. These cards are intercepted at the point
.where the bibliographic information for monographs is first complete.
The copies made become, becauseof a special frame within which they
are duplicated, MARC Input Worksheets and are routed in batches to
be prepared for input to the MARC Data Base.
MARC Input Preparation comprises the techniques and operations
for preparing bibliographic information that is to be input to the
MARC Data Base. This consists of editing MARC Input Worksheets.
Preparing the worksheet entails:
(r) Augmenting the bibliographic information on the worksheet with
information especially designed for a computer, such as adding
fixed-length fields of information.
(z) Designating bibliographic information that is to be treated as
composite, such as delimiting by a special symbol a field of bibliographic information into more than one part.
(3) Identifying explicitly each field of bibliographic information and
the relationships between each field, such as ascribing symbolic
"tags" to fields of bibliographic information on the worksheet.
After they are prepared, the MARC Input Worksheets are routed in
batches to be transoibed for input to the MARC Data Base.
MARC Input Proofsheets-computer program listings containing the
bibliographic information as it was transcribed into digital forrn and
processedby computer for input to the MARC Data Base-are returned
Volume tz, Number j, Summer 1968
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in batches for proofing. C,orrections to or verifications of these MARC
Records are designated on the MARC Input Proofsheet and are routed
again to be transcribed. This cycle continues until each of the MARC
Records is verified.

The technique employed for transcribing MARC Records consists
principally of combinations of natural typing strokes and explicitly identified fields of information (see Figure j;. fm capacity for free form is
immense.
MARC Input Processing comprises the techniques and operations
for processing by computer the bibliographic information in aigital
form for input to the MARC Data Base. This consists of execuring five
computer programs which, collectively, produce MARC Records free of
error for storage in the MARC Data Base.These computer programs are:
Q) The PREEDIT Computer Program, which monitors the characters of the bibliographic information that has been transcribed
into paper tape and translates these characters, and special character conditions and sequences,into the character set and field
structures of the MARC Record.
(z) The FMTEDIT
Computer Program, which assemblesthe field
structures produced by the PREEDIT Computer Program into
the format of the MARC Record.
$) The CONEDIT Computer Program, which monitors the conrenr
of the MARC Record, registers fixed-length fields, and produces
a listing-nnnotated when error conditions are detected-of each
MARC Record that has been transcribed. The listing appears in
a format for proofing and is called the MARC Input Proofsheet.
($ The Manufacturet's Sort Computer Program, which is used to
order the MARC Records according ro an ascending magnitude
of the Library of Congress Catalog Card Number contained in
each record.
Computer Program, which adds, deletes, and
$) The UPDATh
changes fields of any record residing in the MARC Data Base
Residual, adds MARC Records to or deletes MARC Records
from the MARC Data Base Residual, and purges the MARC
Data Base Residual of MARC Records that are verified and routes
these records to be stored in the MARC Data Base Supplement.
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I{ARCInput Transcription Technique'

These computer programs are designed to be executed in the sequence

in the MARC Data Base (seeFigure 7).
MARC Storage Processing comprises the techniques and oPerations
for storing bibliographic information in the MARC Data Base. This
consists of executing two computer programs which store MARC Records in the MARC Data BaseSupplement. The programs are:

.
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Figure 6(Sheet 1 ot 2).

M A R Cfnput Processing Flow Chart.
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Log.
M A R CR e c o r d s .
(Verified )

IviARCStorage

Figure 6(Sheet 2 ot 2).

Subsystem

Tnput Processing Flow Chart'
I"iAi).C

(r) The PRNTIND Computer Program, which produces an index
of the MARC Records being stored in the MARC Data Base
Supplement.
deletes, and
@) ThZ^ UPDATEz Computer Program, which adds,
changes fields of any record in the MARC Data Base Supplement,
adds MARC Records to or deletes these from the Supplemenu
and produces a log of the activity involving the Supplement.
MARC Records, when considered stable, are taken from the MARC
Data Base Supplement periodically by the UPDATE3 Computer Program for storage in the MARC Data Base. These comPuter_Programs
ire designea to be executed in the sequence given (see Figure 8)'
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MARC
Maintenance Processing comprises the techniques
.Storage
and operations for maintaining bibliographic information in rhe MARC
Data Base. This consists of executing one computer program, which
performs the processing required ro update and purge the MARC Data
Base. The program is:
Computer Program, which
Q) The UPDATEj
changes fields of any record residing in the
adds MARC Records to or deletes MARC
Data Base; and produces a log of the activity
Base.

adds, deletes, and
MARC Dara Base,
Records from the
involving the Data

MARC Records that are changed during this process, along with other
MARC Records which are not yet considered siable, are ret;rned to the
MARC Data BaseSupplement (seeFigure g).
The MARC Retrieaal Subsystem.-The srructure of the MARC Retrieval Subsystem consists of two major functional units: MARC Retrieval Language specifications, and MARC Retrieval processing. These
units perform the tasks necessary to retrieve bibliographic infdrmation
from the MARC Data Base (seeFigure ro).
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MARC Retrieval Language Specificati,ons comprise the means for
requesting information from the MARC Data Base. This consists, at
the present time, of specifications for framing requests in a limited
vocabulary: Only fundamental conditions of "equal to," "greater than,"
and "less than," with the conjunctions "and" and "or," can be accommodated. All retrieval statements appear in a cryptic symbology at the
present time.
MARC Retrieval Processing comprises the techniques and operations for retrieving bibliographic information from the MARC Data
Base. This consists of executing the .ItSEZECT Computer Program,
which retrieves MARC Records from the MARC Data Base according
to the conditions of the requests for bibliographic information. MARC
Records which are retrieved are routed to the MARC Output Subsystem
forappropriate action (seeFigure rr).

l'lARC Data Base.
(Or Dquivalent

I,IARCRetrieval
Language
Statenents.

I{ARCRecord
( Not
Retriev

M A R CR e c o r d s .
(Retrieved )

I'iARC Output SubsYstan
Figure

11.

MARCRetrleval

Processing Flow Chart.

The MARC Output Subsystem.-The structure of the MARC Our
put Subsystem consists of three major functional units: MARC Output
Sorting, MARC Output Processing, and MARC Output Distribution.
These units perform the tasks necessary to arrange, display or print,
and dispatch bibliographic information retrieved from the MARC Data
Base (seeFigure rz).
MARC Output Sorti,ng comprises the techniques and oP€rations
for arranging bibliographic information retrieved from the MARC Data
Base.r This consists of executing two comPuter Prq3Tams,which order
the MARC Records according to the criteria expressed at execution.
The cort'rputer programs are:
.
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(r) The SKED Computer Program, which generates the structure
for ordering the records, duplicating records when applicable,
and adding pertinent sorting information for output according

MARC Records, upon exit from these programs, are routed to the computer program which is to be used to display or print the bibliographic
information. These computer programs are designed to be executed in
the sequencegiven (seeFigure t3).
MARC Output Processing comprises the techniques and operations
for processing bibliogtaphic information as output from the MARC
Data Base. This consists of executing one or more of several computer
programs which convert MARC Records to written or other digital
form formats. The computer programs are:
Q) The BIBLIST Computer Program, which produces a listing of
the MARC Records in a bibliography format.
Computer Program (Under Consideratio,n),
(z) The BCATALOG
which produces a listing of the MARC Records in a book catalog
format'
$) The CCATALOG Computer Program (Under Consideration),
which produces a listing of the MARC Records in a catalog card
format.
@) The CONVERTz Computer Program, which converts the format of the MARC Records to that of the MARC II Information
Exchange Format for both 7-track and g-track magnetic tapes.
$) The COPYTN7 Computer Program, which copies magnetic taPes,
7-uack and g-track, according to criteria expressedat execution.
These computer programs are designed to be executed independently
(see Figures r4 and r5). The outputs are routed to distribution to be
dispatched to appropriate destinations.
MARC Output Distri,bution comprises the techniques and oPerations
for dispatching or delivering to specified destinations bibliographic information that is output from the MARC Data Base. At the present
time, this consistsof mailing magnetic tapes containing an accumulation
of bibliographic information in digital form to a destination where they
will be duplicated and distributed to participants.
The MARC Systemas a Base for the MARC Networh
The MARC Network encompassesthe techniques and operations
necessary to receive from and to transmit to remote locations bibliographic information in digital form. These techniques and operations
serve as the basis for segmenting the MARC Network into three major
functional units (seeFigure r6):
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Q) The MARC Networh Reception, which comprises rhe rechniques
and operations for collecting bibliographic information in digltal
form that has been received from remote locations.
(z) The MARC Network Processing, which comprises the MARC
System.
'Ihe
MARC Networh Transmission, which comprises the tech$)
niques for sending to remore locations bibliographic information
in digital form.
at the present time, the MARC Network rransmission consisrsof distri-

The MARC Systemas an Instrument for MARC SystemApplications
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Figure r7. MARC SystemApplications Configuration.
(r) MARC System Applications Design comprises analysis and. desrgn necessaryto exploit the MARC System for particular applications at the Library of Congress.
(z) MARC System Applications Processing comprises the MARC
System.
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At the present time, the following applications are actlve:
(r) The Scienceand Technology Division of the Library of Congress'
(z) fn. Geography and Map Division of the Library of Congress'
Other applications will be undertaken as time and resourcespermit'
The MARC System as a Foundation for MARC Stand,ardsand
Conaentions
MARC Standards and conventions encompass all standards and
conventions relevant to the application of automation technology to
bibliographic information. At ihe prerent time, MARC Standards and
Conventibns include incipient specificationsfor the following:

by computer.
Geographic Codes Set, which is a collection of two- and
three-letter iodes for state or country, for use in bibliographic
information processedby computer.
Publisher Codes Sethas been discontinued.
MARC
G)
(6) MARC II Information Exchange Formats which is a specification
of content, structure and form for bibliographic information in
digital form, for use principally in the exchange of bibliographic
information between libraries.
Sef, which is a
0) MARC Roman Alphabet Languages Character
bibliographic
form
aigital
in
recording
for
of
characters
collection
information of all languagesusing the roman alphabet, including
all rornanized languages.
(8) MARC Roman Atphabet Languages Print Trai'n, which is an
interchangeable print train designed to print {rom_ digital form
bibliografhic iniorrnation of all languafes using the roman alphabet,
'UanC including all romanized languages
and Conaintions, which is a collection
System S"tand.ard.s
61
of standaids and conventions used in the design and development
of the MARC System.

(+)UianC

The MARC System is subject to the development and implementation
of all the MAI{C Standards and Conventions. As a result, the MARC
system must ofren digress from the particular to the general to efiect
material forms suitable for standards or conventions.
.
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The MARC System as a Precursor for Library Automation Planning
The MARC System, being a framework of fundamentals, does
not possessany grandiose techniques or operations. Its commission is
to pursue schemesconducive to immediate and practical ends. At the
present time, the MARC System is disposed to cbntinuing its activites
in the same vein-by gradual evolutibn rarher than by pronounced
stages of progression.
The MARC System, in bringing to reality some of the concepts
relating to the application of automation technology to bibliograptric
rntormatron, has generated considerable interest in library automation
and has provided empirical experience on which proje.ts of greater
scope can be projected. Its experience with variable-length fields, variable-length records and extended character sers is of particular significanceto future efiorts in library automation.
REFERENCES

r. A document containing specifications for the first stage of a system for sorting
MARC records is being prepared by
John C. Rather and Jerry G. Pennington of
the Library of Congress.
z. Information
concerning the MARC distribution
service is available from the Card
Division of the Library of Congress.
3. Avram, Henriette D., John K. Knapp, and Lucia J. Rather. The MARC II Format;
a Communicati.ons Fmm.at for Bi,bli,ographic Data. Washington, Library of Congress,
1968.167 p.

DesignConsiderations
for the MARC
MagneticTapeFormats
JoHN F. KNepp
Librarian Information SystemsResearchAnalyst
Inf ormation SystemsOffice
Library of Congress,Washington, D.C.

UTSIDE THE DATA PROCESSING WORLD. the word "format"
lr.-rf refers to the display of graphic materials on a page. Great care is
taken in the advertising and publishing industries to achieve a layout
of the printed text and any accompanying illusrrative material which
not only is readable but also provides the desired emphases.Formatting
can add an extra dimension of implicit meaning to printed text; e.g.,
bold face charactersare often used to convey the meaning of importance.
Volume rz, Number j, Summer t968
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Librarians have long used the techniques of formatting in building
card and book catalogs, a necessity if repetitive bibliographic infor'
mation is to be made readable. The exact uniformity of the catalog
record is considered an aid to the catalog user who soon learns that the
bold faced name on the first line (taking the Library of Congressprinted
card as an example) is the "author" and the data indented on the
next line comprise the title. If the catalog record is entered under title,
the format is altered to the "hanging indention" in order to make this
kind of entry more easily recognizable. The format of the catalog record
serves to identify the difierent units of information or "data elements"
(main entry, title, imprint, call number, etc.) as much as the content
itself.
In data processing applications, the word "format" has been adopted
to describe an analogous problem. A means must be provided by
which a machine can discriminate between the data elements when
these data have been translated into machine-readable form. The human
is able to identify the names of the data elements in a catalog record by
their implicit expression in the contents of the data and their format.
A machine must by some device have explicit identification of the data
elements in the record. The problem can be illustrated by imagining
data in machine-readable form as a continuous string of characters
as long as it needs to be to contain the data. Main entry, title, and
imprint are traditionally formatted as follows in a catalog record:
Grace, William Joseph, rgroResponse to literature [by] William J. Grace.
New York, McGraw-Hill lt965]
In machine-readableform they would be strung out as:
Grace, William Joseph, rgro- Response to
Iiterature [by] William J. Grace. New York,
McGraw-Hill Ir965]
If this data were used in a computer, it would be very difficult to
write instructions which would allow the machine to identify author
and title or, for that matter, place, publisher, and date. The blank
character between author and title is no different than the other blanks
between words. Indeed, when material is formatted on a page as it
appears in a machine, it is difficult for a human to distinguish among
the data elements. Therefore. a format for machine-readable data must
introduce techniques which allow explicit identification of each data
element.
'
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one could, for example, place the name of the data element in front
of the data surrounded by some special symbol which would distinguish
between the name of the data element and the data:
/main enfty/Grace William Joseph, rgro-/title/Response . . .
obviously this would demand too much storage for characters which
-gyl.d rarely be displayed when the data were
frinted. The alternative
which is often used in formatting records f* dutu processing is to
supply some sort of abbreviated.code version which stands for the name

r966 [i.e. r965]
[r966?]
r966- (looseleaf)

['s-]

cr966
r966 fcover r967]

To fit the date into four characters could sometimes result in certain
compromisesof meaning.
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set of data elements which are explicitly named in the record; e.g., place

associatedwith the data.
In the past, format design for data processing has favored the
fixed field fbrmat because it has advantages in computer processing:
fewer instructions need to be written to manipulate the data and

record a more powerful tool. Fixed fields may be used:
(r) To mike explicit in the machine certain information which
is usually implicit tb the human, e.g., the country of publication or
language of the work, both of which may be expressed in sorne form
of fixed-length code.
(z) To thow important characteristics which apply to .the whole
record but which are not necessarily described by any Particular data

mation in both the variable and fixed fields.
(+) To augment the catalog record with useful information not
.m,liiiy found on a catalog card, e.g., an indicator to show that the work
catalogedhas an index.
(Sf T" show the Presence or absence of certain important data
elemCnts which are found in the variable fields, e.g., an indicator to
show the presence of a bibliography note.
Having now outlined the general design considerations of a format
for machine-readable catalog records, it is possible to summarize the
o
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characteristics of a particular format configuration under three categorres:

- _@) Form-the
able form.

symbolic represenration of the data in machine-read-

format consists of roo characters of fixed. field data foilowed. by ail the
variable fields.
roo

loI

Variable
Field r

Variable
Field z

Variable
Field 3, etc.

The structure of a variable field contains a length of the field, the field
identification tag, and the data.

-;

F- LC"r own internal processing operations, a format variation is used which is
more efficie-nt on the particular computer installed at the Library. The local format
is translated into the communications format for distribution.
2 Avram, Henriette D., Ruth S. Freitag, and Kay D. Guiles. A proposed
Format
for a stand'ard,izeil Mathi,ne-readable catitog Recoid,. washington,
Library of congress, 1965. (ISS Planning Memorandurn no.3) tro,
4,22 p, Includes Supplement no.
r, Oct. zo, 1965.
Liblaly of congress. Informarion systems office. I prelirninary Report on the
-_ _u_._s.
MARC (Machine-Readable Catalog) Pilot proiect. Washington, 1966. ror p.-
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Length
of Field

Example:

Field
Tug

Data

Grace, William Joseph, rgro-

The length and tag are always fixed at three characters each. The use of
lengths ln the foimat is a machine control technique which solves
maiy of the problems of manipulating variable field data. Using the
first variable held in the MARC J format and a hypothetical set of
computer insffuctions, a retrieval operation can be simulated to illustrate
tlre use of lengthsin programming:
Go to characterposition ror (the first variablefield).
Test the +th, sth, and 6th .huru.t"rr after this position to seeif they match
the tag of the desireddata element.
If ihere is a march, subrracr 6 from the Iength (the length is for the whole
field, including itself). Go to the 7th characterafter ror and retrieve the subequalto the value of the length after *ubtra^cting6sequentdata characters
If there is no match on the first variable field, the addition of the length to
ror will give the characterpositionsof the next variablefield'
This operation is repeated for all variable fields until the desired data
element is found oi the recofd. is exhausted. It can be seen that this
technique allows for a clear distinction between machine control data
(the fiist six characters of each variable field) and information data.
ih. ,u-" technique, by the way, is u$ed ar the record level as well. If
for one reason or inother a record is not wanted, the record length (the
first fixed field, character positions r through 4) is added to the first
character position of the record. The sum gives the location in commemory of the first character of the next record.
puter
^
The contents of the MARC I for-rnat includes twenty-five fixed fields
which vary in length from one character to eleven. Several characters
are left blank to allow local libraries to include additional information

.
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l9

Prefix I Year I

I. D. Number

LC card numbers AC 66-832 and 67-4892are formatted in the machine
as follows:

AC

bt)

ooo83e

67

oo48gz

The MARC I format has twenty-four variable fields which may or
may not be present in a given record. These fields are identified by a
three character numeric tag, e.g. roo = main entry, 2oo = title, etc.
In addition, another technique was introduced to facilitate handling
the data in filing, printing, and certain experimental output programs. Two special character symbols, called "delimiters," were added
to the data in o der to identify data elements that would receive
special handling within a field. The symbols chosen for these delimiters were the number sigr (#) and the dollar sign ($). Examples
of their use are:
(r) A delimiter inserted following the last character in a main entry which would appear in bold face type on an LC printed card.
U.S. # Library of Congress
(z) A delimiter appears after that portion of the title used to gene.ratea title heading for a title added enty.
Poetsof today; ;f a new American anthology
l"he choice of symbols for delimiters does pose the problem of possible
confusion when they are actually valid characters in the data. To
date, a MARC production of 35,ooo records has not encountered this
conflict, but the possibility does exist. There are a variety of methods
to get around the problem when it does arise. The most logical
method is to use some printing symbol which could never be part of
the data, but this solution is not as easy as it sounds because currently manufactured input devices utilizing keyboards have limitations on the number of charactersthey can handle.
A major task of the experimental phase of the MARC project was
to evaluate the effectivenessof the format. The MARC I format was
developed without any empirical knowledge about the required outputs in a library system. It also was purposely limited to acting as a
vehicle for communicating bibliographic information about a small
l'olume li, Number 3, Summer t958
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part of the total collection which makes up a research library-current English language monographs. The analysis of the use of MARC
I includes experience at the Library of Congress, comments from
sixteen participants and various secondary participants (those who
received MARC data for experimentation from participants), and
advice from many others involved in library automation (among
which were stafi from the British National Bibliography who are
about to launch a United Kingdom MARC ProjecQ. This analysis
led to some conclusions which have guided the redesign effort for the
MARC II format.
(r) Libraries are interested in the concept of interlibrary data communication. A centralized source of bibliographic data like the Library of Congress may provide the major source of input for automated library systems,but many libraries will exchange data.(e) If such exchange is to succeed,it is essential that a standardized
format be accepted by the library community. We have called this
format the "communications format." It is expected that libraries
will have format variations to suit their own individual requirements,
but only a single translation program should be necessary to convert
to and from the communications format, no matter the source of the
data.
(3) The communications format must be flexible so that it can
serve a variety of library functions (printing, catalog organization,
filing, retrieval) and accommodate a wide data base (serials, maps,
prints and photographs, etc.). For such an exchange vehicle it is possible to sacrifice some storage (size of record) to gain the desired
flexibility.
There has not been the time or resources to analyze all the units of
information for all the material currently found in library collections. The design of the MARC II format has, therefore, attempted
to develop a format structure which will be hospitable to all kinds of
and acceptable as a standard for interbibliographic information
change between libraries. The detailed analysis of the contents of the
format has been completed only for monographs. Each record will
contain a code at the beginning of the record which will identify the
type of cataloging record and will bear implicit information about
the contents of the format in that record.
The structure of the MARC II format can be schematically represented as follows:
Variable I Variable I Variable
Fixed Length lVariable Length
kader
|Record Directory F i e l d r l F i e l d z l F i e l d g , e t c .
The leader is a group of fixed fields which will always be present
and which will contain a variety of machine control data. Current
plans are to standardize the leader's lerrgth so that it will be exactly

.
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the same for any kind of record. The most important freld in the
leader is called the "legend," which is a coded description of the
type of record contained in the format and gives by implication the
tagging scheme employed and the number of fixed fields for that
record.
The variable record directory is a group of fixed fields each of which
is twelve characters long.
t2

Tag

Field
Length

Starting
Character
Position

I
Each of these record directory "entries" contains the tag and length
which was formerly directly associatedwith the variable field data in
MARC I. In addition the record directory conrains the starting
character position in the record of the data to which the record directory entry refers. There is a directory entry for each variable field
in the record, and therefore the number of entries is variable.
The machine control data for the variable fields have been gathered together in the record directory to provide a kind o{ table of
contents to the record. There are a number of advantages to this
technique frorn the data processing point of view. A search through
the record for a field can be conducted only in the record directory
using fixed length increments of rwelve. When the desired field tag
is found, the starting character position gives the location of the data
elsewhere in the record, and the length tells the number of data
characters which make up that field. It is possible to reorganize
either the directory entries or the data fields themselves to suit certain
processing requirements. For example, if a great many searches
were made on subject headings, the directory entries for subjects
could be put at the beginning of the directory. Subsequent searches
would be able to get to the data more quickly. Another advantage
of the record directory technique in a format is that it simplifies file
maintenance activities. That is, additions, deletions, and changes to
the record can be performed without having totally to restructure
the machine control apparatus. Overall, the use ol the record directory provides a much more elegant record structure for the development of computer programs.
In MARC I we defined a set of fixed fields for monographs. There is
no guarantee, however, that exactly the same set of fields will be
used for all other forms of data. In fact, it is quite unlikely. Serials
data may need fifty fixed fields while maps will need only ten. Therefore, the MARC lI format has incorporated a technique to handle
fixed field data which has been given the seemingly contradictory
name of "variable fixed field." A group of fixed fields is given a
Volume tz, Number 3, Summer t968
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variable field tag and is entered in the record directory. Flowever,
relative to its starting character position in the record, it is fixed in
length for any type of record named in the legend. MARC II has
$eventeen fixed fields for monographs, and although there are no
blank characters, it is quite easy for additional fixed fields to be
added. A similar technique has been used with the LC card number.
The length of this number can be fixed, but it is impossible to
predict the length of all control numbers. If we decided that fifteen
characters is a reasonable length for all control numbers, we would
soon discover a system with a twenty character number. Therefore,
the LC card number has been formatted in a variable fixed field in
MARC II.
Our participants felt that MARC I fixed fields contained much
redundant information which was also carried in the variable fields.
Consequently, some of these fixed fields were eliminated in MARC
JI, e.9., place of publication was reduced to country of publication
because city is found in the imprint. Sorne additional fields were
added at the request of reference librarians, such as form of contents (bibliography, encyclopedia, dictionary, etc.), biography and
fiction indicators, and an "index present" indicator. At the same
time, our experience with MARC I led us to conclude that a bibliographic format needs much more detailed and explicit tagging of
the variable field data elements. As a result, MARC II has made
many more data elements into variable fields, and tags give a fuller
description of the field. For example, the tag in MARC II not only
indicates the function of the field in the record (main entry, title,
subject, etc.) but also defines the category of heading (personal
name, corporate name, uniform title, etc.). This kind of explicit
field identification is necessary for some of the more complicated
requirements of automated sorting in a library filing sequence and
production of divided book catalogs. The tagging schemg like that of
MARC I, still uses three numeric characters. Flowever, certain
mnemonic features are added to portions of the scheme which were
not found in MARC I. The first digit of the tag specifies the function of the field in the record, e.g., r = main entry, 2 = title, 4 :
series, 6 : subject. The second digit specifiesthe kind of heading, e.g.,
o - personal name, r = corporate name, 3 : uniform title heading.
In this way roo would be the tag for a personal name main entry and
6oo a personal name used as subject.
The full details of the MARC II format are soon to be released by
the Government Pdnting Office in a report entitled The MARC II
Format. Prior to its publication, the format design was presented
as a prospective national library standard to a specially convened
committee, the Machine-Readable Catalog Format Committee, made
up of representatives from the American Library Association's Information Science and Automation Division, Resources and Technical Services Division, and Reference Services Division. At a two dav
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conference held in November, 1967, at the Library of Congress, this
committee reviewed the format and was atrle to recommend its adoption to the Boards of Directors of the respective ALA Divisions.
Other developments in the application of the MARC II format include the conversion into the MARC II format of the Governmenr
Frinting Office's machine-readable tapes which were used to print
the 7th edition of LC's list of subject headings; the study being
conducted by the National Serials Data Program which should lead
to a format for serials using the MARC II structure; and the negotiations by the Library of Congress with the Sub-Panel on Transfer of
Bibliographic Descriptions by Magnetic Tape of the Commitree on
Scientific and Technical Information (COSATI), which is develop
ing a compatible format for technical reports. It is difficult to
measure the potential of this new format, but the indications above
suggest that the format does fulfill one of its primary goals. It can be
a vehicle for all bibliographic data and be used by a wide variety of
information systems. Possibly the MARC experience will lead to a
generally accepted format standard.

SpecialCharactersand Diacritical

MarksUsedin RomanAlphabets
Lucra J. RerHrn
Library Information SystemsSpecialist
Inf ormation Systems Office
Library of Congress,Washington, D.C.

S THE NATION'S LARGEST research library and as a central
distributor of bibliographic information, the Library of Congress acquires and processesmaterials in over 7o languages, written
in approximately 20 difierent alphabets or character sets. The Library has consistently followed a policy of reproducing the bibliographic information in as precise a form as possible. This has
meant reproducing all diacritical marks and special characters used
in other roman alphabet languages and other alphabets where
needed. Romanization, because of the inherent possibilities of ambiguity and confusion is used only for those portions of the caralog
record that serve as filing elements. Romanization tables have been
developed for each of the rg non-roman alphabets. The romanized
forms, themselves frequently require special diacriticals and special
characters.
Volume tz, Number j, Surnmer t968
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When the MARC Pilot Project was planned, a keyboard for computer input purposes was designed which included the most common diacritics used in roman alphabet languages. This keyboard was
developed in conjunction with the ALA Standard Library Typewriter Keyboard Committee. A few changes were made to the
library keyboard to add a one, a zero, and several characters for control
use. The resulting keyboard (shown in Figure r) was capable of
representing the following roman alphabet languages: Afrikaans,
Albanian, Dutch, English, Esperanto, Estonian, Finnish, French,
German, Italian, Latin, Portuguese, Spanish, Swedish, and Welsh.
Of the transliterated or romanized alphabets, however, it was only
possible to cover transliterated Greek.
A computer print train containing all the diacritics on the MARC
keyboard as well as two additional diacritics-the superior dot (')
designed at the same time. At the onset of
and the hatek f)-was
the Pilot Project the decision was made not to input any cataloging
records that required characters that were not on the keyboard.
That is, there was no attempt made to use combinations of characters
to represent a single character. Because the MARC keyboard did
not include the hatek and the superior dot the Library did not use
these two diacritics during the first year of the Pilot Project.
Although the Pilot Project was limited to records for books in
English, it was still impossible, operating with the constraint described above, to convert all these records to digital form. Sorne of
the records included notes in non-roman alphabets, and a considerable number had romanized main and added entries that included
special characters and diacritics not found on either the keyboard or
the print train. As plans were made for the development of MARC
II and expansion into languages other than English, it became
obvior.rs that another survey of the character set needed to produce
roman alphabet languages and romanized forms of non-roman alphabetswas necessary
The problem of identifying diacritics and special characters is not
an easy one. Written languages change and experts do not agree on
what characters are necessaryto exPressa given language accurately. In
some languages diacritical marks show stress or tone in pronunciation; in others when used in conjunction with a letter actually constitute a new letter. Thus, in Swedish, an A with a circle over it
(A) is a separate letter and not a modified A. The use of diacritical
marks in some languages is not consistent, even among native speakers. For example, in Rumanian, a small hook is used under the
letters S and T as follows: $ T. This hook is generally represented
as a small comma-like mark. Sometimes, however, a cedilla is used:

$T.

The diacritics and special characters finally defined were drawn from
many authorities but primarily from the character set used in the
.
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Library Branch of the U.S. Government Printing Office,1 the Library's transliteration tables,2 and various foreign language manuals.3 In caseswhere authorities did not agree, the form used by the
Library was chosen.
There are two ways to represent Ietters used with a diacritical mark.
The first way, and that used in printing, is to design a separate
graphic for each diacritical mark in combination with each character.
Thus to represent the circumflex, it is necessary to design ten characters as follows: A a E e I i O 6 U ri. This is the ideal solution if the
number of graphics available is unlimited. In a situation where the
number is limited (such as a typewriter keyboard or a computer
print train) a second method is more useful. This involves designing
separate graphics for each character and using them in conjunction
with the standard alphabetic characters. With this method, one or
possibly two circumflex graphics are designed. To meet typographic
standards, two are necessary-one at about the middle of the slug to
tre used with small lower case letters and one at the top of the slug
to be used with tall lower case letters and upper case letters. A more
economical solution is to design only one graphic at the top of the
slug to be used over both large and small letters. The result, while
not as attractive, is legible. As long as a library is limited to a computer print train for output for machine readable cataloging, the
latter is the only feasible solution. As the technology expands, it
may be possible to use photocomposition devices with expanded
character sets,and another solution may be possible.
There are a number of special characters which may be designed
as special graphics or may be contrived by using a diacritical mark
with a standard alphabetic character. A slash (/) can be superimposed on an L or on an O to produce an tr- (used in Polish and other
east European languages) or an @ (used in the Scandinavian languages). There are difficulties with the latter method since a slash
which falls in the correct position on an upper case O is too long
and off center for a lower case o. In the actual design of a character
set many such problems must be faced and the best solution in
terms of legibility, accuracy, and economy must be determined.
Some of the results of the LC survey are shown in the following
tLinoty4e and, Intertype Faces at the Li.brary Printing Branch. [n.p., n.d.] p.3zt329.
z American Library Association. Division of Cataloging and Classification. A.L.A.
Cataloging Rules for Author and Title Entries. znd ed. Chicago, American Library
Association, rg4g. p. 246-249.
U. S. Library of Congress. Processing Department. Cataloging Sentice. Bulletin 42,
4j, 49, bg, 62, 64, 7r,76; July, rg57; Sept., Nov. rq58; July, Sept., 1963; Feb., 1964;
July, 1965; Oct., 1966, Washington, D. C.
a U. S. Govemment Printing Office. Manual of Foreign Languages.4th ed., rev. and
enl. by Georg F. Von Ostermann. New York, Central Book Co., 1952. 4r4 p'
Style manual. Rev. ed., Jan., 1967. Washington, 467. 5rz p.
Wemyss, Stanley. The Languages of the World, Ancient and' Modern. Philadelphia,

rg5o.237p.
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tables. Table I lists the major roman alphabet languagesand the nonroman alphabet languages for which transliteration tables have been
established. The special characters and the cliacritical marks ttsed
with each language are shown. Table II lists cliacritical marks and
specialcharactersancl the languagesin which they are found.

TABLE I
LANGUAGESUSING DIACRITICAL MARKS OR SPECIAL CHARACTERS*
Roman Alphabet Languages

Part A:

e

Afrikaans

d

Albanian
Anglo-Saxon

6

i

(etc.)

1.6

eeelo

a

a

6

(D)

(.8)

(G)

e

P (P)

E

Catalan

d

Croatian
Czech

t

Edd'
(f)
t'

a

(E)d

a

Danish

d

(D)5

(D) 6
fi

ry

(etc.)

Dutch
Esperanto

Cghlsu

Estonian

aaA-

o

Finnish
French

a

u

ce

9d
(G)

x Only lorver case letters are shorvn unless the upper case form would not be obvious'
In this case it is shown in parentheses next to the lower case form. In some cases, where
a combination of a diacritical mark and an alphabetic character is used to indicate
pronunciation (such as Afrikaans or \Iietnamese) only a sample of the possible conrbinations is shourr.

.
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German

ao

Hawaiian

6616

Hungarian

ae10

Icblandic

a6
(.e)

o

u

(D) 6

(P) .e

Indonesian

Latin (modern)
Latvian

aac

nor
Lithuanian

ade
zt

Norwegian

e

Polish

q(,9

Portuguese

5"ea

Rumanian

aat

Slovak

acod

(.4)

(9)i
i
r
\ I
(EKVNKF-ota Latvian)
z

e

|

(L) n

i l Y

Y

(D) 6
(f) n

Slovene

ace

SZ

Spanish

6Cf

ou

Swedish

aao

Tagalog

aaa

Turkish

A

Vietnamese

d(D)ee66dre

9

e'a

(L)

5

q

ti

d

-r

rstt

eec
suu

B

i

r(I)

'd

z

o

(f)ri

ell

uyz

it

F

i(I)

.l

4

d

(L)

ft

6'

(etc.)

Welsh
Wendic

cce

rss

(L) t
zz
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Part B:

Non-Roman Alphabet Languages (Romanized Characters)
t"

re

la

lu

Bulgarian

i

l\lacedonian

Sdk'g'i'

Russian

eiiGtl

Serbian

d(D)i,ei

Ukrainian

reznll

ru

la

White Russian
(Belorussian)

lol

lu

la

Greek (modern)

eo

Hebrerv

i

,h

Persian

!

Arabic

hs

Arrnenian

Ev

Assamese

?.
reelUlal

'h

Yiddish

z

Gujarati

gZ

d

ts'

p'

6

ir

fi

fr

ii

iii

ch'

airlIild
tr
lqi

"99,

dr

eirrl06dfr
6+l.r'

ainl'rl€6
ghsh
d

6th.\'

Iiannada

66kh

trIalatalam

alu

dn6

+

!

I

66nl
mh

I

I

t

d

lc6irfrt
n6q+h

I

n

trIarathi

1-,

aiii[tlffr!
!ryl.rysllm

Bengali

styte romanization)

(q Fd !-old

l:t

n

4rtr

lo6inlt
daiifrfr6

eoo

'
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Sanslirit or
Prakrit

Korean

TABLE II
DIACRITICAL MARKS AND SPECIAL CHARACTERS*
Part A:
Character

DiacriticalMarks

Use
aeslouc
ynzmnp
fw

Languages
Afrikaans,
Albanian,
Assarnese, Bengali,
Catalan, Croatian, Czech, Dutch, French,
Gujarati, Hawaiian, Hindi, Hungarian, Icelandic,
I{annada,
i\{alayalam,
Xlarathi,
Oriya, Polish, Portuguese, Prakrit, Sanskrit,
Serbian, Slovak, Slovene, Spanish, Tagalog,

Tamil, Telugu, Vietnamese,Wendic
'l'Official

names \\rere rrot found for all cliacritical marks and special characters.
In some cases a descriptive name has been supplied.
Double diacriticals are sometimes used in Yiet'amese a'ri \Iarathi, ..g. 'i 6 i.
These are not identified in this table.

V o l u m e 1 2 , N u m b e r j , S u n t n r c r1 9 6 8
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grave

ndtdt

Catalan, Dutch, French, Italian, Portuguese,
Vietnamese

umlaut or
dieresis

ae

ou

Albanian, Catalan, Chinese, Dutch, Estonian,
Finnish, French, German, Hungarian, IceRussian,
Norwegian,
landic, Lithuanian,
Spanish, Swedish, Turkish, Ukrainian

breve

agloume

Bulgarian, Chinese,Hindi, Korean, Panjabi,
Russian, Turkish, Ukrainian, Vietnamese,
White Russian, Esperanto

circumflcx

aelou

Albanian, Chinese,Dutch, French, Gujarati,
Hindi, Marathi, Portuguese,Rumanian, Slovene,Telugu, Turkish, Vietnamese,Esperanto

_^+^ ^

cgnJ s

macron

Anglo-Saxon, Arabic, Armenian, Assamese
Bengali, Burmese, Greek (Modern), Gujarati
Hindi, Japanese, I(annada, Korean, Latvian
Oriya
Marathi,
Malayalam,
Lithuanian,
Persian, Prakrit, Panjabi, Pushto, Russian
Sanskrit, Tamil, Telugu, Thai, Urdu

eCionrce
ALP

o

Czech, Danish, Finnish,
wegian, Slovak, Swedish

circle

Lithuanian,

Nor-

Assamese,Bengali, Gujurati, Hebrew, Hindi,
Kannada, Lithuanian, Malayalam, Marathi,
Oriya, Polish; Prakrit, Panjabi, Pushto,
Russian, Sanskrit, Tamil, Telugu, White
Russian

z

supenor
dot

insIy

c e di l l a

c $.1

left hook

d, kt n ,sl t rrG
,

right hook

aa ea ia sa at o ua

inverted
cedilla

o

Thai

haiek

cenorsz
I td

Armenian, Croatian, Czech, Latvian, LithuSlovene, Thai,
anian, Serbian, Slovak,
Wendic

tilde

ano

fti

Albanian, Catalan,
tuguese, Turkish

rue

I

a

French,

Latvian,

Por

Rumanian, Latvian

Anglo Saxon,Lithuanian, Polish

Bengali,Estonian,Gujarati, Hindi,
Assamese,
Kannada, Malayalam, Marathi, Oriya, Portu'
guese, Prakrit, Panjabi, Sanskrit; Spanish,
Tamil, Telugu, Vietnamese
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double
acute

ou

Hungarian

ligaturc

re ru ra ts zh

Bulgarian, I{ussian, llkrainian,
Russian

trvo dots
under
letter

stzlh

Hindi,

dot below
lettcr

q+dehik
l'rrrgfs

Arabic, Assamese, Bengali, Burmese, Gujarati, Hebrerv,Hindi, Kannada, Malayalam,
Marathi, Oriya, Persian, Prakrit, Sanskrit,
Tamil, Telugu, Urdu, Vietnamese

tz

o

circlc
under
letter

lnr

candrabindu

nlntt

h ioh

I(annatla,

Persian,

Whitc

Pushto,

Urdu

Assamese, Bengali, Gujurati, Hindi, Kannada, Malayalam, Marathi, Oriya, Prakrit,
Sanskrit, Telugu
Assamese, Bengali, Bulgarian, Hindi, Oriya,
Prakrit, Sanskrit, Tclugu

g

Latvian

high
comnl:l
(off-centcr)

t' I'd' g'k'

Czcch, Maccdonian, Slovak, Wendic

upadhmdnlva

h

Sanskrit

underscorc

hlnrzt
sgk

Assamese, Bengali, Hindi, Kannada, Malayalarn, Pcrsian, Panjabi, Pushto, Sanskrit,
Prakrit, Tarnil, Telugu, Urdu

double
underscorc

ah

Hindi

double
tildc

ng

Tagalog

il

Yietnamcse

colnma

pseudo
questlorl
marli

t r l o l t t n t r :r 2 , N u n t b c r 3 , S u n t n t c r t 9 6 8
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Part B:
Character
(Lower
case)

Character
(Upper
case)

Spccial Charactcrs

Languages

Name

f,

o

Danish, Norwcgian

I

\,

Lithuanian, Polish, Wendic
milgl<ii znak

Bulgarian, Russian, Ukrainiah, White
Russian

tvdrdyi znak

Russian

alif

Arabic, Assamese, Bengali, Gujarati, Hebrew, Hindi, Japanese, Malayalam, Marathi,
Oriya, Persian, Prakrit, Turkish, Urdu

'ayn

Arabic, Armenian, Chinese, Hebrew, Korean
Persian, Pushto, Thai, Urdu

2e

,8,

Anglo-Saxon, Danish, Icelandic, Norwegian
Thai

@

(E

Anglo-Saxon, French, Ibelandic, Thai

Superscript

c

Indonesian

2

d

D

6

D

eth

Anglo-Saxon, Icelandic

P

P

thorn

Anglo-Saxon, Icelandic

Turkish i
without dot

Turkish

Croatian, Serbian, Vietnamese

[r

IT

Thai, Vietnamese

(y

U

Vietnamese
clot in center
of linc

Catalan
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An Analysisof Bibliographic
Data
ConversionCosts
P. A. Srrvrvrots.Librari,an
Inf ormation SystemsResearch Analyst
Information Systems Office
Library of Congress,Washington, D.C.

QOON AFTER THE ESTABLISHMENT of the MARC Pilot ProjLJ ect in the Library of Congress in 1966, the Project staff decided to
initiate a series of studies to determine the costs involved in converting bibliographic data to machine-readable form. The studies,
which were proposed after a search revealed a lack of cost data in
published sources, were to serve a dual purpose: they would provide
a valuable management tool by analyzing the MARC input procedures and permitting the evaluation of changes in the procedures
under well regulated conditions, and they would serve to inform
other librarians who were considering the implementation of similar programs. The cost studies were to utilize techniques of cost
accounting, which has come into common use in a variety of institutions, including some libraries.
Until fairly recently performance budgeting, the budgeting method
which relies on cost accounting, was rare in libraries. The careful
analysis of costs was somehow considered unsuitable for a professional activity, as if there could be no doubt that library budgets
were being spent wisely and efficiently. Rather than accounting for
funds spent by attempting to measure value received or services
ofiered, librarians often requested, as so many institutions did,
as much as could be justified to the appropriating body. The idea that
services could be evaluated in financial terms belonged to the crass,
alien world that stopped at the library's front door. Happily, however, rec€nt years have brought strong doses of reality to every part
of the library, including even its budget. Although cost accounting
has not yet penetrated to the majority of American libraries, it has
appeared with increasing frequency in institutions which have recognized it as a useful management and fiscal tool and which are not
averse to changing long-standing habits in favor of more enlighr
ened practices.
As
The advantages of performance budgeting are manifold.
Brutcher, Gessford, and Rixford note: "It has been found that
performance budgeting, besides providing a more easily-understood
.
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statement of what is to be accomplished with the requested funds,
can present a more accurate statement of needs, provide a more
equitable allocation of funds, allow for carefully controlled expenditure of funds, give performance and cost conffol, and serve as a
planning tool."r It was obvious to the Project's administrators that
such a system of accounting would have great value in an experiment
like MARC, for it would offer not only a series of useful tools to
the MARC management staff but also a clear indication for other
libraries of the costs of converting bibliographic data. Furthermore,
by carefully isolating the component costs of conversion, the MARC
staff could improve the input system by eliminating the least efficient (or more costly) procedures and substituting other, presumably less expensive, means of getting the job done.
Ideally costs should have been approached from two points of view.
The first would be to establish standards which would predict what
costs would be if certain performances were achieved; the second
would be the analysis of actual production costs. Standard costing
provides a manager with an indispensable tool for promoting and
and reducing costs, simplifying
measuring efficiency, controlling
budgeting procedures and planning selling prices. Although the
last item might have little purpose in most libraries, it has great
value for MARC, whose tapes will soon be for sale to subscribers
from the entire library community. Standard costs, it should be
noted, are not difficult to establish, for they may be computed from
production statistics compiled from ema variety of sources-from
ployee production records, from work sampling observationq from
time study data, from standard time lists, or from subjective standards applied either alone or in concert with one of the other
sources.2
Some powerful arguments can easily be developed for the establishment of realistic standards based on actual production records. Although standards may be designed to indicate either theoretical and
maximum levels of efficiency, or more normal levels of expected
output, the former have somewhat limited usefulness as a gauge,
since they can, by definition, rarely be achieved. Realistic standards, however, based on actual experience rather than estimates,
can provide accurate guidelines for evaluating stafi performances.
When the only standards provided are those based on estimates, the
staft supervisor must still mentally supply some basis for judging
acceptable performance. Furthermore, realistic standards can serye
as a strong motivating force for the operating staff, while goals so
idealistic that they can rarely be attained may serve to discourage
rather than to motivate. Finally, standards can serve as vital elements' in making plans and coordinating activities; the use of realistic
standards can result in workable plans and meaningful projections,
rather than a series of ambitious and unreliable numbers built
only on speculation.
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These benefits ofier some sound reasons for the use of stand.ard.cost-

of

tapes. The

cost analysis, which

combined. elements

of

both

The second cost analysis, which was starred in June; 1967 was based
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only on carefully recorded production statistics, and was compiled
by the MARC production supervisor. New forms, designed to replace the production records, were distributed to all MARC procluction staff members and were required to be filled in and sub-

,Congress. Each worker was required to account for all of his time,
including sick leave and time off, and time sPent in such nonproductive activities as coffee breaks was included and charged against
MenC production, since it was felt that all time paid for out of the
MARC budget should be accounted for. Cost analyses were compiled. for approximately one month in every three, while production
itatistics were kept on a continuing basis in order to evaluate the

costs which were a direct result of the production of MARC records.
Costs for further development of the MARC system, for employee
benefits, for the initial establishment of work policies and procedures, and for time devoted to compiling data for the cost analyses
themselves were deliberately omitted from the accounting'
In a few areas the distinction between direct and indirect costs
could not easily be made. For example, most of the costs connected
with training the original stafi were omitted, since it was felt that
those costs i'ere unique to the initial establishment of the projectHowever, stafi members being trained on the job gradually produced
work which contributed to MARC's weekly production, and this
was not separated from the other work accounted for in production
Vol,ume tz, Number j, Summer t958
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statistics. As the project matured such inevitable inconsistencies
were eventually eliminated. A more serious problem was how to
account for time spent showing the projecr to visitors; the MARC
production supervisors spent considerable portions of their time
guiding visitors from LC as well as from outside libraries through
the project, answering letters concerning problems associated with
the preparation of bibliographic records, and, in a few instances,
actually training librarians from other institutions to prepare bibliographic records in the MARC format. The month of October,
1967, can provide a few illustrations, and it is used for that purpose
throughout this summary. During the zz working days of October,
6r visitors were shown around the project by the MARC production supervisors. Their visits lasted anywhere from 3o minutes to z
weeks, with an average of over 6o minutes; they arrived singly, in
pairs, and in groups as large as 94, coming from other parts of the
Library of Congress, from a wide variety of American public and
academic libraries, and from libraries in such cities as Paris, Belgrade, Tokyo, and Munich. In rank and position they ranged from
library students to the head of a foreign national library, and their
interests and questions covered every possible facet of the project,
from hardware specifications and programming problems to format
design and editing rates. Although it is possible that the cosr of
such duties as answering correspondence and meeting visitors should
not be considered accountable to MARC production, they have
been included in the cost of supervision simply because they are
currently part of that job.
Analyses of costs measured in MARC accounting closely follow the
pattern of MARC production procedures, which are shown in
schematic form in Figure r. This plan includes only the operations
resulting in a master file on bibliographic records on magnetic tape.
The duplication of the file and its distribution to participating
libraries are considered separate functions to be examined apart from
production, and the costs of these activities do nor app€ar in MARC
production analyses. The cost account which follows consists of an
explanation of the processes and costs summarized in Figure z. It
was compiled during October, 1967, and is quite typical of similar
analyses made before and since that month. It reflects the costs of
an input system which had been in operation with only minor changes
for almost a year, although benefits from refinement of the procedures
were partly ofiset by stafi turnover. Only two staff members employed in
production at the project's inception still remained in October, 1967,
and one of these was performing a different job.
The first step in the MARC conversion process involves making a
Xerox copy of the manuscript card which has been filled in by Library
of Congress catalogers. The card has accompanied the book through the
cataloging process,the book has been sent to be labeled and shelved, the
manuscript card has been sent to the Government Printing Office for
o$OO.
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Figure z: MARC PRODUCTION

COST SUMMARY FOR OCTOBER
Percent of
Total Cost

A. Labor costs per record
l. Supervision
2. Production control
g. Worksheet copying
4. Coding place, publisher, and size
b. Initial editing and proofreading
6. Initial punching
j.
Correcting & verifying
.
8. Punching corrections & verifications
g. Computer processing

$ .gsr

B. Materials costs per record
lo. Dura typewriter rental
r r. ,Computer rental
rz. Xerox copier use
r3. Expendable materials

$ .6zg

C.

fu.b74

Total cost per record

$ .rg+
.o97
.oo7
.o42
.16z
.244
.r2b
'o39
.o4r
$ .t56
$87
.o65
.or5

6o7o
r27o
6
o,4
3
lo
r5.5
8
2'5
z-6
407o
roTo
25

!
roo/o

production group, wher-ethey99grlly arrivld the morning following the
copying. At the start of the MARC Pilot Froject it wal intended.that
eacharriving worksheetbe loggedin to provide total control, but during
.3OS.
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October, no new codes were established, and names requiring

research

batch by the editors, who exchanged batches of work dyrlng the day and
proofread each other's editing in an_effort to reduce editing errors. This
procedure was adopted when MARC production first be-ganand dropped
iome months latef when it was felt that the editors had sufficient experience to work entirely independently. However, samples taken of
verified records showed the editors' enor late to be excessive, and the
proofreading procedure was re-establishedin July, 1967. During October,
iufAnC editois spent over 156 hours editing and proofreading bibliographic records, with a resulting cost to each record of $o.16z. This
fig;ure, a considerable improvement over the $O:295rireasured early in the
' 3og
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project, is a result of the gradual increase in the editing rate, a small
part of which is illusrrated in the computer-produced chart (shown as
Figure 3).
The batches of worksheets, having been edited and proofread, were
given to the clerk, who then became rhe control clerk; ihe slipped the
worksheets into a folder, stapled a control sheer onto the folidir, and
assigned each batch a unique number. The batches were then ready
for paper-tape punching.
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The paper-tape typewriter was controlled by a program tape, which
typed and punched both the variable field tags and the fixed field numbers. Thus the operator waited until the typewriter had punched the
tag and stopped, and then typed the information that appeared after
that tag on the worksheet. When the project began it was necessaryfor
the typist to wait for the machine to punch the tag for every field which
could possibly occur on a MARC record, but soon after production began
the program tapes were modified to allow the typist to skip those fields
which did not appear on the record she was typing. This could not be
done in the fixed fields, however; the typist was still required to watch
the machine type all r8 fixed numbers, even though no more than g of
them might contain data. The typing process was performed at an average rate of r r titles per hour, which compares very poorly with the rate
of typing prose because of the often complex nature. of bibliographic
information and occasional problems in deciphering handwritten data.
It should also be noted that although MARC curently only handles bibliographic records for works printed in English, authors' names and
foreign titles frequently involve typing unfamiliar combinations of letters
which often include the diacritical marks on the typewriter keyboard or
some of the 37 characters allowed for in the MARC system but not present
on the keyboard. Becauseof the fairly slow typing rate, each record cost
$o.244 in wages to punch initially, and since each of the paper tape typewriters rents for $r54 per month including maintenance, rental costs
added another $o.156to the cost of production.
Each night the punched paper tapes were read into the Library's computer for conversion to magnetic tape and subsequent processing. The
records were sorted into Library of Congressprinted card number order,
and a printed listing was produced indicating which records were in
process,which contained errors, and which had been verified as correct.
Also, a printed record or diagnostic proofsheet covering a single page
was produced for each title being input or corrected, to provide an absolute check on the data as it appeared on the magnetic tape. This machine processing and printing was charged to MARC production at the
rate of $Sg.?z per hour, which was the rental fee paid by the Library
based on 176 meter hours per month. During October each record required $o.387-worth of machine time and 4 cents' worth of computer
operator time, the latter including a ro percent premium over normal
salary for night work. These figures include the cost of processing all
necessary corrections and the verification of each record, in addition to
its initial input.
In the morning the control clerk, having retrieved the paper tapes
and computer-printed listings from the computer room, matched each
diagnostic proofsheet to its worksheet. Printing the batch number on
every diagnostic proofsheet made this a relatively easy task, though rarely
a quick one since over two hundred titles were usually in processon any
given day. Moreover, since the records were sorted by the computer before
being listed, the worksheets were sorted by the clerk before they were
Volume rz, Number j, Summer 1968
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punched in order to facilitate the matching of worksheets and proofsheets. The control clerk returned the matched worksheets and proofsheets to the editors, who compared each set to ensure the completeness
and accuracy of the proofsheet, and at this time the correct and erroneous
records were separated. Records which were correct were returned to their
batch folder and were then ready to be punched as verified. For records
which were incorrect, the necessary corrections along with simple correction codes (e.g.,"A" to add an omitted field, "C" to correcr an existing
field, and "D" to delete a field) were written directly on the proofsheets.
This work of checking diagnostic proofsheets and marking coffections
and verified records required almost ro4 hours of the editors' time during
October, adding $o.r z5 to the cost of each record processed.
The records which required correction, having been removed from
their batches by the editors, were gathered into correction batches by the
control clerk, who assigned each batch a new batch number and sorted
the worksheets again to make the matching of worksheets and proofsheets
less difficult. The batches of correct and incorrect records were then sent
to be punched, and for the correct records all that remained was to type a
list of the record numbers, assisted by a program tape which punched the
verification code, and then proofread the list to check the accuracy of the
punching. For the incorrect records the typist, using another program
tape, had to punch the number of the record and the tag number, correction code, and correct data for each field being added or corrected.
Frequently those fields which needed correction were more lengthy or
difficult than average (e.9., contents notes or translated titles) and thus
required careful retyping. As might be expected, it was not unknown for
the typist to make a second error while correcting the first, with the result
that 4r percent of the MARC records which were punched incorrectly
initially required more than one correction. During October a sample
indicated that 38 percent of the new records punched contained at least
one error, and 16 ,percent contained two or more. This should not be
construed as a 38 percent error rate in punching, however, since a record
was retyped as a correction even if only one of its zoo to 2,ooo characters
was in error. In tact, a recent report3 indicates that an error rate of r.4
Percent before proofreading is normal for punching prose onto paper
tape; because MARC records average 446 characters in length including
tags and spaces,a normal typist making almost one error every 65 strokes
would make nearly 7 mistakes in an average MARC record, thereby
causing every record to be repunched for corrections. When allowance is
made for a normal number of editing errors, the 38 percent correction
rate becomestolerable if somewhat expensive. The expense amounted to
almost 4 cents, which included retyping any incorrect fields and typing
the record number in a list of verified records; the cost of renting the
punching equipment was fully charged to the original input typing cost.
Once the corrections and verifications had been punched into paper
tape, they followed the same stream of work as new records. Costs resulting from processing these paper tapes on the computer and checking the
.
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resulting diagnostic proofsheetshave been included in the initial costs of
these activities. The proofsheets and computer-printed listings, paper
tape, and paper used as hard copy in the typewriters were the only materials used in MARC production and cost an additional $o.or5 per
record.
The foregoing analysis accounts for the cost of every step in processing
MARC records, resulting in the conversion of bibliographic records into
machine-readable form from the original typescript. The only direct cost
elements omitted have been those of supervision and production control,
the latter being a catchall category to account for all the duties of the
control clerk who often worked between steps in the process to move records from one work station to the next. Her jobs included establishing
batches of new and correction records; delivering coded worksheets to the
editors, edited worksheets to the typists, punched paper tape to the computer room, and proofsheets back to the editors; sorting worksheets into
numerical order before batching; matching worksheets and proofsheets
into pairs for verification; ordering office supplies, rolls of paper tape,
and paper for the typists' hard copy when necessary;and performing a
host of other tasks too minor to list. All of these jobs combined added
$o.og7 to the cost of MARC production, while the supervision required
for the entire production group cost $o.rg3 per record processed.As has
previously been discussed, this cost undoubtedly includes tasks which
would not be considered necessaryin a normal, stable production operation.
Although what has been presented here is only a brief summary abstracted from a complete cost analysis of MARC production, €V€r suln:
maries such as this can provide great amounts of useful informatioir about
the system being measured. Initially, for example, editing was a painfully
slow processwhich constantly involved looking up codes and tags on the
reference list provided on each worksheet. Disagreemens concerning the
interpretation of editing rules often arose, and the problems which were
not covered by the rules sometimes seemed to exceed those that were. As
a result, editing a single worksheet cost over 42 cents and accounted for
zo percent of the total cost of conversion. With the passage of time
editing policies were better understood, and as the editors gained experience the supervisors were required to make fewer decisions concerning borderline cases.However, the time required to edit each worksheet
did not seem to diminish greatly, nor did the cost fall. The editing procedures were carefully examined, and it was noted that the editors spenr
a large part of their time exchanging batches of worksheets and proofreading each other's editing. Since MARC was an experiment, an experimental
decision was made to eliminate this expensive step and let the editors
submit their edited worksheets for punching without proofreading. In
order to evaluate the efiects of this step, both the cost and quality of the
editing were carefully evaluated.
So far as the budget was concerned, the experiment was a complete
success.The cost of editing immediately dropped from $o.4zz to $o.265
' yoj
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per record; and by June, 1966, it had dipped as low as $o.zzr and accounted for only rg percent of the total record cost. The quality of
editing, unfortunately, also fell significantly. As the rapidity of editing
increased so did the number of errors which crept into the MARC master
file. Ultimately the proofreading experiment was pronounced a failure,
and the practice of proofreading all work before submitting it for punching was reinstated. The cost of editing immediately rose to $o.4oz per
record, or 24 percent of the total cost, but the error rate was sufficiently
decreased to warrant the extra cost. Since then the cost of editing has
gradually dropped to its present level of $o.287,or r8 percent of the total
cost, and the editing error rate has fallen slightly as the editors have
gained experience. It seemsworth adding that even the improved error
rate in MARC editing was considered too high; a survey during October
indicated that almost 6 percent of verified MARC records might contain
errors, many of which were likely to be editing errors. The editors themselves believed that the computer-produced diagnostic proofsheets were
cluttered and hard to read, and it seemed likely that a simplified proof- .
sheet could help to reduce the error rate and, consequently, the cost of
producing a correct record.
Although the role of the control clerk or work dispatcher is a small
one in the MARC production process, it provides another illustration
of an attempt to reduce input costs. When first measured, the conffol
of MARC worksheets was costing $o.146, or 7 percent of the total cost.
Throughout the first year of the Project, constant cost analysis showed
that the price remained exactly the same. However, as other parts of the
system were improved the sum of less than 15 cents gradually became
more significant. Early in 1967 it constituted 7.5 percent of the total
cost and by the summer it had reached 8.6 percent. The supervisor
was certain that the job was being performed as efficiently as possible,
but its cost was becoming disproportionate to its importance. The solution once again seemed to be to simplify the job, and for this reason
certain controls over the worksheetswere eliminated. For example, where
every movement of every batch of worksheets between work stations
had been logged, batches were now simply recorded upon establishment and checked ofi when they were completed. This procedure proved
quite satisfactory, and not a single batch of worksheets was ever lost
during the processing. These changes in the job resulted in a drop in
cost to less than g cents, although because of further improvements in
other parts of the system, by October this still accounted for 6 percent
of the total cost. It was then apparent that only another, greater reduction in the work could reduce the cost further; what was needed was an
input system which would permit the abandonment of the hand-sorting
of worksheets and, preferably, complete elimination of the batching
system. For the time being, though, both of these steps were made
necessaryby the comPuter inPut Programs.
The problem of the typists' en:or rate proved equally difficult to
solve. As each operatoi was hired the overall punching error rate rose
.
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precipitously, but by the time she had been on the job for 6 to 8 weeks
the error rate had returned to its normal level. This level remained
quite constant through the first year of the project, but as costs of
coding, control, and other parts of the conversion process gradually
dropped, the cost of retyping records which required correction grew
in importance. The cost that had slowly risen from r.3 percent of the
total to r.5 percent soon became z percent and, by October, 1967, comprised s.5 percent of the total cost of producing a MARC record. The
problem seemed to be that the typist was only able to correct an error
if she discovered the mistake immediately after she typed it; if she did
not notice the mistake until she had typed several strokes more, she
could not correct it. Moreover, it was a waste of time for the Dura
operator to proofread her own work at the end of each record, since
the prog'ram tape, by punching tags, limited the typist by preventing
her from returning to a field once she had left it. It seemed unlikely
that the error rate would drop until some way was found to permit the
typist to correct her own errors, and this demanded either a considerable modification or total abandonment of the program tapes. Until
that could be done, it was clear that the error rate and the costs resulting from it would at least remain constant and might even rise as the
typists became carelessabout making errors they could not correct.
It gradually became clear from casessuch as these that a series of
criteria for improved input programs was emerging from the cost and
production analyses,and in the spring of 1967 the MARC programming
staft began the job of rewriting all of the input programs then in
operation. The new programs were designed to provide an improved,
more efficient input system that could later be modified to permit the
conversion of bibliographic data in the MARC II format, which was
then being designed. The system included the following provisions: (t)
Edit programs were designed to permit the input typists to delete and
substitute individual letters, words, lines, and entire fields while punching a record. In addition, the typist could re-enter the record and add,
change, or delete fields at any time, thereby permitting and encouraging
her to submit perfect work. (z) The program tapes on the paper-tape
typewriters were abandoned, allowing the typist to input fields of data
in random order, and the batch system, though retained for ease in
distributing and counting worksheets, was completely eliminated from
the input programs. (3) The computer-printed proofsheets were formatted as simply as possible to permit quick and accurate verification
against the input worksheets. In addition, they were made to look very
similar to the typists' hard copy, to facilitate experiments in verifying
records directly from the hard copy at some future time. (4) The proofsheetswere to be printed out in input order, to eliminate the necessity
of hand-sorting worksheets; this in turn eliminated the need to burst
the proofsheets into separate pages, resulting in a saving not only of
clerical effort but also of computer paper and printing time. (5) Finally,
and possibly most important, the entire input system was designed to
Volume tz, Number j, Summer 1968
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operate as emciently as possible in order to keep the most costly element of MARC 6snyslslon-computer rental-to a minimum.
At the time this summary is being prepared it is too early to cletermine what the cost of conversion is with the new input system.The new
programs have been in operation for only a few weeks, and insufficient
data are available for use in determining actual costs. However, a survey
is already under way and the following eventshave been noted:
(t) The position of control clerk or work dispatcher has been completely eliminated. In contrast to the two or three hours previously
necessary,the work of matching diagnostic proofsheets to worksheets
now takes between five and ten minutes each day, and is usually performed by the editor who arrives at work first. The job of carrying
batches of work from editor to typist, from typist to machine room,
etc., is done by each employee as she finishes her operation. This results
in a minimal expenditure of time by any single individual and unmeasurably small costs.
(z) The time required for the initial punching of records has fallen
slightly now that program tapes are no longer used. The typists use
their time more efficiently: they need never change program tap€s,
need never wait for the typewrirer ro type an identification tag for a
nonexistent field, and can intermix new, corrected, and verified records.
Also,'the punching of verifications and corections takes less time and
is now considered an addition to each typist's daily quota of eighty new
records rather than a substitute for new records. As a result, the cost per
record of both the operators' wages and the typewriter rental has fallen.
(3) The correction and verification of worksheets by the editors
takes less time since a higher percentage of the records is correct after
the initial punching, and correct records require less editor-time than
records which require modification.
(a) The time required for computer processing has dropped, resulting in lower costs for both the operator's wages and the rental of
the equipment.
(5) The cost of expendable materials, chiefly computer paper, has
fallen since the diagnostic proofsheets have been formatted more efficiently.
What cannot be calculated in purely fiscal terms is the new freedom
that has resulted from the improved input system. Paper tape punching
procedures are far easier for an inexperienced-or, for that matter, an
experienced-typist to learn, and every kind of typing mistake can readily be corrected. The editors can rag fields as they appear on the worksheetswithout having to move fields of data to conform with the order
of tags as dictated by the typewriter's program tape. Computer-produced
error messagesappear on the diagnostic proofsheet within the field containing the error, rather than at the end of the day's proofsheets in a
separate listing, as before. Finally, a series of useful statisrical counts
has been programmed to provide the supervisor with an accurate,
computer-produced summary of production achievements and error
'
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rates for each typist on a daiiy basis. These statistics promise to facilitate
a new series of production and cost analvses which can result in still
greater efficiency'in the manual operatioris, point the way to further
reductions in input costs, and serve as a more accurate tool for budgetary planning.

r. Brutcher, constance,cr"., c.rrrorll";:'J";-"-

Rixford. "cost Accountingfor

the Library." Li,brary Resources b Technical Seruices,v. 8, Fall 1964: 4r3-3t.
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of MARCBibliographic
The Preparation
Data for MachineInput
Parnlcre E. Pemrn, Librarian
Inf ormation SystemsResearchAnalyst
Informatian SystemsOffice
Library of Congress,Washington, D.C.

1/-1 N NOVEMBER 24, 1967, the MARC System Production Group
\l-f
IUSIC) noted, with a certain senseof pride and accomplishment,
that one year had passedsince the first MARC tape had been distributed
to the sixteen libraries participating in the MARC Pilot Project. It was
also noted that more than z6,ooo catalog records had been added to
the tape during that year. The experience gained in the successful
experiment had enabled the Project director and her stafi to design the
MARC II format and set up the schedule for its implementation as an
operational system.
MSPG is the section within the MARC Project responsible for preparing the bibliographic data for conversion to machine-readable form.
It is separate from the systemsdevelopment and programming sections
of the MARC staff. The group is composed of editors who edit and
proofread MARC records-a detailed description of a MARC record
and the editing process follow-and paper-tape punching machine typists who convert the records to punched paper tape form for computer
processing. The typists are administered by the LC Data Processing
Office. The group also has a group chief (the administrator of the
section), an editing supervisor, and a control clerk.
Volume tz, Number j, Summer 1968
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The role of MSPG as the manufacturer of MARC records in machine readable form ceasesat the point of computer processing. At this
point the production process is continued by the LC Data Processing
Office. The computer processing can be considered the "final assembly"
phase of production.
A second and more important role was played by MSPG during
the Pilot Project. It served as an experimental laboratory for the testing.
of all systems,forms, and procedures developed during the pilot phaseDescription of the Editing Process
The MARC tape originally contained four files: (r) The MARC
records, (z) the author/title listing which is produced by the computer
from the MARC record, (3) subject cross references, and (4) descriptive cross references. Files three and four were discontinued in April,
t967. The following describes the preparation of the data for these
files and the reasonsfor dropping files three and four.
(r) The MARC Record. The definition of editing as used in MARC
means the preparation of bibliographic data for machine input. The
data to be edited in the MARC record are the bibliographic elements.
that describe a work which, traditionally, have been printed on a g y 5"'
catalog card. The elements on the catalog card are implicit to the
reader because of their arrangement. However, for the computer, the
elements must be made explicit. For this purpose, a numeric or alphanumeric tag has been assigned to each element. Editing is, more specifically, the assigning of these tags to each element. Jn the computer,
tag roo equals main entry heading; tag 2oo equals title statemenU tag
3oo equals imprint, etc. In the machine record these elements are referred to as variable length fields because their length cannot be predetermined.
In addition, a series of fixed length fields have been added to the
record to code the data considered important for rapid access.Fixed
fields contain information which is always expressedin the same number
of characters. Nlnemonic codes representing language, place of publication, and name of publisher are assigned to the fixed fields along
with other pertinent data such as the presence of bibliographies or
illustrationg publishing dates,and height of volume.
The first step in the editing process is to assign tags to the variable
length fields and code the fixed field data. The bibliographic data (or
MARC Record) arrives in the MSPG office in the form of a worksheet.
This worksheet displays a reproduction of the manuscript card, which
is the form used by the LC Processing Department for cataloging purposes (see Figure z). In the Government Printing Office, it is the manuscript card from which type is set for the production of LC printed
cards. The manuscript card is reproduced on the worksheet by the
Card Division at the end of the ProcessingDepartment's cycle and then
sent to the MSPG office. The MARC worksheet also displays a list of
variable field tags and a series of boxes in which the fixed field infor'
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mation is entered. (The worksheet design and its modifications will be
discussed in the section below on the preparation and maintenance of
editing forms and procedures.)
After the initial editing step, the records are punched onto paper
'Ihe
tape.
paper tape is then run through the computer system and a
print-out called a diagnostic is returned to the editors. The editors then
perform the correction process which involves comparing the diagnostic
with the original worksheet and noting any errors. The same cycle is
repeated, from editor to paper tape punching to computer, until each
record is declared error free, at which time the record becomes part of
the permanent MARC Data Base.
(z) Cross References. Descriptive and subject cross references generated by MARC records were included as part of the data distributed
to the participants from December, 1966, through April, 1967. MSPG
received the cross referencesfrom the cataloging sections approximately
once a week. The cross references arrived in the form of reproduced
copies of the authority cards. The editing process involved assigning
numeric tags to the heading and the "see" or "see also" references.The
edited cross reference records followed the same processing cycle as.
the MAR.C Records.
The cross references and the MARC Record worksheets arrived in
the MSPG office separately and from different areas of the library, and
sometimes several days apart. There was no way of linking the two
together without creating a coding system to be used by the catalogers.
Several MARC participants reported that the inability to link the two
was causing problems. To correct this condition and impose the use of
a coding system on the LC catalogers would have meant making complicated changes and disrupting the processing of authority cards in
the cataloging sections. The users also reported that they occasionally
received cross references generated by cataloging that was not entered
into the MARC system. This was caused by a MARC record containing
non-rclman alphabet characters or diacritical markings that are not on
the paper tape punching machines. The records with special characters
had to be rejected by MSPG during the Pilot Project. The cross references generated by that type of record would not necessarily contain
the special characters and would be entered into the system. Because
of these problems, the Project director had MSPG discontinue pro
ducing the cross reference files until a study could be made, and a
method of linking the cross references to the MARC Records could be
establishedfor the operational MARC system.
Preparation and Maintenance of Editing Forms and Procedures
Q) The Worhsheet. Before work could begin in MSPG, a worksheet
had to be designed for the use of the editors. After editing with this
worksheet for a few months, changes which would facilitate the editing
process had evolved. Six months after work commenced on the Pilot
Project, the sheetwas redesigned.
Volume rz, Number j, Summer r968
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On the original design (see Figure r), the boxes for entering the
fixed field data were at the top of the sheet. It was necessaryfor the
editor to read and tag the variable field content in order to enter information in the fixed fields. Therefore, on the redesigned worksheet
(see Figure z), the fixed fields were moved to the bottom of the sheet.
The checklist of variable field tags was moved from the right side of
the sheet to the left because most editors are right-handed and while
editing their right hands were generally covering the list. The redesign
increasedthe speedof editing a worksheet by one-third.
About the time the editors began using the redesigned worksheet,
other members of the MARC staff made a study of the problems associated with the use of the worksheet. When the results were analyzed
it was discovered that many difficulties arose from the constraint that
MARC could not interfere with the normal work flow of the catalogers.
As previously mentioned, the data collecting for MARC takes place
at the end of the cataloging processing cycle after the manuscript card
had passed through many hands, i.e., catalogers, shelf listers, revisors,
editors, etc. The resultant card has entries made by typewriter and by
pen and pencil in various colors and in several styles of handwriting.
"It also contains corrections, additions, and deletions which are squeezed
into the remaining space and many times overflow onto the back of the
manuscript card. Prior to reaching the Government Printing Office for
printing, the manuscript card is reproduced on the MARC worksheet.
Frequently the copy is too light, too dark, or too blurred for input.
When this occurs, a printed card is ordered from the Card Division so
that the record will not be lost.
From the results of this study, it appeared that the only solution to
the problem was to move the editing process back to the cataloger. To
do this, a worksheet would have to be designed that would accommodate
all the processesof cataloging and the conversion of the data to digital
form. A joint study is currently under way by members of the Processing
Department and the Information Systems Office which will result in
another redesign of the worksheet. It will be ready for use by the time
the MARC II format is implemented. Moving some of the editing processesback to the cataloger, at that time, is being considered.
(z) The Editing Manual. By the time the first editors were trained,
it was necessaryto have an editor's manual ready for their use. Writing
instructions to cover situations before they occur is a very difficult job
because no one can anticipate every situation in advance. Nevertheless,
the author anticipated sufficiently to produce a 7b page document before the editing began. But the editors were still confronted, almost
immediately, with cataloging situations that had not been considered
during the first writing. For example, consider all of the variations
that can occur in the form of a series note and its tracing. It can be an
author/title series,or title alone. It can start with a pronoun representing
the main entry. It can be traced the same or differently or not at all. It
is also possible to have more than one series note and tracing. Also,
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when coding the language of the text, the data may indicate
rhat
the work is a translation, or a translation of a translation,
or that there
are notes' abstracts or summaries in various languages.
A myriad of
possible situations can occur in bibliog-raphic data] uid
situation
has to be considered. and accommoda"ted' in order to get
"rr"ry
tire desired
result when retieving the data from the system.
As these problems arose and decisions were made for handring them,
more and more additions and corrections were made to the "editing
manual. A "Decision File" was begun for the purpose of maintainin[
consistency in editing. Was the U.S. eir force Aiademy treated as a
government
!9dy 9. an institution of higher learning? When rhe same
question would arise concerning the U.sI Naval Acaiemy or u.s. Military Academ/, the "Decision File" could be consulted. Also recorded
in this file were the criteria for determining if a work is a reproduction
of another work, or if a work is the pro"ceedings of a coriference or
meeting, and what constitutes a bibliography, index] catalog, erc.
About the time work starred on vtARC, the shared catioging program
(authorized by Title rIC of the Higher Education Act)"coirmenced,
and national bibliography numbers ind prices had to added to the
Record. A few months later the Anglo-amirican cataloging Rules were
adopted and more editing changeshad to be made.
An attempt was made to record either in the "Decision File," or as
an addition to the editing. manual, everything done in editing. This
information is vital for writing_ a manuar for- the operational sysrem.
Even a year and z6,ooo records later, an occasional situation arises
that has nor been dealt with previously, and an addition to the editing
proceduresmust be made to accommodateitIt appears that the editing manuar will never be a static document.
From time to time, additions and modifications will have to be made.
At the
manual is in many
_presenr time, the original MARC
bits and pieces.with the-implemenration of,editing
the oierational system these
bits
-and ,pieces will be drawn toge-ther and a ,r"ri, do.,r-enj produced,
but it will continue to be augmented.
(g^)L_anguage,Place, and publisher Cod.es. The three code lists,
one for language, one fo_r place, and one for- publisher, were developed
by the first MARC srafi members d.uring the planning stages of the
project. After work started on the piloi phase, the tiree "rirr, -.r"
mainrained and kept up to date by the MSpCttatr.
The_ list oJ languages found in the coding Instructions
for the
t966 National Register of scientific and rechnical personnel was
obtained from rhe cenrer ror Applied Linquistics in washington, D.c.
With the help of the LC Reference Department, the lanEuie", to b"
included on the code list were chosen and the mnemonicLd"es added
to the list. The codes for language are three or four letters. The first
three_letters represent the name of the language and. the fourth letter
the language group. Rules for adding codes-to each list were also
written.
Volume tz, Number j, Su.mmertg68
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The place code in the MARC Record is a four letter mnemonic' The
first two^ letters represent country (or state if in the U'S') and the
second two letters rtpterettt city. A list of countries was obtained from
the State Department for which two letter codes were written. The
basic list of cities was taken from the "Publisher's Directory" found at
the end of the bound volumes of the British National Bibliography'
and the American Booh Trad'e Directory. This list is up-dated each
time a place of publication appears in a MARC Record imprint that
has not previous\ been coded. To distinguish two cities with the same
name in- the same country, differing mnemonics are chosen and the
province, county, or shire is added to the name list. For example,
bNCg is the code for Gillingham, Dorset, England, and ENGI is the
code for Gillingham, Kent, England.
During thJ planning stuge of the MARC Project, it- was decided
that the iapabiiity of retrieving from the system by coded publisher
'in"
iVleRC p.rblirnet code list was developed, using
might be uieful.
the"Bowker Company list of publisher codes as a basis with certain modifications. The codesare two, three, or four letter mnemonics.
For the MARC Project, it was decided that only certain categodes
of publishers would be assigned discrete codes because of the vast numbei of persons or corporate bodies that publish. The categories chosen
were t;de pubtisheri, government bodies, government printers, and
institutions of ttigh.r learning. If the ,publisher does not fall into one
of the above catdlories, he iJ assigned-the code SBDY; or if the publisher cannot be determined, he is given the code ANON.
This list has been, by far, the most difficult to manage and maintain. The primary difficulty, other than sheer bulk, is caused by the
fact that miny trade publishers use more than one imprint. _For example, Alfred Knopf .ttet "Bottoi Books" and also "A. KnoPf"; Harvard
iJniversity Press also uses "Belknap Press"; and Barnes and Noble uses
,.Focus liooks" and "Perpetua Books," among others. At times it is
impossible to determine if we have made two codes for one lpprint,
o.'o.r. code for two imprints. To illustrate: are Macmillan of Canada;
Macmillan, New York; Macmillan, I-ondon; and Macmillan, Melbourne
all one company, or more than one? In this case, there are two publishing cornpanies with the name Macmillan, The Macmillan Co', and
and Co., Ltd., both with branch offices. The publisher diMicmillin
rectories are only partially helpful in solving these problems. None of
them is complete, and different directories will list difierent forms of
names for companies and imPrints.
At the time the publisher code was started, it was anticiPated that,
in time, the number of imprints requiring the establishing of new codes
would diminish. Ilowever, after a year's time, no noticeable decrease
could be seen. For that reason, no codes have been established since
1967, for publishers not previously e_stablished.All publishers
June,
"not
having discrete codesreceive the code SBDY'
We ar-e now in the process of evaluating MARC I, and there is no
3r8
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agreement among the users concerning the usefulness of, or need for,
the publisher code list. As a result, the publisher code list will not
receive further augmentarion, and in all probability will be dropped
with the implementation of the operational system.
Conclusion
All of the work done by MSPG during the Pilot Project has been

of other library processesis undertaken.
The knowledge and experience gained is always the most important
product of any experiment, but very important also are the results
obtained if they show that one has gained materially. The production
records kept by MSPG show an increase of. 8r/o in the number of
MARG records produced weekly between November, 1966, and May,
1967.

MARGARET

MANN CITATION

The Margaret Ulann citation, awarded by the Cataloging and Classification
Section of the Resources and Technical ServicesDivision, is made annually to a
cataloger and/or classifier, not necessarily an American, for his outstanding
professional achievement in the areas of cataloging and classification, either
through publication of significant professional literature, participation in professional cataloging associations,introduction of new techniques of recognized
importance, or outstanding work in the area of teaching within the past five
yeals.
This year's deadline for nominations has been set at December r, 1968.
Please send nominations with a resum.d of achievement on which nomination
is based, in triplicate, to the commirtee chairman: Mrs. Benjamin A. Custer,
g3o5 Twentieth Avenue, Adelphi, Maryland 20783. Orher members of the award
committee for this year are Edwin B. Colburn and F. Bernice Field.
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of Public
PublicRelations
Programs
TechnicalServices*
Libraries'
Fmnomcu Kenr-Hrrwz Bnosr
The Library
The lJniversity of Calif ornia at Santa Barbara
Public libraries can include their technical seruice departmentsin
public relations programs. There are four difierent approaches:(t)
(z) exhibitions on
guid.edtours of the technicalseraiced.epartments,
the processingof books, (j) publications describing the technical
serttices,and, (l publicizing the technicalprocessesof the li'brary in
local mass communicationmed,ia,such as the newspaperand radio
station.
RELATIONS PROGRAMS are systematicendeavors to gain
DUBLIC
public understanding, acceptance,and backing. Besidesoffering ex-f
cellent services, a public library can achieve such a favorable public
attitude by informing the community of the work performed in the
library and of the servicesavailable.
Until now technical services of public libraries have not often been
included in public relations programs, which are normally carried out
by the public or readers' services and by higher administrative officers
in the library. Of course, technical services serve a different Purpose
than public services do, and therefore, acquisition and catalog departments of public libraries will always play a relatively minor role in
public relations. But technical services can supplement and support
public relations programs; they are an additional means to arouse directly public interest and to gain indirectly more patronage.
There are basically four different approaches:
Q) Guided Tours. Perhaps not many people in the community
realize what technical services are because'they, the Patrons, hardly
ever have direct contact with them. A very efiective means of bringing
technical service departments into public relations is to arrange guided
tours for the public through those departments on special opendoor
days.
During guided tours the public should acquire some knowledge of
the work performed by the library in acquiring and processing books
and periodicals. For example, they should realize that a book on a
* This article is based on a terrn paper for the course "Technical
braries" at Columbia University in 1965.
r$2O.
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shelf in the library is almost twice as expensive as rhe same book in the
bookstore. They should be able to understand why a newly published
book cannot always be on the shelf the same day it appears in the
bookstore or is discussedin the literary section of the newspaper. Once
patrons see the problems involved in selecting books, it would be interesting to observe whether this comprehension would lead to a greater
participation by the patrons in suggestingbooks for purchase.
By arrangement with the local school director, students too should
be invited to guided tours through technical service departments. This
would have a twofold effect. First, the students will talk about their
newly-won knowledge at home. If the children have a favorable attitude
toward the public library, this attitude will influence the thinking of
the parents whose taxes support the library. Second, a better understanding and good will toward the public library is being built up in
the students who are the taxpayers and supporters of the library in the
future.
A great deal of the efiectivenessof guided tours will depend upon
the ability of the guide to create a good response. Suitable librarians
should be especially selected for this function whenever feasible, and
further training for them should be considered.
(z) Exhibitions. Traditional library exhibitions cenrer around books
on a certain subject as, for example, an anniversaty, a war, or a
famous person. Topics for exhibitions on aspects of technical services
are, to mention a few, a sequence of pictures on the procesing of a
book from the time of its selection and purchase ro its cataloging and
shelving, accompanied by such items as an electric stylus for marking
the call numhr on the spine; the purpose and limitations of cataloging;
how to mend books and maps; and how to deacidify and laminate a
document. Administrative aspects can be visualized through organization and work flow charts. Also, the technical services of several libraries can be compared with each other, such as the various methods of how
to check in serials, a good example being a manual system compared to
an automated one. Plans for computerizing can also be shown. If a
public library does not use a computer yet, then an exhibition which
emphasizes the advantages of automation can be the first step in a
campaign to obtain more financial aid from the local government for
subsequent computerization of the technical services. In any case, the
above-mentioned topics would enrich the scope of exhibitions. Moreover, such exhibitions would show that the public library is very much
concerned with technological progress.
Frequently, there is a person on the library stafi who has a special
flair for developing exhibits. He can prepare them to be placed in the
library, in schools, and other public buildings, such as the town hall.
In the shopping center there may be an enterprising businessman who
would like to show his civic spirit by permitting a library exhibition
in one of his shop windows, especially during National Library Week.
, g2r r
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Thus, the public library could reach people who otherwise are hardly
aware of the existenceof the library and of what it has to ofier.
(g) Publications. I-,e.afletsdescribing the various stages of the technical service departments through which a book passescan supplement
the usual kind of informative pamphlets and brochures which are handed
out at the library entrance and at the reference and circulation desks.
Flowever, such leaflets should not be merely copies of dry training manuals; the text should be written in an entertaining style and accompanied by numerous illustrations. The main purpose would not be to
teach, but to arouse the interest and curiosity of the patrons.
In addition to distributing such leaflets at public service points and
at exhibitions, the library can invite teachersto give this material to their
classes.Also, such leaflets can be offered for distribution through such
placesas the local recreation center.
(4) Publicity through Local Mass Communication Media,. Reading hours and book talks on the local radio station are often presented by public libraries. In the same way, technical servicescould be
discussed once, for a change. If asked, a stafi member may be glad to
write a radio script for such a program; otherwise, the talk can be given
in the form of an impromtu interview. Also, stafi members should be
encouraged to write short articles for publication in the local newsPaper.
If the library has a person on its stafi whose hobby is making films,
he can be invited to prepare a short movie on the processing of a book
in the technical service departments. Such a film could be shown as
an introduction to guided tours through those departments and during
a film evening at the public library, or elsewhere in schools and other
suitable locations. If the quality of the film is good enough, the local
television station may be interested in showing this film during its educational program. Otherwise, the station personnel could be directly
invited on a guided tour in order that they may produce a film of their
own.
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Introductionto the SeventhEditionof

SubjectHeadings
Usedin the Dictionary
Catalogsof the Libraryof Congress
Rosrnr R. Horvrcs, Chfel
Subject Cataloging Diuision, ProcessingDepartment
Library of Congress,W ashington, D.C.
The automatedprinting techniquesused to produce the seaenthedition of the Library of Congresssubiect heading list and its supplenxentsare describedfollowing a brief history of the printing of the
first stx editions of the list. Possiblebenefitsaccrui.ngfrom the use of
the new techniquesare mentioned, and some of the problems yet
to be solued are identified. Guidance in determining the date of
publication of the eighth edition of the list and in establishingfuture patterns of frequency and cumulation for the supplementswill
be sought from usersof the list.
'-frHIS INTRODUCTION
to the Library of Congresssubject heading
I list is quite different from that printed in the preliminary pages
of the seventh edition, for the present purpose is to focus attention on
the history of the list, on the automated techniques used in the production of the seventh edition, and, finally, on some possible future
benefits which may result from these automated techniques.
J. C. M. Hanson, the first Chief of the Catalog Division of the
Library of Congress, on July r, rgog presented a paper entitled "The
Subject Catalogs of the Library of Congress" to ALA's Catalog Section.
Flanson's paper is a key document, for in it he summarizes the story of
how and why there is a published work entitled Subject Headings Used
in the Dictionary Catalogs of the Library of Congress.
As work on the new LC dictionary catalog began simultaneously
with the printing of the first author cards in July 1898, the Library
recognized that although the ALA List of Subject Headings for use
in Dictionary Catalogs (1895) was intended for small and medium
sized libraries, the profession at large would be best served if LC adop
ted this list as the basis for its own subject headings, with, of course,
considerable modification and specialization. Ifanson tells us that interleaved copies of the ALA list were placed in the sections of the
Catalog Division and he continues:
New subjectsas they came up for discussionand decisionwere noted on slips
and filed. If the subject had already been adopted by the ALA committee,
i.e., had appearedas a regular printed heading on the List, a checkmark was
added to indicate its regular adoprion by the Library of Congress.In the
course of two or three months there would usually be a sufficient number of
decisionson hand to'form a list. This was typewritten and circulated among
Volume rz, Number j, Summer 1968
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the assistantsto whom copies of the interleaved list had been assigned,the
additions and changesbeing copied into the books.I have often thought that
these typewritten lists of additions might from the outset have been printed
in cumulative form, thus making them available also for use of other libraries
just as they are at present.We had, however, so many irons in the fire . . . that
the decision to print was deferred until the fall of rgo8 when it was forced on
us by the fact that the interleaved copies were on the point of breaking down
in so many places that new expedients had to be devised. . . . It was accordingly decided:
r. To print a tentativelist of the headingsas they now stand. . .
z. To print at more or lessregular intervals cumulative lists of additions
and changessupplementing the main list.l
The printing of the first edition of the LC subject heading list was
begun in the summer of rgog and cornpleted in March, rgr4. The second
edition followed in r9rg, and the third in rgz8.
These early editions of the list included class numbers for many of
the headings and included see and see a/so references. They lacked, however, the "refer from" tracers, then available only at LC in manuscript or
typewritten form. By rgSb some 4o,ooo of these tracers had accumulated,
and the American Library Association pressed for their inclusion in the
next (fourth) edition of the LC subject heading list. In accordance with
this expressed need, the fourth edition appeared in ry49 in two volumes,
the second a separate list of the "refer from" tracers.
The fifth edition (1948) introduced a change of format, type size, use
of s)'rnbols for references, and other stylistic changes. The format of the
sixth edition (1957) was redesigned so as to make it possible to produce
the seventh edition by merging linotype slugs from the supplements with
the standing type of the sixth edition. But in the meantime developments
in computer and photocomposition technology ofiered the prospect of
even greater advantages.
Copy for the seventh edition was prepared in a conventional way by
Mrs. Marguerite V. Quattlebaum, Head of the Subject Cataloging Division's Editorial Section. Two copies of the sixth edition were cut up and
each column was pasted on a single sheet of bond paper. One set of corrected page proof for each of the six cumulative supplements printed
after December, rg55, the cut-off date for the sixth edition, and through
June, 1964, the cut-oft date for the seventh edition, had been run on
gummed paper. Clerical assistantscut and mounted these setsof gummed
proof on Z X b" cards, one heading and its reference sftucture per card.
Card stock of a difierent color was used for each of the six supplements
so that when the cards were interfiled, chronological sequence was apparent from the color coding. In October, 1964,Mrs. Quattlebaum began
ro prepare the printer's copy by editing the text on the cards, numbering
them, and indicating insertions in the appropriate alphabetical location
on the mounted columns of the sixth edition by card number. Each
mounted column was numbered consecutively-there were 4,o7r columns
in all, and each card was numbered for insertion from r to 25 or go
'
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depending on the number of insertions necessaryper column. Each card
also carried the column number to which it referred. In the form of
mounted columns and 3 x 5" cards,the copy was sent to the Government
Printing Office beginning in October, 1964, at the rate of rz5 columns a
week. On May r r, 1965the final shipment of copy reached the printer.
Keyboard operator$ at GPO punched a paper tape which contained,
for each line, its text and its format code, i.e., bold face, italics, indentions,
and the like. This paper tape contained also the symbols which would
activate a photocomposing machine when inter-mixed format and type
fonts were required in the body of single lines. Conversion of the paper
tape to magnetic tape provided for handling of the data by the computer.
Initially, the computer assigned a locator number to each line, and the
file was then listed out on a chain printer. After proofreading was completed, a correction routine repeated the previous steps for necessary
changes and additions to produce an updated tape. The updated tape
was processedby a computer which composed the text and added control
information resulting in a new magnetic tape which, after conversion to
a r5-level paper tape, activated the photocomposing machine. The columns emanating from the photocomposer were mounted as pages,Photographed, and printed by photo-offset.
This sounds simpler than it was, for there was initial proofreading
and correction at GPO, followed by reading and correcting of both galley
and page proof at LC. GPO sent galley proof to LC as soon as it was
ready, and as a consequence,reading and correcting proof on early portions of the alphabet went on at the same time copy was being prepared
for later parts of the alphabet.
While the seventh editon was in production, monthly supplements
listing the new headings had to be issued regularly. These were prepared
and seen through the press by Joseph S. Allen, Editor of Subject Headings since August, 1964. Conventional hot metal composition was used
for the supplements from July, 1964 through December, 1965, and the
r8-month cumulation covering that period was printed by merging standing type for the July, r964-November, 1965 supplements and by setting
for the first time the headings for December, 1965.
Beginning with January, 1966, the supplements have been produced
by the same computer-photocornposition techniques used for the seventh
edition. Since the system is, in effect, a version of one possible system
which may be used for the eighth edition of the basic list, it is useful to
describeit.
For some years copy for the supplements has been prepared on B x
4" catds, numbered consecutively to preserve alphabetical order. In this
form, copy for the January, 1966 supplement was sent to GPO, where it
was keyboarded, and, following the routines for the production of the
seventh edition, was printed and distributed. For the January, 1966 issue,
the GPO keyboard operator assigned the format codes, and the computer
automatically assigned a locator number for each line, leaving a gggnumber gap between each line to provide space for future insertions.
Volume rz, Number j, Summer t968
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These locator numbers are the device by which the machine preserves
filing order in the printed list, and they are also the tags by which
specific lines of text are identified by the machine. The numbers do not
appear in the published copies of either the supplements or the basic
edition.
The locator number starts with a capital letter which indicates format
and is followed by a ten-digit number. For example, the letter "A" is the
format code for main headings-flush left, bold face Roman type-and
a typical locator number is Aooor-zf9-ooo, used for the heading Adult
ed,ucation in the 1966 supplement. The letter "E" is the format code for
x,sa,and xx tracings, and the letter "I" is the format code for "Em dash"
headings, that is, subdivisions under a main heading.
As he began preparation of printer's copy for the February, 1966
supplement, the Editor of Subject Headings had before him a corrected
proof of the January supplement on which the locator number appeared
to the left of each line of text. Working with a set of cards on which all
of the February headings had been typed, the Editor of Subject Headings
assigned a format code for each line indicating whether it was a main
heading, subdivision, reference, etc., and he added to the format code a
locator number which would fit each line of February text into the
January supplement in proper alphabetical sequence.The locato number and the text of each line were keyboarded at GPO, and a magnetic
tape was compiled for the February headings. The tape for the January
issue and the tape for the February headings were merged by a computer
program which produced an updated tape from which the cumulated
January-February supplement was printed by photocornposition.
These steps are repeated each month, that is, the Editor of Subject
Headings, working with a corrected galley which shows the locator numbers for all lines in the previous issue,assignslocator numbers and format
codes to the new material. Thus, only the new material is keyboarded
each month; and, once the text is in error-free, machine-readable form,
it can be used both for the supplements and for future editions of the
basiclist.
Although the text will not require rekeyboarding, the magnetic rape
from which the supplements are produced is not yet compatible with, and
therefore cannot be merged by machine with, the master tape for the
seventh edition because an independent set of locator numbers is used
for the supplements. In order to continue issuing the supplements without interruption, the only choice was to use an independent set of locator
numbers: first, because in January, 1966, the final corrections on the
master tape for the seventh edition had not been completed; and second,
because the supplement covering the period from July, 1964, through
December, 1965, had yet to be numbered for machine merge with the
master tape for the seventh edition and had yet to be keyboarded in
machine-readableform.
As soon as page proof for the seventh edition had been approved for
printing, the updating of the master tape for the seventh edition began.
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Using a set of gummed proof for the July, r964-December, 1965 supplemenimounted on sheets of bond, one col.t-tt to a Page' Mrs. Quattlebaum assigned format codes and locator numbers compatible with the
master tape of the seventh edition to each line in the rS-month supplement. This material was keyboarded and corrected, and the resulting tape
for the r8-month supplement was used to update the master tape for the
seventh edition.
It is this updated seventh edition tape containing headings,and references published through December, ig65, that is now available for
purchase in three z4oo-Ioot reels of TJevel tape. The cost for the set of
ihree reels with six pagesof documentation is $zoo, and salesare handled
by the Card Divisibn of the Library of Congress, Washington, D. C'
2ob4r. As it now exists, however, the tape contains not only the headings
and referencesbut also the typographiial codes and other symbols used
for the composition of page copy- In order to make the tape easier to use
for bibliogriphic purpbses, the Information Systems Office has undertaken a projelt to ie-orre the codes and symbols whose only function is
camera copy for the
to activate ihe photocomposer unit used to prePare
-will
result in a comple_tely
published subject heading list. This efiort
II format in both 7MARC
in
the
iaitea tupe *6i.h will bJ available
and g-level tape. Announcement of the availability and price of the
edited tape wiil be made in the LC Information Bulletin and sales will
be handled by the Card Division.
Yet to be accomplished is updating the master tape with the headings
and references pubiished in the s,tpplements since 1966. As previously
mentioned, the iupplements are in michine-readable form and hence will
not require rekeyboarding. However, with the present system of using
locator numbers to effect insertions and deletions, the master tape can
be updated only after new locator numbers have been assigned to each
line of text in the supplement tapes. In an attempt to avoid this- burdensome and time-consuming proceis, the Information SystemsOffice is invesrigating the possibility-ol a simpler system of updating the master file;
in other words, a system which will largely eliminate the use of locator
numbers is being sought. An integral part of this project is the conversion
of the supplement files to a bibiiographic (MARC II) format,-and the
aim of the conversion is to create a file of supplement data which can
be updated and which will then be merged with the seventh edition
master file through a minimum of human editorial effort.
The outcome of this endeavor will determine the method used to
update the master tape with the supplement data' Once a completely
updated master tape ii in existence, initial keyboarding of new headings
wlll produce a tape which will be suitable both for preparing camera copy
for a published supplement and for updating the master tapeThere were several reasons why automated printing techniques were
chosen to publish the LC subject heading list. First of all, it is desirable
to reduce the span of time between editions of the basic list and the
number of supplements which users must consult between editions. ForVolume rz, Number 3, Summer 1968
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camera copy for the eighth edition can be prepared in 8 to g hours.
Remarkable benefits in speed, accuracy, and timeliness in new editions
and supplements of the list can be expected.
Another advantage is that the potentialities inherent in the tape can
be made available to others through the purchase of copies. Thls will
create new opportunities for experimentation in computerized applications outside the Library of C,ongress.

Less immediately predictable, but surely much nearer rearization is
.
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another potential benefit. LC has often been urged to prePare subject
heading lists in special fields of knowledge. With proper coding of the
magnetic tape record, lists in special fields could be extracted automatically, or at least semi-automatically. This coding, however, has not been
done; and to code each heading and each cross relerence according to
its field of relevance is by no means a trivial task. But once this were done,
it would be possible to add the coding to the master file tape.
The last benefit to mention is that of facilitating analysis and improvement of the list. As one example: if the tape for the subject heading
list were coded by subject field and if plans for converting the classification schedules to machine-readable form materialize, very fruitful possibilities would be open for correlating more closely our two subject
retrieval instruments, terminologically and structurally.
Two additional matters are of current concern. The first is the probable date of publication of the eighth edition of the list, and in this
LC will be guided to a considerable extent by the wishes of users of the
list. Also afiecting the publication date of the eighth edition will be the
availability of printing funds and the capacity of the LC stafi to see the
edition through the press.
The second matter is future frequency and cumulation for the supplements. At the beginning of. ry67, LC began to issue the supplements
quarterly with continuous cumulation throughout the year rather than
monthly with continuous cumulation. This decision was made to efiect
certain economies: first, more headings can appear in one quarterly than
in three monthly issues;second, there is a slight saving in editorial time;
and third, there is some saving in printing costs. This decision will be
reviewed and guidance on the frequency and cumulation pattern will be
sought from users of the list. Cumulation may be semiannual, annual,
biennial, or continuous from edition to edition of the basic list. Obviously the greater the amount of cumulation the more exPensive the
printing and paper costs. Resolution of the question involves balancing
convenienceof use against subscription cost.

through promotions,etc.2
Times have changed, but not much! LC still has staffing problems,
and capacity to accomplish the things which have been described is
strictly governed by the adequacy of the staff.
r. Hanson,J. c. M. "The subject

Library of congress."In American

""lt#J:fLe ol the Thi'rty'First Annual Meeting . . .
Library Association. Papers and Proceedings
held at Bretton Woods, New Hampshire, June z6-luly j, t9o9. Chicago, American

Library Association,rgog. p. Bgr.
z. Ibid,.
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SomeProblemsin BookConservationx
Paul N. BeNrs
Conseraator of The Neuberr^t Librart
Chicogo, lllinoi,
Books are now categorizedonly as rare or non-rare;a "permanent researchualue" categoryis needed,as uell as a binding standard based
on non-destructiaemethods. Suggestionsare made for less destructiue binding; it uill be more expensiae,but wiII aid suruiual of the
books. Seaeralmeans of deacidifying deteriorating paper are under
study. Non-archiual lamination should, be auoided,f or perrnanent
materials.Criteria are listed for selectionof a binder for rare boohs.
Library schoolsseem to ignore booh conseruation;to auoid the euentual lossof airtually all boohs,a specialized.
professionis needed.
PREVAILING
THINKING
about the care of books by liTHE
I brarians and bookbinders would seem to divide all books into
simply two categories: rare books and non-rare ones. Rare-book curators
and library administrators usually believe that books which have been
set aside as rare deserve some form of special care. But virtually all
other books are lumped into one vast category whose physical treatment seemsto be based on a least common denominator of school and
circulating public library books and is something called Certified r.rBRARvBTNDTNG
by the Library Binding Institute. T}:re LBI Standard for
Library Bindingr says,"Only binding . . . in accordance with this srandard is LTBRARysrNorNc."
Let us leave books fo a moment, and turn to another field of
conservation. The art and science of the care of art objects is far more
advanced and progressive than that of book conservation. Pigments and
varnishes have been minutely analyzed; the mechanisms of deterioration
of marble and bronze are well understood; it is taken for granted that
new materials for use in conservation must be carefully studied before
they are used, and there are facilities for their study. Indeed, much of
our knowledge of book materials and the care of books is borrowed from
the laboratories and technical personnel of the museum conservation
field. There is, in New York, an accredited institution for the training
of art conservators; there is an active international professional society,
with an equally active, organized American group, and these organizations are close to promulgating standards for workers in their field.
We are a very long way from having such organizations or standards in
* Based on a paper read to the Chicago Regional
nical Services,May 25, 1966.
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the book field, despite the fact that a far larger share of our cultural
heritage is transmitted through books than through art.
It is true that the frame of reference of art conservators is somewhat difierent from and simpler than that of the Person faced with
the care of books. The objects acquired by museums are usually unique,
of acknowledged worth and of relitively large monetary value, and they
are not handled as are books. But in addition to specific technical
knowledge, book conservators could learn a great deal from the apthe art conservaproach, the ideals-indeed, the way of thinking-of
tor.
A tenet which underlies virtually any problem in the treatment of a
work of art is: do not do anything whiih cannot later be undone if
necessa,ry.Keeping this "rule of reversibility" or "rule of non-desttuctiveness;'in mind,let us turn back to books; specifically, to page 16 of the
Library Binding Manual of the Library Binding Institute, where it says
that "LBI Standard Library Binding is the method of choice for all
permanent library materials" fitalics supplied].
LBI Standard Library Binding is rugged, relatively cheap, and probably suitable for those books which are going to get heavy use for a
relatively limited period of time, and which then can be discarded or
replaced. But let us examine LBI Standard Binding for a few moments.
Although it must be said that the standard does not preclude sewing
through the folds or otherwise better binding, it usually implies a product made by the oversewing process. Oversewing means cutting off the
original folds and attaching the by-then single leaves together by means
of diagonal stitches through the back edges of the leaves. Perhaps the
most obvious drawback is ihat unless the paper of the book is unusually
flexible, the pages do not lie flat for reading, and it is often difficult or
impossible to produce a satisfactory photocopy.
The point with which we are most concerned, however, is the
extreme destructivenessof oversewing. At least one-quarter of an inch
of the inner margin is lost in the process, including, of course, the
all-important folds. This means that, in many, if not most, casesa book
can never be rebound again, because there is not enough space left in
the gutter margin with which to reattach the leaves, other than by the
usually prohibitively expensive operation of hinging each leaf.
Some other objectionable practices usually implicit in standard library binding are the trimming the edges, the use of heavy boards and
cloth for evin the smallest and thinnest books, and the stuffing of
pamphlets with blank paper to bring them up to a certain minimum
thickness.
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books with margins inadequate for rebinding, again ignoring the fact
for sewing through the folds, the width of ihe inier ma"rgin is of
.tfa-t
little concern.
we need to amend our present thinking about the categoriesof books
in our libraries. we must aaa a third caiegory to the eiisting ones of
rare and non-rare: books having permanent research value (r,ihich, incidentally may be the rare boo[s-of the future). For the caie of such
books, we must develop new standards for binding and conservation,
based on the rule of non-destructiveness.
A further word of warning could be inferred from the fact that
as separate special collections departments are being set up with greater
frequency, custodians of such collections are being
[..r.ttt"d wittibooks
from th-e general stacks, many of which have been-irretrievabry damaged
by standard library binding.
Ttrere are, to be sure, some practical difficulties in deciding which
books fall into_ the permanenr caiegory. we are lucky in this respecr at
the N.ewberry Library: as our areaiof interest are restricted, we icquire
sele_ctively,and we work on the assumption that what we acquire] we
will want_to keep {orever. None of thise qualifications can ei.ist in a
large public or university library, yet these are research libraries with
vast quantities of books which would fall into this permanent category.
The_process of identifying books with permanent reiearch value should
not be too difierent from that of seleciing books for weeding which is
done in some large libraries.
Now asruming that we can identify books of lasting value as they
are removed from the shelves for rebinding, what do we do with them?
I-n England, and perhaps on the continenr, the Smyth-type sewing
machine is almost universilly used in library binding.i This machini
sews through the folds; virtually all publishers' bindings are examples
of this type of sewing. There is apparently little, if any, difierence
between the cost of sewing on rhe oveisewing machine and on a smythtype machine. In addition, there are saddle sewing machines whose
initial cost is a third to a half of that for an orrerse*ing machine. rfowever, there is a catch. The economy of oversewing lieJin the fact that
preparation of the book is exrremely simple:- all of the old folds,
!he.
linings, etc., are simply ground away. But foids, in order to be sewn
through, must of course be mended. This is usuallv done bv hand.
and is a slow and fussy process. some mechanization of the' process
has been done in England,a and more would be possible to ichieve
relatively simply.
It is disturbing that, so far as I can determine, not one librarv
bindery in the united states uses a saddle sewing machine, arthough
the experience of England makes it obvious that ii is practical. r have
been trying__topromote,a pilot project for Smyth-sewing-for library bind_
ing in the U.S., but so far without success.
There are a number of things that we can do now to help conserve
our books of permanent value. The first and most important, of course,
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is to specify that books be sewn through the folds. Because the library
binderies do not use saddle sewing machines, this at present means
hand sewing (sometimes called bench sewing). I say thit this should
be specified as "sewing through the folds" rather than "hand sewing"
advisedly. Where the specification is made thus, and if there is enough
demand from librarians, perhaps some enterprising and far-sighted library binder will acquire a saddle sewing machine. The other most
important specification that should be made in most cases of books
of permanent value is that they not be trimmed. Ir causeslibrary binderies some trouble and expense not to trim books, as they trim them
to one of a series of standard heights so that they can be fitted with
standard sized boards. Flowever, it is obvious that trimming is something that can never be undone, and that one can trim a book only so
many times before beginning to cut into the text. While visiting a research library recently, I saw an early eighteenth-century book which
had been sent, by an oversight, to a commercial bindery, and it came
back oversewn and trimmed into the text.
Books of permanent value should never be mended with any pressuresensitive tape, even the so-called permanent tvpes, as they are virtually
unremovable, and their permanence has by no means been established. The old-fashioned glassinelick-type tape is apparently non-damaging and relatively easy to use; tissue and pure itarch paste witho;t
alum are the safest. Adhesives used for gluing up the spine should
conform to the suggestions that Barrow established for permanent, nondestructive polyvinyl acetate adhesives.aOlder books in which acidic
animal glue has damaged the folds practically to the point of nonexistence are not uncommon, and many of the polyvinyl acetate adhesives on the market now are highly acid. Because of the ability of
injurious substances,including acids, to migtate from one sheet of paper
to another in contact with it, it is important for the endlinings idded
by the binder to be of relatively acid-free paper.
Many books whose sewing is still sound can be recased without resewing. This certainly should be specified wherever possible to avoid
the damage which is to some extent incurred even in sewing through
the folds.
Most of the treatment that I have described, particularly sewing
through the folds, will cost more than conventional library binding-.
This is partly because highly standardized inflexible production, based
on oversewing and trimming to standard heights, produces economy
for the binder. Also, even if they charge extra, library binders do not
like to be bothered with these "non-srandard" methods. If the books in
question, though, do have perrnanent value; if someone in the twentyfirst or twenty-third century will want to have these books availabie
for use, we cannot afford. not to spend the extra money.
The original standards for library binding were simply not suitable
for books of permanent research value, and yet virtually the whole of
library binding is based on these specifications. As Verner Clapp has
Volume tz, Number 3, Summer t968
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said in a recent book, "In the very home of the book the inmates are
maimed and crippled-a situation intolerable not only aesthetically but
also technologically, because these methods of binding interfere both
with the use of the books and with their rebinding, when that becomes
necessary."5
The new perfo mance standards for library binding developed by
the Library Technology Progtam of ALA can make library binding
more nearly meet the real needs of libraries than the former standards,
which were based primarily on profitable manufacturing methods.o They
will have to be vigorously applied by librarians if they are to have any
efiect on the library binding industry. But it is also true that these new
standards were not developed with the idea of conservation specifically
in mind; thus they do not necessarily insure non-destructive binding,
although good non-destructive binding would ordinarily meet the performance standards. The standards do not, {or example, preclude oversewing where a standard for permanent library materials would necessarily do so.
There is only one way in which non-destructive binding for permanent books will become more easily and cheaply available, and that
is for librarians to assume the responsibility for learning more about
the technical aspects of the care of books in their charge, and to put
pressure-the pressure of buying power-onto the library binding in-

dustry.
A much more basic problem, of monumental proportions in libraries, is that of deteriorating paper. The decade 186o-7ois usually given
as the beginning of the worst of the bad paper era, although many
books and manuscripts from before that date are in bad condition or
will become so, and many important books are still being published
on papers that range from indifferent to awful.
I will not go here into the reasons why I think that microforms and
electronic storage systems will never be able to supplant books completely. Edwin Wolf,? Gordon Williams,s and many others have argued
this point more persuasively than I could. I do believe that the book
as we know it is here to stay. That is, it should be: if some radical
measures are not developed soon for the treatment of deteriorating
paper on a large scale, large quantities of materials, especially from
the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, are going to be lost forever in
their original form.
There is, however, hope. Three decades ago, some U.S. government
agencies did the groundbreaking to give us an understanding of the
deterioration of paper. William J. Barrow not only pointed the way
to the deacidification of certain types of deteriorating materials, but
had probably an even more important role in encouraging paper manufacturers, however reluctantly on their Part, to produce more permanent book papers. But Barrow's work did not give us a method which
can be uppuea to bound books; if books have to be disbound, handled
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leaf by leaf, and rebound, in order to deacidify the paper, the cost of
treating a collection of any sizeis prohibitive.
Several developments are of great interest in this connection. The
British Museum Research Laboratory has developed a deacidification
process for manuscripts written with water-soluble inks, based on the
use of alcohol instead of water as a solvent for the bufiering agent.e
Richard D. Smith is, with the assistance of the Council on Library
Resources, testing a process for deacidifying bound books by immersing
them intact in buffering agentsdissolved in organic solvents.lo
W. H. Langwell is marketing a method for deacidification of bound
books by means of sheets of impregnated paper inserted at intervals in
the book.11 Washington State University has reported on a Processwhich
supplies some bufiering and some strengthening with the same treatment.l2 A Czechoslovakian plastics chemist, in cooperation with the
Czech national library, has developed methods for impregnating bound
books with materials which are claimed to deacidify and strengthen
them at the same time. This last method is, unfortunately, undisclosed
and unpublished, as it is the property of the state.
From among this and possibly other research, a rapid and inexpensive method for mass treatment of bound books and manuscripts will
probably emerge within the next ten years. The extent of application
of such treatments, when they are sorted out and perfected, will depend
on tfre foresight and boldness of library conservation personnel and
administrators, as such application will still involve large sums of money.

fairly satisfactory, but it is expensive. One would hope that the cost of
laminating a volume can be reduced by engineering improvements in
the equiprnent. The Arbee Company of New Jersey has apparently
already improved somewhat on the efficiency of the original totary
machine made by Barrow.
There are two basic types of lamination. One, used in offices and
stationery stores and $ometimes by libraries and library binderies, involves a film such as Mylar, which is adhered to the sheet of P4Per by
means of thermoplastic or pressure-sensitive adhesives. These films are
quite flexible, and the cost of lamination is very much lower than that
of tne archival type. However, this type should be used omly on materials which are ephemeral or expendable.
If materials of permanent value are to be laminated, the archival
process should be employed. This involves deacidification of the paper
prior to lamination. If acidic paper is laminated, the acid in the paper
will not only continue to destroy the paper within the laminate, an
effect aggravated by the heat used in the process, but will also cause
Volume tz, Number j, Summer tg68
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breakdown of the laminating materials themselves.In addition, archival

o1 d-rplomas here which can be sorne indication of the level of proficiency
of the binder.
It would be difficult to establish precise standards for fine binding
and restoration, because one of the basic factors that the really good
binder recognizesis the individuality of each rare book. But there are
some things which the person charged with the care of rare books can
look for, important in themselves,and also indicative of the skill and
care that have gone into the job. Are the headbands hand-sewn or

A knowledge by the binder of the marerials that he uses is essential;
this involves some sympathy for the findings of chemists if not actual
knowledge of chemistry. One might try to ascertain whether he uses

trade secrets.Any responsible binder or restorer, just as any responsible
art conservator, will discussprecisely and in detail what he proposes to
do to the book. In fact, he will often give several possible treatments,
so that the owner or custodian can make the decision based on his
knowledge of the significanceof the book in hand.
It is difficult to suggest where to go for advice; curators of rare
books in large libraries are ofren helpful, but not being technical people,
they sometimes are unware of some of the less visible points o1 good
conservarion practice. The Library Technology Programra and the Glild
.336'
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of Book Workersla however, will make a serious effort, if asked, to
rel'er you to a competent and conscientious binder or restorer.
An Annotated BibliograQhy of Materials Relating to Odor Perception by Fish with Particular Reference to Odor in Relati,on to Migration. This is the title of a paper listed in Prof. Winger's compilation
of "Theses and Reports Accepted by Graduate Library Schools in the
United States and Canada, rg64-6b."15Of the two hundred and fiftyfive titles listed, not one had anything to do with the ,physical care of
books. Librarians, and particularly library schools, would appear to assume that books take care of themselves, although fish seem to need
sorne help.16 It is not really surprising, then, that one finds rare American bindings permanently destroyed by being smeared with "magic"
leather-mending plastic, or that some of the greatest treasures of one of
our greatest rare book libraries are left on permanent display, subject
to the ravagesof light and air, or that librarians have allowed a binding
standard which is so destructive to gain so nearly universal accePtance,
or that there is so pathetically little research in this country on the
deterioration and preservation of books.
Just as it is no longer possible for the conscientious book binder to
be simply a good craftsman without knowing a great deal about the
chemical and physical qualities of the materials with which he is working, it is no longer possible for the effective care of library books to be
left to people whose education in book care has been totally ignored.
Librarians-which
ultimately means library schools"-must recognize
that the physical care of books requires a great deal of highly specialized
knowledge, which is not, incidentally, to be found in the ALA and LBI
manuals on library binding. The library schools must assume the responsibility for encouraging some of their students to specialize in book
conservation; must encourage research in conservation, as they do in
cornputerization, in conjunction with the science faculties of their universities; and must elevate book care, in their thinking and in their
practice, from the level of housekeeping to being one of the most
vital concernsof the professional librarian.
Unless these problems are approached in some of the ways that I
have outlined, a very large percentage of our existing and future books,
which will be wanted and needed by future scholars,will not be extant
in usable condition.lT
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of a Conferencc (Richmond: Virginia State Library, 196o). In addition, a survey
is in progress at The Newberry Library which, it appears, will reveal a sitttation
just as grave, if not more so, as that which Kingery depicts.
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Criteriafor Weedingof Collections
MenraNun Coopnn
Information Diaision, American Institute of Physics
(formerly of Columbia Uniaersity)
New Yorh,N.Y.
Growing library collections haue focused attention upon the need
for selectiuestorageand weeding of the materials.Certain obiectiue
nxeasures
for determining which items in a collection may be retired,
to storageare presented,and an exampleof the use of such nxeasures
at Columbia Uniaersity is described.It i,s concludedthat the criteria
for ueeding and storagemust be selectedon the basisof the goals of
the institution in questionand of the uariouspatterns of use in different disciplines.
T) OBERT B. DOWNS in his article "Crisis in Our University LilS. braries" (ro) statesthat the phenomenal growth of the book world is
one of many dilemmas facing university libraries. From rg4o to 196o
book production rose from about 156,oooto z4o,ooo titles per year reaching a total of five billion individual copies in 196o.
Science and technology are among the most prolific areas of research.
In the U. S. alone this is reflected by a substantially constant rglo annual
increase in the number of titles published during the past five years. The
1966 total U. S. science and technology title output was 42gr (29). It is
estimated that an additional 3,ooo titles are published internationally
each year and that the total number of available titles is approximately
6o,ooo.
The cumulative nature and the exponential growth rate of scienceis
well known. According to Price (e3) science grows by a factor of ro every
60 years. He states that since science began, ro million scientific papers
have been published and the output is being doubled every ten years.The
yearly addition currently is approximately 600,00o, published in about
3o,ooojournals. This estimate of 3o,ooojournals is in close agreement with
Gottschalk's and Desmond's (r5) figure of B5,ooo * roTo but is appreciably below the often mentioned figure of 50 or 55,ooo given by the
World List of Scientific Pertodicals (g+). The U. S. is the leading serial
publisher in the world, currently contributing 6,zoo titles.
As the number of items published increases,so do prices. During the
ten year period from rg48 to rgbT the average price per science and technology book rose from about $5 to $8, while the increase from rg57 to
1965 was from $8 to $rz, or golo. During the period from 1957 to 1965
the average price of chemistry and physics journals rose from $ro.o4
to $18.42, a change of 9g.gfo during that period. The rise in the average
price of engineering periodicals for the same period was from $5.4o to
$7.7o, representing an increase of. 42.6/o (3). These increasesin both volume and price inevitably have an impact on hll library operations.
Volume rz, Numbei j, Summer t968
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Traditionally university libraries considered their major function ro
be the collection and retention of all materials with current or possible
future value in support of the educational and research goals of their
parent institution. In reality this meant that they had striven for exhaustive or at least comprehensive levels of collection (3o) in areas of interest
to their parent institutions thus becoming storehouses of permanent
records or reservoirsof knowledge as they variedly have been designated.
As a consequenceof the phenomenal growth of print there has been a
correspondingly phenomenal growth in the size of research library collections. Fremont Rider (25) showed an annual growth rate of about 4.zg/o
between r8gr and 1938 for a group of university libraries, resulting in a
doubling of the library collection every r6 years. Measuring the growth
rate for the same libraries between 1938 and rybb a gSlo increaseis evident, indicating a doubling of the collections only every 2r years (12).
This declining trend of the growth rate is also born out by a study of the
largest university libraries in the country for the years r9g8-r955 (zr). AIthough these studies show a slight decline in the percentageof the annual
growth rate, the actual number of holdings has been steadily increasing
and can causeconcern if extrapolated into the future.
There are a number of problems associatedwith the rapid growth of
libraries: (a) available space for housing collections is limited; (b) available space is often not utilized efficiently; (c) acquisition of additional
space is expensive; (d) servicing and use of collections becomes difficult
due to the undifierentiated accessibility to materials of all ages,types, and
scoPe.
Often the first step in relieving congestion of the collection is fragmentation by creating additional physical accesspoints. This is accomplished by opening separate subject departmental or divisional libraries.
These smaller entities serve a homogeneous clientele and conseguently
have a single or restricted subject orientation. This type of organization
can be considered a form of selectivedissemination of information.
Departmentalization has already proved to provide only temporary
relief for the space problem of large libraries. It has become obvious, es
pecially at such old and well established institutions as Columbia, Harvard, and Yale, that it is necessaryto difierentiate and separate front-Iine
or working research collections from the back-up reservoir or permanent type of materials and to eliminate materials (e.g.,duplicates and reprints) that have no value to the institution. fn order to accomplish this,
materials of current interest are separated from those of limited and future value. Mobility between these two segments of materials is usually
assured.
In dealing with the growth problem, the following three types of solutions have emerged over the years:
(t) Development of on-campus facilities for storing materials beyond
the scope of current interest. This assuresproximity and relatively
fast retrievability of materials for the ,rrei. E*u*pies are at Iowa
State University and the IJniversity of Michigan.
'
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Development of ofi-campus cooperative enterprises.These can either
be subject oriented, such as the Medical Library Center of New
York, or mission oriented, such as the Center for Research Libraries,
or cooperative warehouses, such as the New England Deposit Library. The major advantages of these ventures are economy, relief
of crowded housing conditions, and enhancement of resourcesavailable to each cooperator when stored materials are merged, forming
a new collection.
(S) Microfilming. This is the often-used technique to reduce the size of
bulky publications, such as extensive newsPaPerfiles, and salvaging
little-used but important materials in poor condition.
Selection of the type of storage facility is part of a larger problem that
Cox (9) calls the "total storage decision problem." In his view there are
two basic questions: (a) How will the books be selected for storage?(b)
How will they be stored? The first question implies the need for criteria
for the retirement of materials and will be discussedin detail later in this
paper. The second question is concerned with physical accessto the collections, or as he refers to it, the need for a "classification storage system."
This can be subject oriented, such as LC or DC, or a simple location code.
While the former requires "gapping" of expensive shelf space for anticipated expansion and usually implies open accessto the collections, the
latter, on the other hand, can economically utilize space by comPacting
the material and closing the stacks to patrons. The following factors need
also be considered as part of the total problem: book size,reclassification,
the mechanicsof transfer, and storage.
(z)

Determination of Criteria for Weeding and Storage
The problem of determining relevant criteria for separating collections into two or more levels of accessibilityhas received some attention in
the last decade. The common assumption of workers in the field is that it
is the Ieast used materials that should be stored. What is sought, therefore,
is, in principle, a method of arranging the collection in decending order

storage decision be based entirely on the judgment of subject exPerts,
such as faculty?
Due to the nature of scienceand scientific publishing, previously discussed,considerable attention has been paid to studying what scientists
read, what their reading habits are, how they get their information, and
what is the relation between usage and age of journals. These studies
have shown that it is possible to determine empirically, for each subject
field, the most frequently used serials and the ages of these titles. It has
been found that the use of scientific periodicals in a given subject field, as
well as in general, is concentrated on a small Percentage of the total
' 34r
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number of available journals. This was determined by using the technique of citation count to learn reference scattering among journals, by
analyzing circulation records of serials to determine whii titles havi
been most frequently requested, and by observing what scientists actually
read (2, 5, 7, gz). In each of these studies, titles were ranked by the
amount of use they received. Rearranging the data thus obtained provided knowledge of the age of those journals that were read. It was uniformly found that while the rate of obsolescenceis high in science, it varies among subject fields.
Applying different techniques bur arriving at similar findings, Burron
and Kebler (4) defined the time that is required for the obsolescence of
one-half of the currently published literature as "half-life." This is equivalent to the time during which one-half of the currently active literature
was published. They observed thar the half-life of journals in chemical
engineering and physics, for example, is 4.8 years while in mathematics
it is extended to ro.E years. This, bf conrse, is due to the nature of the
fields involved. whiie-mathemaric$ is a highly srable, theoretical field,
engineering and physics are much concerned with physical properties
data, experimental techniques, and new discoveries.
Having also determined that a relationship exists between usage and
age, Cole (6) proceeded further to develop mathematical formulae for
predicting economic rerention periods thai assure efiective utilization of
available stack space. Strain (e8), faced with the problem of a serious
shortage of space, has conducted her own study to develop immediate
and long range possible remedies. By analyzing serial circulalion records,
sJrefound the percentage of the collection used for a given year, as well
.1;
{e most specifically requested titles and their age distribution. Her
r ndings confirm Cole's formulae; 8o/o of all requests were published
rithin the last five years. The first six years (current and previous five)
, rntributed to almost 84/" of. all requests. The following five years
.r.e.,material six to ten years old) got rolo use while the older issuesabsorbed the remaining 6To. In order to obtain a better picture she also
undertook a study of the reference use of periodicals by rinking them accorcrng to the number of times each title was consulted. Based on the
findings, a retirement policy was developed. This included complete dis
cards and continuous selective weeding on the basis of the publication
date of journals.
Both Fussler (r3) and Trueswell (3r) also imply that more or less mechanical guidelines can be developed. They liave employed the '.use
factor" as a basic criterion in book stack thinning. Trueswell has applied
statistical techniques to circulation records and found. that the last circulation date of books currently charged out is an indication of their frequency of use. He developed a procedure whereby the degree of future
rrse can be predicted with reasonable accuracy from the past circulation
history. The procedure provides a way to d.etermine a "cut-ofi" date that
can be used as an aid for separating the collection into a ..much used"
segment that would satisfy a pre-determined portion (r.g., gST) of the
' 342
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mended, however, that the results of the objective system be exposed to

bilizing of the size of working research collections.
Wa-lsh (gg), ot the other hand, would probably oppose instituting mechanical tetiie*ent methods. He believed, in rgg4, that the method must
vary among subject fields. In the classics,for exam_ple, every item should
be tarefutiy examined and only duplicates should be weeded. Difierent
editions, .ditotr, and translators should always be represented in the col* The findings of a recent dissertation (Lister, w, c. "Least cost Decision Rules
for the Selection of Library Materials for Compact Storage." Purdue University, 1967)
confi.rm the above. Lister showed that criterii for weeding should be based on the
current (or immediate past) rate of usage. This was found to be superior to the age
criterion or to other subjective rules'
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Table I
DECAY IN USE OF ALL NON.ESTIMATED TITLES IN
THE NATURAL SCIENCES
Total Sample- r,!8o (tg+grgSg)and r,8r8 (1954-1958)
Publication
No. of
Dare
Titles
Period
Observed
1949-53

Mean
Use
r94gbZ

No. of
Titles
Observed
rgb4-b9

Mearr
Use
ryb4.
58

Normalized
Mean
Use
r 954-58

Decay in Drop-off
Normalas a
ized Use Percent
Between
of
Periods rgyg-bz

AVERAGE USE INDEX

Pre-r864
r 864-r 878
r 879-r 893
r 894-r 9o3
r9o4-r9r3
rgr4-r923
r924-r933
r934-r943
rg44-t948
Normalization

207
r83
?86
2r3

o,22
o.20
o.z6
o'55
o . 73
o.68
r.48
r.40

257
202
r32
PE

factor

2.lo

-

208
r83

o.r7
o-r4

qRt

o.90

2r3

o.45
o.57
o.43

-43

259
207
r39

79

l.ol

r.o4

o.r6
o.r4
o.20
o.44
o.55
o.4r
o.g8
r.02
2.21

o.o5
o.o6
o.oj
o.r I
o.r7
0.26
o.Eo
o.39
-o.rr

24.470
2g.gTo
2b.r7o
2o.27o
4.87o
98.8%
n.6%
27.57.
- b.oTo

o.q8

lection. The age factor has no importance at all. The actual weeding
-be
should
done by subject specialist Iibrarians who can enlist faculty advice. This was the ultimare decision reached at yale (r) during a recent
study. They examined the retirement problem with manifold objectives:
(t) To expedite the already existing retirement program from process.
ing zo,ooo to processing6o,ooovolumes per year.
(z) To study the basesof selecrion for retirement by subject and forms
of material.
-Io
(C)
study the effectsof the retirement program on library use and
researchby faculty, graduate students,and undergiaduates.
(+) To ascertain what arrangements may compensatefor the loss of immediate accesscausedby the retirement program.
(S)-To gxplore the possible effectivenessof the retirement program
toward stabilizing the sizeof the immediate accesscollection.
(6) To publish policies, procedures,and resulrs obtained.
All objectives except "4" were fulfilled.
An analysis of the above objectives reveals that the underrying con'Selective
cepts of
.the storage problem were rather broadly construed.
book retirement was considered closely related to, and dependenr upon,
the size-and composition of available resources,the goals br tne u.qniri
tion policy, the growth rate of the collection, the economics of housing
collections, the needs of the user, bibliog.raphical record keeping, and

.
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overall administrative planning. Selective book retirement thus became
the means of dividing the collection, according to pre-determined criteria,
into groups that should have different levels of accessibility.This way the
working collections proved to be "more meaningful" to the user since publications that were of minor value or out of date, and had multiple edi
tions. were eliminated.
Objective "2" proposing the improvement of criteria for the selection
of materials for storage was basic to the pursuit of the project. Contrary
to the previously described rather mechanical "frequency of use" technique, Yale developed broad policies that required application of individual judgment in all cases.Three factors were of paramount importance in
formulating the general retirement policy: (a) consideration of the acquisition policy; (b) study of the publications, at the shelves,for physical condition and circulation history; and (c) investigation of use of books already
in storage. Consideration of these three factors was necessarybecause
the physical location of both old and current materials of different types
(i.e., books, pamphlets, etc.) was to be determined. In practice, this was
accomplished by withdrawing specific titles rather than specific groups or
types of materials within a subject field. Decisions were based on examination of each item for its significance, historical importance, age, the
availability of other editions, physical condition, and frequency of use.
The importance of the storage collection as a storehouse of little used
but circulating materials was emphasized to all concerned in order to
avoid its becoming a "wastebasket" where publications that should have
been discarded or microfilmed are accumulated.
Although it was anticipated that the faculty would play a significant
part in the retirement prograln, due to various factors this did not prove
feasible. Instead, subject specialist librarians, in conjunction with the
Associate Librarian responsible for over-all collection building, were the
executors of the project. Faculty members concerned with particular subject areas that were weeded were given the opportunity to check the shelf
list cards and recommend changes.Some did and some did not.
Objective "5," hypothesizing "that a readily accessiblestorage collection is a sound means of helping to control the growth of a library's active collection," has been supportecl by the data collected. It must be realized, however, that stabilizing the size of the working research collection
requires equating the rate of input (acquisitions) to the rate of outPut
(withdrawals). Possible means of accomplishing this include storing: (a)
all material older than a certain age; (b) all material of certain types, such
as newspapers; and (c) entire sectionsof the classification system,such as
agr:iculture. The Yale administration did not adopt this policy, due to
strong faculty opposition.
Although both the Yale study and Fussler's book concentrated on
identifying monographic materials for storage, they also devoted attention to deriving rules for serial retirement. Fussler distinguished two
classesof characteristics for serials: (r) those that depend on "demographic characteristics" and (z) those that depend on past use also. DemoVolume tz, Number j, Summer t968
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graphic characteristics include: publication date, language, number of
bound (physical) volumes, subject area as indicated by a broad subject
classification such as LC, number of libraries holding the serial, and
status (i.e., publication either living or dead). These are objective in nature, unique to a volume or set, and measurable independently of use.
Accordingly, the recommended rules involve predicting future use of
volumes of a given set from past history of use of the older volumes and
the demographic data. A typical rule might be: "Store all volumes
earlier than the earliest volume showing use in rg5o-5r. Store or keep at
least five volumes." This and similar rules, although general in nature,
were primarily developed for application in the humanities and social
sciences.It appears from the work of Fussler and at Yale that, fundamentally, there is no difference in the retirement policy for books or
serials.
Such investigations seem to indicate that it is a cornbination of
crowded stack conditions, economic factors, and user considerations that
make separation of a collection into difierent levels of accessibility desirable. The "little used" segment need not be as accessibleas the "much
used" segment and can be housed more remotely and probably less
expensively.
This financial aspect of the total storage problem has been scrutinized
by several studies (g, tC, zj). They indicate that various costsmust be determined and ofier crude estimates of the cost of such items as messenger
service, transferring lots, shifting books, and shelf space.The facts, however, seem to be that the relevant costs can differ highly from one library
to another and that, in any case, they cannot be determined with sufficient accuracyto be meaningful.
Application of the Criteria for Weeding and Storage
The Chemistry Library at Columbia University had been serving the
Departments of Chemistry and Chemical Engineering for about i,o
years and was located in Chandler Hall with these departments. Its holdings totaled approximately 3o,ooo volumes on the premises, with an additional 5,ooo volumes in storage.A shortage of spacehad become imminent. In the late r95o's it became obvious that the Chemical Engineering
Department would eventually move frorn its location to the planned new
engineering complex. The transfer, however, was not to take place until
1965 or 1966.This move had wide implicarions since it meant not only a
physical separation but also a realignment of subject relationships. Chemistry and chemical engineering have had close historical and subject ties.
Having the Chemical Engineering Department join the rest of the School
of Engineering and Applied Science was a clear indication that sciences
were to-be separatedaccording to whether they were 'rpure" or "applied."
As far as the libraries were concerned, the move involved separating
one collection into two and physically moving hundreds of volumes to the
new location where they were to be merged into the rest of the Engineering Library's collections. In order to facilitate rhe move the following ac-

.
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tions were initiated. The Chemistry Librafy's entire collection was reviewed in order to determine which materials were of single and which of
joint departmental interest and also to determine the extent of overlap in
ihoue uri"s of joint interest. Simultaneously another review was instituted
to establish th-e extent of duplication that existed between the Engineering Library and the Chemistry Library at that time. This was done to help
eliminate unnecessaryexpensein both moving and purchasing.
An important consideration in undertaking the collection review was
that much criticism had been expressed by the faculty over the years
about the large amount of old ind infrequently consulted materials,
much of it in-poor condition, that hindered their use of the collection'
The librarian was frequently told that a working research collection in
chemistry and chemicil engineering needed to be up-tG.date, containing
only materials of current interest and use. They felt that it was not necessary to have indiscriminate accessto items of all ages, types, and scope'
The removal of the "insignificant" thar was in abundance was urged. This
sentiment of the faculty ioward their collection is in accord with Fussler's
(rg) findings about the attitudes of chemists. It was, therefore, decided
ihat concuirently with the collection's review, a thorough weeding pro'
gram would be siarted. The goal was to identify the extent of the unused
or little used materials in the holdings and then, based on the findings, to
segregatethe collection into levels of accessibility before dividing it by
r"qe.t matter. Double handling of materials was thus to be avoided'
bifierent methods were applied to serials and to books in pursuing the
weeding and seParation programs. Books were reviewed according, to
subject"fields as indicated by the Dewey classification rylteT (5oo's first
and"then 6oo's through ggg) while serials were evaluated by j!" librarian
on a title by title basis,regardlessof subject classification.In this way those
titles that were outside the current scope of interest of both departments,
as well as those that wele needed by both, were identified simultaneously.
Lists containing this SrouP of serial titles and holdings information
were compiled and submitted to both faculties for appraisal.
The first of two questionnaires was sent out in February, 1963' Faculty opinion about th1 disposition of 6r of approximately 4oo-titles then
receivid was solicited. The following alternatives were suggested:
Of no interest at all
Of some interest but not needed here if
available elsewhere in New York City
C . Should probably be received, but not bound
or stored (discard)
D . Not needed here if available anvwhere in the
U.S. on loan
E. Continue

A.
B.

Based on good faculty resPonse,complete holdings of 16 titles (45o
physicat voluries) related to rhe field of nutrition were immediately transierred to the Medical L,iibrary and their subscriptions were cancelled.
Volume tz, Number j, Summer 1968
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In December,. 1964,another questionnaire, listing r55 titles, was prepared and submitted to the faculties of both departmenis for their reasseyqenl'
opinions on the possible future of these items were again
]heir
solicited. The criteria to be used *ere the following:
A.
B.
^
C.
D.

Important for Chemistry and Chemical Engineeringessential that it be represenred in both libraries
Important for Chemical Engineering but not essential
for Chemistry-therefore will probably move ro the
Enginee-ring Library and not be duplicared in ,Chemistry
_
Essential for Chemistry but not for Chemical Engineering
Of questionable value-we should consider can.elling
subscriptions and either sroring or disposing of the
back file

Better than 65/o responsewas recieved. Based on these responsesand further consultations with the Engineering and Medical Libiarians, the following action was raken. comprete holdings of g titles (16g physical volumes) were transferred to the Medical Library and. their subscriptions
were cancelled- Fifty+ix titles of strictly chemical Engineering iriterest
were marked for transfer
rhe Engineering Libraryl Nine t"itles per-ro
manently remained ,part of the chemistry colection. i)ecision on the^remaining 8e titles, mostly discontinued or of no current interest to the university's^teachingand researchprograms, was postponed. Since the survey,
Taly of these 8z titles have been distributed imong such large New
York city research libraries as the New york publii Library ind the
Chemists'Club Library.
weeding of monographic materials also started in 1963. This ac_
. .The
tivity was carried out concuriently and coordinated wirh thi rireeding of
materials in the newly created sciencestorage center. The center ope"ned
in.rg6e with a projected capacity of 65,ooo-volumes,but abour
967
this capacity was exhausted by the time the move was completed.-An
"t
appraisal led to the conclusion rhar yz to
of
the
material
there
was
V2
either worrhles$ or in poor physical condition so that weeding and discarding were imperative.
scien-cedepartmental libraries that previously had materials stored in
another location were encouraged to undertake an extensive weeding program simultaneo 'sly, prior to sending additional material to this storage
area. rt.was alticipated that the materials remaining in the center, and
the additional materials to be sent there, could be c6mpacted by storing
according to size. Ultimately compacting was accompliitred, bui not b!
size.compacting by sizewas not feasibleit that time Lecausethe space to
be utilized was already occupied by materials which were to be weeded
later. compacting by- site-became too expensive in terms of personnel
needed constantly to shift the collections.
-rhe
following weeding policy was adopted by all participating science
and technology libraries:

'
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Do not discard:
A. Pre-rgooAmerican, unless a textbook, or pre-r8zo
European imprints.
B. Booksby Columbia University authors.
C. Consecutiveeditions of more than three when the
library has a copy of each.
D. Materials of intrinsic historical significance,
i.e., biographies,landmark contributions'
Considerfor discard:
A. Materialsin poor physicalcondition. (When badly disintegrated this can take precedenceover the retention rules.)
B. Older editions of bookswhen the library has a newer,
subject to "C" above.
C. Added copiesof a title. (Retain the best preservedcopy.)
D. Reprints of journal articles.
E. Old textbooks,manuals,how-to-do-it,etc., if not checked
out since 1958, lAmended June 1966to read "during the
last to years."l
Note: Libraries sendingmaterialsto Sci/Tech in the future
should apply these same guide lines beforehand.
The Chemistry Library started with the 54o's.Each item was individually
examined and evaluated according to the criteria in the weeding policy.
The processresulted in the elimination of r4oo volumes from the active
collection. Approxirnately +/S of these items were transfered to storage

cards and shelf list cards traveled with the book. Problems were further
compounded by the time-lag that occurred in indicating the change in location of these materials in the Butler Library union catalog. There was
thus a period during which it was virtually impossible to determine the
whereabouts of some materials.

ously borrowed noted. The following results were obtained:
gg/o had been borrowed
gTlo lnad been borrowed
g5lo lnad been borrowed
Trlo had been borrowed

at
at
at
at

least once
least once
least once
least once
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in
in
in
in

the
the
the
the

past
past
past
past

8 years
5 years
3 years
I ,year
'
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ided to keep items in the active collection
)ast once in the past five years. Other crirere also included in the final analysis so
ttre sole criterion. Accordingly, r22o titles
were divided among the Biological Scirl Libraries; and 274 volumes were discaruc(I.

The faculty was invited to survey the items selected for transfer
through the shelf list. Not much interest was expressed.Faculty interest
and desire to survey the librarian's choice in separating the remaining active collection and earmarking actual items for transfer to the Engineering Library was, however, overwhelming. The chairman of the Chemistry Department's Faculty Committee checked each suggestion through
the shelf list and many alterations of the original choices took place.
Although bibliographical records were not kept for weeded items in
the 6oo through ggg section, main entry cards were left in the card catalog for all items finally transf erred to the Engineering Library.
The short range objectives were, therefore, to remove items not being
used and to separate the chemical engineering material from the chemistry material. The long range objective of the collection review included
the development of an acquisition policy that considered the changing
scope of the subject areas and the instructional and research needs of the
departments.*
Summary
The foregoing discussion of both the general problem and the specific

pline, its publicationg and the differing needs and patterns of use of its
practitioners have to be considered.
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r PrimaryLegalSources
WenxnnB. Er,rrNcrn,*SeniorSubjectCataloger
Library of Congress,Washington,D. C.
T.he rules of the AACR for entering legislatiueenactntents(constitutions, treaties, statutes, ordinances, rules of court) under conaentional headingsfollow, with modifications,recomm,endations
of the
American Associationof Law Libraries. These headingsconstitute a
classof their own; indiaidually, they should be aiewed as integrated
entities and not be explained in terms of their components,o, as author headingswith subheadings,Entries for court rules and the relationship between conaentional ("category") headings and subiect
headingsare also discussed.

he continues,
The form in which the categoryprinciple doesappear in theserules is in the
interposition of category specifications between the tirle and the heading
proper, the latter being formed either under the author principle or under
the principle of name most srronglyasociated fwith] the work.
Use of the terms "category principle," "caregory headings," and "category subheadings" may herald the acceptance of a designation that describesthe character of "form headings" in positive terms. To break down
such a heading into its component parts, however, rather than consider
* Dr. Ellinger servedas Reporter,DescriptiveRulesfor Law Cataloging,American
Association of Law Libraries, rg5r-1967.
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it an integrated entity, in order to interpret the first component as an author heading and the category specification as an addition to it, with the
implication that this principle covers the rules governing the entry of
legislative enactments, complicates the job oI the cataloging instmctor
and the student of the rules. Hence, it seemsdesirable to state again the
theoretical basis for the special rules for legal materials that (after long
indecision on the part of the ALA Catalog Code Revision Committee)
were included in the Anglo-American Catalogi,ng Rules, even though
much of the following recapitulates what was said in greater detail in the
rg54 article mentioned above.
A piece of legislation, or the document representing it, can be associated with a concept of authorship only in a farfetched and contrived manner, and entry under a heading arbitrarily proclaimed an author heading
results in a precedent for other entries not based on principle. A statute
or any other type of legislative enactment is the result not of spontaneous
and original authorship, but of a complex, institutionalized processestablished in the constitution of the jurisdiction concerned. The real authorship of the resulting document (which may rest with an individual
scholar, a committee, an advisory commission, or the stafi of an executive
agency) is submerged in the legislative process; in fact, this process is designed to deprive the document of even the appearance of a piece of
individual authorship.
This, by itself, would not preclude a legislative act from being considered a work of corporate authorship with the jurisdiction itself viewed as
the corporate author. Such a concept of authorship is workable, however,
only for sovereign jurisdictions, and then only with many exceptions that
cannot be solved by author entries. Such exceptions include international
agreements enacted as municipal law, a uniform code or uniform state
law (represented properly as a work of individual personal or corporate
authorship) adopted by a state, and a code adopted from a foreign jurisdiction. Examples of the last of these are the French Code ciuil adopted
by Louisiana and Quebec and the German Bilrgerliches Gesetzbuch
adopted by Japan and Korea; if the original legislation in each casewere
to be considered a work of corporate authorship, these later publications
would necessarilyhave to be entered as editions or translations under the
heading chosen for the original. The absurdity of this is obvious, and the
treatment of statutory enactments in this manner has never been seriously
considered. If, on the other hand, we were to assume that the enactment
of the law of one jurisdiction by another automatically made the latter
its author, we should erode the concept of authorship to a point where it
would be devoid of meaning.
Another type of legislative enactment that is not amenable to the authorship concept was recognized in the ALA rules providing for entry of
statutes, constitutions, etc., under the jurisdiction governed by them
rather than under the promulgating jurisdiction if the two do not coincide.6 This recognition should have led to an integrated group of rules in
the Anglo-American Cataloging Rules based on a unified principle for
Volume tz, Number 3, Summer tg68
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the various types of legislation. Unfortunately this did not occur, and the
attempt to explain the headings provided in the new rules as author headings with "category subheadings" only makes them more difficult to
understand.
In April, 1955,the American Association of Law Libraries published a
comprehensive proposal for the revision of the rules relating to entries for
Iegal materials.o A number of conventional headings, or "form headings," not then represented in the ALA Cataloging Rules, were recommended for materials for which no rules had been provided, or which were
being entered at the Library of Congress under ad hoc headings, or for
which the existing rules had proved unsatisfactory. It should be emphasized that the general principle of entry under author or title was never
questioned; conventional headings, to be specifically enumetated, were
considered a substitute form of entry for those types of materials that
could not be forced into the existing mold of author or title entry without
impairing the function of the catalog as an efiecdve tool for their identification and retrieval.
In the following decade, during which revision of the rules of entry
was discussedby the ALA Catalog Code Revision Committee, a number
of proposals of the AALL were incorporated in the draft codes from the
beginning; others were hotly contested, chiefly on dogmatic grounds.
Nevertheless, a number of them were incorporated in later draftq some
with modifications that conflicted with their purpose, and eventually most
of the proposed headings for legislative enactments were adopted by the
Committee and incorporated in the code, even though in a context that
does not reflect the rationale that led to their recommendation. One may
compare, for instance, the rationale ofiered in the AALL report for the extensive revision and expansion of the rules governing the entries of international treatiesT and the intriguing rationalization of those rules as if
they were for works of joint authorship, presented at a 1967 workshop on
the Anglo-American Cataloging Rules.s In regard to this latter thesis, it
should be pointed out that the purpose of affixing a signature to a treaty
is not to assume responsibility for its intellectual content. The meaning
of a signature, whether that of an original signatory or that of a power
joining a treaty already in efiect, is merely that of a pledge, subject to
ratification, to abide by its provisions; it does not imply an author-work
relationship.
It was for the very purpose of maintaining the integrity of authorship
as a principle of entry that special rules providing for entries that cannot
be confused with author headings were proposed for materials actually
not entered under author. These are headings sui generis or, as authorized
in the "Paris Principles" for certain types of publications,e "uniform conventional heading[s] chosen to reflect the form of the work." They are, if
you will, a foreign body in the cataloging code as a whole. They could
have been included in a chapter for special types of materials comparable
to that for music in Part III, if this section had been given a more general
scopethan "Non-Book Materials."
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With the exception of treaties, the AALL recommendations in regard
to legislative acts did not propose innovations in the mode of entry;
rather, they advocated the inclusion of all legislative acts under the pattern already in use for most of them, certain modifications in the form of
some headings to resolve inconsistencies in practice and to eliminate
lacunae in the rules (e.g., for local laws), and an arrangement that would
reflect the coherence of the materials under consideration and the rationale for their particular treatment. From this point of view, legislative
acts form one classof entries to be treated alike, with the typical classesof
legislation represented by separate headings for each class or category.
These classes,in the order of hierarchical rank, are: constitutions, treaties, statutes (i.e., acts passed by a legislature), local laws (under nonhome-rule systemsof local government) or local ordinances (under homerule systems),and rules of court.lo These categoriesare distinct frorn one
another both as to their function and, in general, as to their legislative

lieu of the designation Statutes of the code of rgoS in order to sanction Library of Congress usage), beclouds its hierarchical relationship to
the other groups, because the term Laws in this phrase comPrises all other
acts of legislation as well.
The reason for introducing a conventional heading for court rulesll
was threefold: (r) to close a gap in the rules governing entries for legislation by treating court rules in the same manner as the other classesof legislation, (z) to permit an easy identification of both collections and individual enactments, and (3) to remedy a situation brought about in 1954

rules, but it led to the necessityof proliferating such contrived headings
as U. S. Courts and U. S. District Courts, headings rePresentative of
artificially created "collective[s] of corporate bodies where none existed,"
which had been forcefully and justifiably attacked by Lubetzky in his
original critique of the ALA Catalogi'ng Rules.12 lJnfortunately, these
abstruse headings will persist in our catalogs as precedents for use as
entry for materials other than court rules as long as they will be continued indefinitely under LC's decisions for superimposition." r3' 14
The reasons for the proposal of the AALL with respect to court rules
were difficult for others to understand. This is hardly surprising in view
of the fact that court rules as a classof legislation did not gain importance
until the late nineteen thirties, under the impact on the states:of the
Federal Rules of Civil Procedure; in fact, among the entries in the Library
' 355
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of Congresscatalogs under the subject heading Coun'r RULESwe find administritive regulations which do not fall within the meaning of "rules
of court" and should be entered under the court as author. The phrase in

citizen regardlessof whether or not he commits a crime. Court rules are,
therefore, as much a part of the law of the land as any other class of
legislation.l6
The argument, sometimesadvanced, that the component phrasesZazus,
statutes, ei. and Court rules in conventional headings under jurisdiction

FneNcr, not FRANCE.Laws, steturEs, ETC.Coor pruer, and for a commentary on the United States Constitution it is U. S.-CoNsrIrurIoNAL LAw'
not U. S. CoNsrrruTroN. The proper subject headings for rules of court
depend upon their scope, e.g., Crvrr- pnocnDuRn, CRIMINAL PR6cEDURE,
EviorNcr,-or BeNrnupr-v. Only if a work deals with a source of law per

fication must be applied to all cornparable materials. In this context, court
rules are but one of several classesof legislation identified by separate
headings for each of them; to identify court rules as such among the entries under a particular subject heading is the task of a catalog entry, not
that of another subject heading.
Form subject headings, at one time copiously used in the Library of
Congresscatalogs,are assignedto types of publications not susceptible to
ANDDIcTIoNARIES,
REanalysisof their subject content, e.g.,ENcvcToPEDIAS
rrc.17 The general form subject heading
DTcESTS,
spoNsA,or I-ew REeoRTS,
Counr nu6s will have to be continued in use, inadequate as it is and con.
tiary to the general policy with respect'to form subject headings, until the

.
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conventional heading for this class of legislation (provided -i.n th9 Anglo'
"superAmerican Catalogin{ Rulesbutnot to be used under the-policy of
as
form
used
headings
Subject
catalog.
in
the
imposition,'ra; tafesits place
treatres'
peace
notably
treaties,
multilateral
of
editions
for
iext
heidings
(e.g., Vinselr-us, Tnnerv on) may be expected to fall into disuse with the
of AACR Rule e5Az.
application
' 'If,
in conclusion, it has beJn shown that the entry words for legislative
enactments resulting from the appli
loging Rules cannot be explained as
by a "category subheading," it must
ing are inseparable, and whether we c
headings" or by some other term is
..rro"..irury to explain other special rules which provide for headings not
based on author or title as foliowing a principle of "name most strongly
associatedwith the work."
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names, added entries are made for the lattcr. If tJre rules are for all of the courts
of a certain name, that name is used in its plural form, e.g., IJ. S, District courts.
If, however, the publication contains rules governing the procedure before more
than three courts or groups of courts with different names, it is entered under the

As a result, these rules will not consolidate all court rules of the same jurisdiction as intended by the conventional heading provided in the North American
Text, nor is it likely that any materials but couit rules will be entered under the
plural form of court names as illustrated by u. s. District courts, so that this
heading will not appear in the catalog without the subheading Rules.
Entry under the promulgating court as author, whenever ieasible, and other-

of Cataloging and Classificatton, to:.rgg-r54. Jrtly, rg54. Cf. Spalding, Ioc. cit.,
p- 394.
r7. The heading LAw REpoRTs, Drcrsrs, src., which presents as coordinates two
categories one of which is subordinate to the other, is one of many awaiting
revision.
r8. See note rZ, supra.

* Anglo-Ameri,canCataloguing Rules. British Text. London,
ry67. p. 4Z-44
(Rule s3).
** Sec note tz. suhra.
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A Reviewof the ASTMCODEN
Titles
for Periodical
DoN,lr-o P. Heltlust

Librarie s SYstemsD eveIoPmen t
P ur d,ue(Jnia ersity Lib rarie s, Laf ayett e, I n diana

hope to make use of these creations of modern technology. The recent
for'mation of the RTSD/ISAD Universal Numbering System Committee
of the American Library Association is, without doubt, a consequenceof
theseevents.
The gradually accelerating acceptanceby librarians of the numbering
code for"periodiial titles known as CODEN that is now being developed
by the Franklin Institute Research Laboratories for the American Society
for Testing and Materials is belated recognition of the need for an international identifying numbering system.
coDEN is not-a new element on the retrieval scene-it is just now
being noticed by the library world. It is a serial identification system devised"in rg53 byDr. charles w. Bishop, then of the University_of Buffalo
Chronic Oliiase Research Institute, now of the Bufialo General Hospital.
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ceived a grant from the National Science Foundation for the maintenance of service to users.
Among the groups that have taken an interest in CODEN and have
strongly influenced its development is the Chemical Abstracts Service.
This organization is one of the principal users and has contributed much
toward the continual improvement of the system. It has cooperated in
bibliographic verification, developed and implemented the use of a
check character in order to ensure accuracy in the codes, and it has assumed partial responsibility for the CODEN assignmentsto publications
other than periodicals. These publications are the proceedings of a single
conference, monographic series in which each volume has an individual
title, annuals, etc. The CODEN assignedby the Chemical Abstracts Service will be included in ASTM's published lists of CODEN. These nonperiodical publications have a CODEN assigned to the title of the individual volumes as well as to the overall series.
For those who are interested, it may be well to briefly discussthe mechanics involved in the assignment of new codes.CODEN are assignedby
the request of a user or through the selection of titles from the standard
serial bibliographies such as Ulrich's Intenrational Periodicals Direc'
tory or New Serial Ti,tles.In the caseof requests,a photocopy of the title
page of the publication concerned is required. Unfortunately, it has become neces$aryto assessa charge for CODEN assignedon demand. When
assigned from the bibliographical sources, the project stafi assignscodes to
titles listed in the 5oo, 6oo, and r3o through r5o Dewey classesin NST or
from the science and technology subjects in other bibliographies. A record is kept of the source of each request so that if identification problems
later arise, inquiries can be made with the original requester.
A detailed explanation of the mechanics used to assign CODEN is
quoted below from correspondence received from Mrs. Jennifer G. Blumenthal, CODEN Project Leader.
Four important letters are chosen from the title. The grid book is opened
to the page with the first two letters in the upper corner, the third letter is
sought along the horizontal grid list and the fourth letter is sought along the
vertical grid. If the spaceat the intersectionof thesethird and fourth letters
is blank the CODEN has not been used before and may be used for the
journal in question.If the spaceis taken, another set of four letters is set uP'
One alwaysstartswith the A seriesof codesand then goesto the B seriesto be
sure to use the A codesup first. The letters chosenare possibly the first letters
of a four-word title, but sometimes,as is obvious, titles have fewer or more
than four words. Thus, I supposeone would have to say that the letters are
essentiallyarbitrary as long as they are as mnemonic as posible. Sometimes
the first two letters are chosen from each of the two words of a two-word
title, or the first letters of the four most significant words of a title with more
than four words.
The A and B series of codes referred to are the fifth characters used
to increase the number of possible CODEN available. This fifth letter
assistsin maintaining the mnemonic relationship of the CODEN to the
Volume tz, Number 1, Summer t968
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title concerned by allowing repeated use of the same combinations of the
first four characters.
The codes assigned to non-periodical publications are established in
the same way, except that the first and second characters are numeric
rather than alpha and none of the characters has a mnemonic relationship to the title.
The Chemical Abstracts Service developed a system of using a check
character, which is a sixth character, to be used as an accuracy check automatically made as each CODEN is read by the computer. There is no
need to describe the check character systemhere as it is discussedin detail
by Kuentzel in the introductory mare;ial to the 1967 edition of CODEN.2
The check character is available for libraries wanting to include it with
their CODEN, but it is not necessaryto use it.
The matter of controlling human error has been no less an enigma
for CODEN than it is for anything else. Over the years inconsistenciesin
entries, duplicate CODEN assignments,misspellings, and misfilings are
some of the errors which have crept into the $ystem.Such errors can be
coffected fairly easily and this is being done by the Franklin Insritute
CODEN staff. Many of the major problems faced by any serials librarian
are also faced by the CODEN stafi. Among these are questions of proper
entry, identification of the source of publications, and bibliographical
changes.When any of these are not correct or up-to.date, the result can
be iniorrect CODEN.
The problem of proper entry revolves around verification. For example, when an entry is verified in the World, List of Scientific Periodicals,but not elsewhere,the problem arisesas to whether or not the British
form of entry as given in the WorldZzst should be used to assignCODEN.
On the other hand, if, instead of verifying bibliographically, the enrry is
used exactly as found on the title page or cover of a journal, CODEN

ican rules of entry is open to question.
The problem of identification concerns the publishing source of the
journal, but even more subtle is the edition problem. As an example,
Chain Store Age is published in five different editions-a library may
have any or all of the five. If the person assigning CODEN to thar journal is unaware that it is published in various editions, the libraries entering CODEN into their records will not know to which of the five the code
applies. This problem is especially difficult in foreign countries where, because of differences in advertising and sometimes in featured material,
most American journals are published in varying editions.
In spite of all of these problems, ASTM has published lists of assigned
CODEN, the latest in r967, as CODEN for Periodical Tittres,DSe3A. This
two volume publication supersedesthe previous edition and its supple'
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ment and contains 38,993 coded til
r968, a supplement to this secondedit
the total, of assignedCODEN to 65 ,
ganized in five sections: alphabetical
by CODEN, Non-periodical titles alp
-all in volume r; and alphabetical
seem that a better arrangement of I
use would be to place the-non-periodical and deleted CODEN at the back
of volume z. This, would, however, alter the presently uniform thickness
of the volumes-if that is important.
The second edition has s^omedisconcerting features about it that will
not appear in future supplements and editions. Because of equipment
limitaiions, slasheswere uied in place of parenthesesand the apostrophe'
In addition, commas are used to indicate quotation marks.
Librarians will find that many entrieJ in this edition do not follow
rhe practices rhey expecr to find in bibliographical lists. To find entries
presinted as .'puLtications in . . ."; "Circutur. Higtr*ay Research Board";
;'statistical Papers,
SeriesD. United Nations" seemsodd to say the least.
Even though ihese entries are also given in a more accepted -form, they
tend to clutter the lists. By far the most serious defect in this edition
(which happily will be corrected in future editions) is {e lggk of source
identification. It is impossible for a library to include CODEN in its records when it is not snre to which of two oI more titles a code applies. Examples of this probiem listed as they appear in the book are:
(Only one listed in the CODEN volume, but at least 7 Published.)

LIFE
AGRICULTURAL

ECONOMIST

(Only one listed, but at least 3
Published.)
least 4o

CHALLENGE

(Only one listed-at
published.)

ENGINEERING NEWS
ENGINEERING NEWS /LONDON/

(These two listed as given, but
ieast 3 published.)

at

In spite of the fact that accePtance of CODEN has been slow in the
past, it; future is bright as its use is rapidly increasing. Unfortunately,
itatements have been made that CODEN was designed for use with computers, but such assertions ale not correct. These statements have developed an association in the minds of many people that is also invalid.
C-ODEN is nearly as useful in a manual system as in an automated one'
The system was first announced in r953-a fair time before comPuters

There is no reason Why libraries and information centels cannot use
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CODEN in correspondence between rhemselves,with their subscription
agencies,in their card or book catalogsas supplementary identification, in
interlibrary loan functions, etc.
In spite of CODEN's recent rapid growth, there are several additional
ways that, if accepted by those concerned, the system'sefiectivenesswould
be greatly increased. If CODEN were included in the annual issuesand
the various cumulations of. New Serial Titles, a valuable updating service would be made available, serial identification would be improved,
and an exceptionally convenient source for the codes would be available
to us€rs. In addition, if ASTM would supply new CODEN through a
subscription service in some rapid update fashion (as it has discussedat
times), it would make the codes more efiective. Such a service would be
an additional help to subscribersin keeping their bibliographical records
up-to-date by calling early attention to title changes and other "upheavals" in the serialsworld.
The greatest single improvement needed by CODEN ro make it universally effective is its expansion to serials in all subject fields rather than
just limited to scienceand technology. While ASTM is not in itself interested in more diverse coverage,it has expressedan interest in cooperating
with other groups who are concerned with the social sciencesand humanities and who may be willing to broaden the system'scoverage.Hopefully,
the American Library Association, the Library of Congress or some other
organization with broad bibliographical interests will someday supplement its responsibilities by assuming the developmenr of CODEN in
thesefields.
Finally, periodical publishers could help themselves and libraries by
following the lead of the American Chemical Society and print the appropriate CODEN on the front cover of each of their journals. The
prominently displayed CODEN would probably lessenerrors by improving check-in accuracy in libraries (assuming libraries entered ir into
their records) and thereby reduce claims-at least those that stem from
bibliographical problems. The claims that are made would seemingly be
less costly for subscription agencies and publishers if CODEN were used
instead of titles, or in addition to titles, in their clerical procedures. Furthermore, from the library standpoint, it would definitely accelerate the
check-in routine if it were necessaryto read only five-letter codes rather
than the full title of periodicals.
Additional library areas in which efficiency would be improved if
CODEN were printed on the covers of periodicals would be in the circulation routines-including reservebook and interlibrary loan procedures.
Automated libraries would have almost endless uses for such codes,
but the really important use would be in the area of interlibrary communications. Automated serials systems could "talk" to each other
quickly and efficiently via computers and intercommunication links
using CODEN as the "handle."
All of the above routines in which CODEN would be highly useful
come to mind with litrle thought. Organized study and experimentation
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combined with a more general and rapid assrgnmentof CODEN would
increase tremendously its progress.It is hoped that this article will help to
stimulate those developments so that CODEN can make its full potential available to the bibliographical world.

r. Bishop, charles. "An Integrat.aT;t;;

to the DocumentationProblem."

American Documentation, 4:54-Gg. Spring (April), 1953.
z. American Society for Testing and Materials. Special Committee on Numerical
Reference Data. CODEN lor Peri,odical Titles; an Aid to the Storage and Retrieval
of Info,rmation and to Communication Inuoluing Journal Refermces, L. E. Kuentzel,
ed. (ASTM Data Series, DSz3A). znd ed. Philadelphia, American Society for Testing and Materials, 1966. z vols.
3. Kuentzel, L. E. "Current Status of the CODEN Project." Special Li'braries, 57:4o4'
4o6. July-August, 1966.

JOURNAL

OF LIBRARY

AUTOMATION

The first issue of a new quarterly, the Journal of Library Automation, appeared April e6, 1968. The only periodical devoted to use of computers in
libraries, is an oftcial publication of the Information Science and Automation
Division of the American Library Association.
Serving as editor is Frederick G. Kilgour, Director of the Ohio College Library Center, Columbus, Ohio. Also on the editorial board are Susan Artandi,
Rutgers University; Joseph Becker, EDUCOM; Verner W. Clapp, Council on
Library Resources; A. J. Goldwyn, Case \{estern Reserve University; and Frederick H. Ruecking, Jr., Rice University.
The lournal of Library Automation will publish original contributions in
all fields of research and development in library automation, including interlibrary communications; in research in information science directly related to
library activities; and in the history and teaching of these subjects. The first
isue contained articles from the university libraries of Stanford, Harvard, Texas
A & I, Michigan, and Brown. Computers are used in each of these libraries.
The Council on Library Resources, Inc., Washington, D. C., has made a
grant of $zr,ooo to the American Library Association to give financial assistance
to the lournal of Library Automati.on for its first three years, after which it
will be self-supporting. The Journal is printed in rr on re Caledonia on Permalife paper, which is guaranteed to last 5oo years. Typesetting has been done
from punched paper tape, which is being retained by tJre lournal for future
computer storage and retrieval. In order to have all headings and textual material punched on tape, format for the Journal utilizes only two typefaces.
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Why
14Cood Reasons
You ShouldSpend$1250a Year
for a
PermutermSubjectIndex'"
.l MULTI-ENTRYINDEXINGThe key
.|. to PS/TMindexing is title indexing
entries
in-depthby presentingalphabetized
lor everypossiblepairingof words in titles
and subtitles.
PS/'s
SPEED AND FLEXTBTLTTY
o
a techniqueof pairing words enables
the user to locate any combination of
terms quickly without having to examine
a number of irrelevantitems under a particular term.
a sPEclFlclTY AND SELECTIVITY
U PS, searches involving a single
term are quick and efficient. Searches
involvingtwo or more terms are especially
easy,as simpleas an alphabeticallook-up.
Terms may even be used to exclude certain types of information.
The PS/ is a "natural
UNIOUENESS
language" indexing system based
on the real languageof science,the current living vocabularyused today by publishing authors,not indexers.
lr.
'A

X C O M P R E H E N S I V E N E STSh e P S /
policy of indexingall articleswithin
d
a journal,regardlessof discipline,prevents
coveragegaps associatedwith the selective subiect indexes
A JOURNAL SELEoTIoN The Ps/
w selection of important journals in
all importantfields is based, in part, on
highly accurate citation analysesof their
articles,not a mindlessliftingof titles from
other lists.
SCOPE The
n MULTIDISCIPLINARY
I
PSI covers over 90 disciplines,
categorizingthe journals by subject and
by country,

EXTENSIVECOVERAGEThe PS,
a
(J for 1967 covers 300,000scientific
and technologicalitems.
0 souRcE tDENTlFlcATloN All
i7 the source items are listed alphabetically by author in the accompanying
Sourcelndex. The source materialidentifies type of items as well as all co-authors
and includes full bibliographicdetails.
, I N C R O S S - R E F E R E N C EA
DU T H O R S
f \J comprehensivecross-referencesare
provided for every co-author. Thus, all
current articles by a given author can be
identifiedin one place in the Source/ndex.
The
l . l C A L E N D A RY E A R C O V E R A G E
I I PSI is a calendar year index and,
tor the journalscovered,includesall items
published and available by the end of
the year.
{ O TRANSLATIoN Foreign language
I /'J titles are indexed under the corresponding English terms. Judicious manmachineediting has been appliedas much
as possibleto standardizespelling variations.
.l Q RELIABILITYThe PS/ is produced
IU by /S/, leader in producingproven
information retrieval and dissemination
servtces.
.l , SAVINGSlf you're alreadYa subI ? scriber to the science citation
Index,@you can save an extra $550.The
subscribersis a
orice of the PS/ to SC/TM
low $700.
And therc is more.Find out tor youtselt.Wtite
today to Dept. 23-91.We'll send detalls, intormationand sampletomats.

I n s t i t u t e f o r S c i e n t i f i c I n f o r m a t i o nf i G f i t
3 2 5 C h e s t n u tS t r e e t ,P h i l a d e l p h i aP, e n n s y l v a n i1a9 1 0 6 ,U S A U - - , ' U

Fromthe Editor'sDesk'Progress
ls Our Most lmportantProduct
"But, my dear," said the Hatter, "Was there progress?"
"Well," said Alice earnestly, "There was change."
HE WORDS LEAPED OUT of the first page of the term paper and
T
I they fiiled me with the warm glow of a quoted aurho:. I had been
real fond of those words when I dreamed them up ten years ago and
stuck them at the head of my first year's-work-in-cataloging-paperfor
LRTS. ft was a love that lasted. When f wrore my ten-years'-r,vork-paper
for ZRTS last year J dredged up the words again and stuck them at the
end as a sentimental gesture. After all, I am a sentimental cuss and this
was to be my last such paper. I even made a noble textual improvement:
"But, my dear," said the Hatter with a frown, "Was there progress?"
"Hatter with a frown" was a better balance for "Alice earnestly."
Of course, it may seem like pretty small potatoes for a teacher to be
quoted in his student's term paper. The great unwashed who wander
through life forever unquoted might murmur of the shine of a polished
apple; they might also suggestthat a discerning quoter could at least have
used the later version, more polished to match the apple. My glor,vfaded
into smoke. I sank back into the gloom of rerm paper reading.
Then came the shocker. I was not a quoted author. The student
polished no apple; she was only a good judge of deathless prose. The
source of the quotation was page rbg of a well-known collection of essays
on book catalogs.There, indeed, on that page squat my words big as life
and burning bright with never a word of their author and with only a
slight indention perhaps to hint that they may be a quotation; you can
never be too sure of the intention of the scarecrow's typography.
"Well," said Alice earnestly, "There was change."
Change there was, indeed: Change of author.
And I am both the author of a ghost and the ghost of an author.
That, dear friends, is progress.
P. S. D.
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REVIEWS
AngIo-American Cataloguing Rules:
British Text. London, The Library
Association, 1967. gz7 p. 76s.
The eagerly awaited British text of
the An glo-Arnerican Cat aI ogui ng Rule s
is now available and reflects great
credit on the Library Association and
its committees under the chairmanship of N. F. Sharp and Mary Piggott.
One is immediately struck by the
pleasing and ample format. The generous type size and wide margins aid
in the comprehension o{ the text and
provide room for annotation.
Readers of ZRTS must already be
familiar with the background of this
publication: the ten years of labor by
committees of the British, American,
and Canadian library asociations,
with the Library of Congress and
Council on Library Resources playing
major roles; the inspired thinking of
Seymour Lubetzky; the dramatic agreement on principles of catalog entry
reached at the International Conference in Paris: and the eventual decision to publish two versions, the one
North American* and the other British.
For reasons of logic and diplomacy'
the British preferred to follow the
Paris Principles and thus make no
distinction in ffeatment between institutions and other corPorate bodies.
For reasons of urgency of publication,
the Americans preferred not to wait
for the British to complete their study
of the rules for descriPtion, which
was not begun until rg6e at the time
the Americans decided to include rules
for description in the same volume
with rules for entrY and heading.
How do the two texts difier? Part I
(Entry and Heading) is almost the
same. For the ten sections where the
1 dngn-,a*erican Cataloging Rule s:
North American Text. Chicago, American
Library Association, 1967.4oo P. $8.5o.
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difierence is more than minor, the
North American text is supplied in
an appendix. British rule 6 (Serials)
begins with A. Entry under title and
B. Entry under corporate body, thus
substituting caption by treatment for
caption by situation. What is lost in
consistency of caption is gained in
ease of application. The results are
much the same except that "Precipitation in Tennessee River Basin" and
"Carload Waybill Statistics" come out
under title. American libraries that
find this no deterrent may prefer to
adopt the British rule.
It is a pleasure not to see the offending rule gg for certain bodies entered under place. The British rule 97
(Local churches etc.) offers guidance
in cases where variant forms of name
appear in a body's own publications
and no form is predominant. This
might be useful to American libraries
eschewing their own rule for local
churches, etc. Other rules with variant
texts are p3 (Court rules)-the British
do not collect them under the form
heading "Court rules"; e4 (Annotated
editions and commentaries)---omitted
by the British who consider rule r r
satisfactory for legal as well as other
commentaries; 25 (Treaties); Sz
(Dates)-the Bdtish add them to personal names only when necessary; and
the rules for con{erences and congresses since the British do not give
separate treatment to those that are
legislative or governing.
The British rules for Part lI (Description) follow closely in spirit and
pattern those of the American text
but are often stated more simply and
permissively. They are less oriented to
the unit card. Users of LC cards based
on shared cataloging will be happy to
see what produces the variations found
on British cards. For instancg addi
tions are made to the body of the entry, other than title or author state-
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ment, without the use of brackets if
the information is formally presented
somewhere in the work. The date in
the imprint is preferably that of rhe
edition rather than the publisher's imprint. Several of the differences in the
rules for description are required to
handle the British concepr of plates
as part of paging rather than of illustratron.
Due to lack of time, the North
American text for non-book materials
was incorporated into the British text
of Part III with little or no change,
except for "Maps" and "Music," which
were rewritten. The "Glossary" has
shorter definitions. The general list of
permissible abbreviations includes
fifty-four more, the geogaphical list
six fewer. The appendix on capitalization includes text from the GPO Style
Manual,* making reference to it unnecessary.
While we may regret the fact that
two texts were necessary, the extent
of their agreement is actually a phenomenal international
achievement
and a tribute to the cooperative efforts of many individuals, notable
among them Verner W. Clapp, without
whose prodding and encouragement
the rules would not be "AngloAmerican."-Audrey
Smith, Catalog Department, Free Library of Philadelphia,
Pa.
I)iaz, Albert James, ed. Guide to Reprints, 1968.Washington, D. C., Microcard Editions, Inc., 1967.
Guide to Reprints, an annual cumulative guide now in its second year, indexes monographs and journals "that
have gone out of print and are now
back in print by virtue of a photo offset process-i.e., a copy of the out-ofprint work is photographed and printing plates are made from the resulting
* United States Government Printing
Ofrce. Style Manual, Rev. ed. Washington, 1967.

Iilm-or
any other process which involves reproduction of the original
text as opposed to recomposing the
text" (p. iii). In its first year the Guide
listed titles which were issued by American publishing firms only. For the
1968 edition t}:.eGui.de dropped eleven
of the firms and added forty-two more
firms, this time including fourteen reprint publishers from abroad.
Despite the addition of forty-two
publishers for the 1968 edition, Guide
to Reprints is limited in its coverage
of reprints available today. Although it
does a good job of indexing reprints
available in the United States,it is not
a unique listing of reprints obtainable
from U. S. firms, as Books in Print already indexes the publications of all
but three of the American reprint publishers covered by the 1968 Gui'de. In
checking to see what foreign reprint
companies have been included, the
omission of several major publishers
is immediately noticeable. Among these
are Hakkert, Minerva, G. Olms, Fromann, Mouton, Slatkin, and Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft.
The Guide is further limited by the
guidelines that it has set. It includes
only reprints that are hardbound, no
snraller than 75/o the size of the original, and issued in editions of no less
than 2oo copies. It also requires that
the reprints be listed in a catalog or
leaflet distributed to the general public. These limitations immediately exclude the hundreds of Russian titles
available in Xeroxed form from University Microfilms which are softbound
but not indexed by Paperbound Books
in Print. It also excludes Miniprint
editions of key reference material offered by Scarecrow Press, Inc., and
items available in Duopage form from
the Micro Photo Division of Bell &
Howell.
Reprints play a great role in the
building of library collections. Titles
once impossible to obtain on the outof-print market are now made available, often for an amount considerably
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less and in better condition than the
original copy might be in. Reprints
can save libraries time in meeting an
academician's research need by eliminating the necessity of borrowing an
item from another institution through
interlibrary loan. For these teasons, a
guide to reprints would be most useful
fbr librarians and researchers. The

it a highly selective guide. It ought not
be coisidered the authoritative guide
to reprints and ought to be used in
conn6ction with such tools as Paper'
bound. Boohs in Print, PaPerbach
Boohs in Print, Joint Catalogue of
Dutch Rebrint Publishers, and Guide
to Microf orms in Print, always remembering the limitations of each, lor such
a con-sideration could save a library
with a limited book budget a tremendous amount of moneYThe 1968 edition of Guide to Re,bri.ntslists only the version of C' Evans'
American Bibliography issued by Peter
Smith. The first twelve volumes are
listed at $r25, and volumes r3 and ,r4
at $zo each' The same title can be
obtained, however, in Miniprint form
in one volume from Scarecrow Press,
Inc. at $39. The Guide lists C' M'
Briquet's Les Filigranes available lrom
Ha&er Art Books in four volumes at
$rsr. It does not include the same
iitlJ offered bv G. Olms at $24'50 until September 3o, r 968, and $29'5o
thereaiter. W. Painter's The Palace of
Pleasure is available in four volumes
trom AMS Press,Inc. at $r25, in three
volumes from G. Olms at $52, and in
three volumes in PaPerbound form
from Dover at $6.75. Only the edition
ofiered bv AMS Press, Inc' is listed in
tine Guid'e. In certain cases' a paPerback or a microfilm coPY might suffice
an esoteric need of a librarY for a
given title; thus, care must be emGuide to Reprints'
itoyea when using

.
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-Harriet
K. Rebuldela, Head, Bibliographic tJnit, Uniuersi'ty of Colo
rado, Boulder, Col.
Harris, L. J. Guide to Current Malaysian Serials.Kuala Lumpur, University of MalayaLibrary, ry67. 73 PThis is a handsomely-produced, classified and annotated list of some 45o
current English-language serials put
out in Singapore and MalaYa. As in
the case of its acknowledged prototype, Toase's Guide to Current British
Period,icals, this list is arranged according to DDC r6, has a title/subject
index, is comprehensive in coverage,
and contains reasonably full entries.
Included, in addition to ordinary journals, are such things as annuals, house
publications of various sorts and
restricted-circulation magazines. Excluded are: comPany annual rePorts,
general newspapers, most government
publications (government periodicals
are an excePtion), library accession
lists, monographic serials, and publi
cations with more MalaY, Chinese, or
Tamil in them than English.
One is apt to find almost anything
in a list of the sort, and certainly the
number of subjects dealt with is large.
Horse-racing, magic, oil-production,
karate and current afiairs represent
the merest sampling. The emphasis of
the list tends to a certain lopsidedness.
For instance,only three entries aPPear
under the heading "Language and
Literature," but there are fifteen pages
under "Religion and Theology." This
lopsidedness, of course, is less a fault
of the list than a comment on Englishlanguage publishing in Malaysia. Each
item in the list has an entry that
gives: title, publisher and/or editor,
sponsoring body (if any), address, frequency, format antl price. As often as
not, notes appear also on content
(short and noncritical) and on publishing history (including mention of
title-changes, splits and mergers.)
Considering the growing importance
of South-East Asian studies, Harris,
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Assistant Librarian of the University
of Malaya, has produced here as useful a regional list of serials as can be
found anywhere at the moment. University libraries and large public libraries will want it.-Peter
Gellatly,
Uniaersity of Washington Libraries,
Seatlle.
Cunha, George Daniel Martin. Conseraation of Library Materials. Metuchen, N. J., Scarecrow Press, 1967.
406 p. $ro.oo.
This is an encyclopedia of information on the preservation and restoration of library materials. After a brief
historical essav, Cunha describes library materials and their enemies and
makes recommendations for the care,
repair ancl restoration of every kind of
material that might be found in a
library, from clay to magnetic tape.
More than half of the book consists
of appendices and an extensive bibliography. The audience for this compendium of conservation practices is
large. General librarians will find it a
source of information on the historical
and technical aspects of conservation,
but they will not and should not use
it as a manual of practice. Professional workers in repair and restoration usually will require guidance in
addition to that given in the book.
The book's chief usefulness is in its
extensive bibliography. Although
Cunha labels it "selective," it has more
than z,ooo citations, including ones
that were published only a few months
before this book appeared. It may
seem ungrateful to criticize so valuable a contribution, but the arrangement of the bibliography limits its
usefulness. First, the user must learn
that the bibliography is arranged in
the order of the chapters and their
subsectionsin the text. Then, he must
leaf through both the text and the
bibliography to discover the section
he needs. The index refers to section
headings in the bibliography, but they
are too general to be useful. For inVolume 12, Number

1, Summer t968

stance, one must realize that papyrus
is an "Exotic Material" to find references to it in the bibliography. A simpler arrangement and more intensive
indexing would have made a better
bibliography. Some of the bibliographical citations have brief annotations
and there are many bibliographical
notes in the text.
It is inevitable that when an author
is bold enough to make specific recommendations for preserving and restoring library materials, librarians
and conservators will take exception
to some of the recommended practices.
Few of us will agree, for instance, that
all new cloth and paper bound books
should be sprayed with acrylic resin
before placement on the shelves. The
utility of this practice could be justified only for a library in the most unfavorable climate and environment.
The list of suppliers will be welcomed by many librarians. To keep it
and the bibliography upto-date, it is
hoped the author and the publisher
will prepare new editions periodically.
Cunha's proposal for a regional cooperative approach to conservation
merits further attention.
l,ibrarians will find that, although
the book refers to the problems of
standard library binding ind rebinding, it is not the guide they require
for providing reasonable durability
and long-life for general library collections. For this we look forward to
Maurice Tauber's book on library
binding and to the additional volumes
in the ALA Library Technologv Program's series Conservation of Library
Materials.-Stephen Ford, Librarian,
Grand Valley State College, Allendale,
LIichigan.
Horton, Carolyn. Cleaning and Preseraing Bindings and Related Materials. (LTP Publications, nor rz;
Conservation of Library Materials,
Pamphlet r) Chicago, American Library Association Library Technology Program, ry67. 76 p. $a.So.
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As tlre first of its series on Conserztation of Library Materials the AI-A's
LibraryTechnologyProgramhasgiven
us Caiolyn 1lorron's Cleaning and
preservi,ng Bind.ings and Related Materials. Iiere are described methods
and materials which reflect scientific
investigations of recent years that have
gioen iestoration a better chance of
f,oing more good than (as has happ"rr"i too ofien) harm through misiuided means.
From her long caleer as a restorer
of libraries (albJt principally private
ones) Mrs. Horton has girren a step-bystep account of the methodical refurbislhing of a library. At every stage excellenidrawings" by Aldren A. Watson
illustrate rhe rexi. The procedures
from the repair of
themselves range
"to
its
cleaning, rhe retears in paper
^of
and the
bindings
cloth
freshing
short, to
protecti"on of leather-in
iverything that a non-specialist can
s"fely ,r.r".lerrake to prolbng th-e use
and artractiveness of books. It is one
of the merits of Mrs. Horton's pamphlet that she does not foster the do-ityourself mania of Americans in search
of self-reliance, but distinguishes wtrat
should be left to the accomplished
restorer, trained in craft skills which
only long apprenticeship can give.
In addition to methods, Mrs. Horton has devoted an extensive section
to materials and their sources. This is
not the least important aspect of resroration, for unliss suitable materials
are used, new problems arise. The
*"
'""a
materials which she r*--"rrdr,
i"ti"J
ueJ.tare assured, haoe

sued which ignore the discoveries of
our day'
reviewer can, of course, quib-,The
ble, The manual might have been
more effective and- convincing had reasons been given for sorne of the recommendations' Thus' why go to the
trouble of making uP your own Paste
instead of using the bottled paste obtained from library suppliers? (Such
prepared -pasles- too- often contain
'preservatives" harmful
to paper)'
Tests have shown that JaPanese tissue
is relatively acidig while lens paper is
neutral and often used in its stead.
The fact remains, despite these miis a manual
-that.here"91 -poilg
which,
while limiting what the library
assistant may wisely undertake, pre'
sents Practicable methods of conservation of a high level. one can only
hope that they will be widely Plrs-u:d,
for to ignore Mrs. Horton's principles
and proced_uresis to_reject-sound and
scientific advice.-John Alden, Keeper
of Rare Books, Boston Public Library'
Boston, Mass'

liography.
It seems likely that few libraries can
fail to profit from using Mrs. Tlorton's
counsels, and the library administrator
might well make this pamphlet a mandatory guide. One suspects that in
many libraries traditional practices in
repairing and refurbishing are pur-

"l,i,r.
There is far too great a tendency to
dwell on the trivial aspects of data
processing as exemplified by three and
u hutf pufet of pictures of various card
punching machines. Electronic computers are brought in by reference
only, and this is the one really important objection. While there are de-

Kent, Allen. Textbook on Mechanized
Information Retrieual. (Library Science and Documentation, vol. 3) znd
ed. New York, Interscience Publishers, 1966. 37r p. $ro.95.
I was stnrck with two sharply contrasting feelings while reading the new
edition of Kent's well-known book'
First' it is a fine' lucid and authoritaFesentation oJ the process of in1i^1e
formation retrieval as an abstraction
-Particularly
the language and com-

Arsoi;dFig ':,.; il;:"T,'#',,fT;:' .:jlHl;;L;: t;:foundsuitabre.
glossary o[ terms and a se]ective bib-

.
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scriptions oI machines, mainly obsoIete ones such as the IBM SPecial
Index Analyzer, there is almost no
theory of how a librarian Plans for,
installs, and uses an electronic computer in his library. Nor are there
references to standard data processing
textbooks. Even the chaPter on "Data
Processing and the Library" is mainly
a survey of library functions that have
been mechanized, not a discussion of
how or why,
Returning to the book's strengths
(and away from this reviewer's biases)
I like the introductory chapter, which
places inforrnation retrieval in a broad
penpective, and Chapters 9 and ro,
respectively on "Codes and Notations"
and "System Design Criteria." Chapter
g would have been a fine introduction
to some meaty coverage of data pro
cessing. Chapter ro provides a useful
catalog of decisions to be made and
questions to be answered by a system
designer. While not being, and not
offered as, a cookbook on systems,
these are points which the prospective
designer cannot ignore even if he cannot answer them.
An appendix with a number of useful clasroom exercises is presented.
References are extensive although
T.
rather Kent-oriented..-Charles
Meadow, Washington, D. C.

Steele, Robefi-. The Cataloging and
Classification of Cinema Literature.
Metuchen, N. J., Scarecrow Press,
1 9 6 7 .r 3 g p . $ 4 . o o .
Libraries are becoming increasingly
involved with the problems posed by
the collecting of performing arts materials. Robert Steele's The Cataloging
and Classification of Cinema Literalure should prove an aid to librarians
facing these problems for the first
time. There has been considerable
confusion and many collections bear
the scars. The author explains almost

at the outset that "I came to this subiect not because of great interest or
Lnowledge but as the result of frustration. I iry to ,rse film books in li
braries."
The volume sets out in an easilY
usable form the classification schemes
for cinema literature at the Academy
of Motion Picture Ar$ and Sciences,
the Canadian Film Institute Library
and Information Service, the Museum
of Modern Art, and the Library of
Congress. More fleeting attention. is
given to the schemes of the British
Film Institute, the University of California, the UniversitY of Southern
California, the University of WisconCollege
sin. and Asheville-Biltmore
(North
Carolina).
'
all
Each of the collections-though
literature-cinema
with
are concerned
offers enough variety of problems to
provide a thorough examination ol
ih" fi"Id. The AcademY of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences Library collects a vast amount of material on the
business of the film: corPorate structures, contracts, film booking, and exhibition. The British Film Institute
collection seems (from a study of the
classification scheme) to go more heavily into various tyPes of film: e'g',
tr\l"tt.tot, Musicals, Serials.
As a librarian involved with a cinema collection which does not use any
of the schemesoutlined in the volume,
I can see advantagesand disadvantages
in all of the systems. Steele's volume,
however, offers enough variety and detail so that it should Provide some
kind of workable solution to all. Some
hope is seen, too, in the growing trend
toward automation.
There is so much of genuine helP
in Steele's work that I hoPe he will
find the time and the inner Push to
do a companion volume-a book that
will devoie itself to the problems in
cataloging the ephemeral material so
trecerriry to a film collection: cliPpings, press books, motion Picture
itilli, programs, and reviews that make
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the literature of the cinema come alive
and become so much more meaningful. Meanwhile, this book will, I am
certain, find valued use and will be-

come part of the working tools of
Myers, The'
many librarians.-Paul
atre Collection, The New York Public
Library.

MACHINE-READABLE CATALOG RECORD FOR
BRITISH NATIONAL BIBLIOGRAPHY
The British National Bibliography has awarded a contract to Indata, Ltd.,
to set up a computer system to produce regularly on magnetic tape full bibliographic records of the current output of British publishers. The system design
will be compatible with the Library of Congress Project MARC, launched in
r966 to test the feasibility of producing a standardized machine-readable catalog
record that can be adapted to serve local library requirements. The BNB MAR.C
Record will follow the agreed US MARC II file structure, with appropriate
additions for British usage. Local institutions could take this tape, add local
data, and use it in their own systems.
The BNB project was made possible by a grant from the Office for Scientific
and Technical Information of the Department of Education and Science. The
O.S.T.I. grant covers a period of oni year; and Indata systems analysis and
programming are expected to be completed in about six months, followed by
a period to test the acceptability of the system.
All British publications will be recorded by the BNB on paper tape and
forwarded to Indata for validation and creation of a weekly MARC catalog. In
addition to the magnetic tape record, Indata will provide diagnostic listings of
errors, amendments and deletions affecting the weekly input or the permanent
BNB catalog. The system will also be designed to print a BNB index, in coded
Standard Book Number sequence,and a title index in alphabetical sequence,of
all BNB records added to the catalog each week.
From the MARC catalog of BNB books, magnetic tape copies can be provided to all libraries, including libraries in other countries. The regular exchange of magnetic tapes between the Library of longress and BNB will mean
that users will have quicker accessto the catalog records of both countries.
The development of a standard international communications format may
lead to the creation of large bibliographic data banks, including records of
older books and periodical and report literature. It should eventually become
possible for all major publishing countries to pool their records in one flexible
MARC system. The cataloging data required by new libraries and existing li
braries could then be drawn from this international data bank.
It is hoped that the centrally produced records rvill also form the basis of
a large variety of mechanized library systemsinvolving the ordering and accessioning of books, the production of union catalogs, catalog cards and book
catalogs. Plans are being made for the production of the printed national bibliography by computer rypesetting from the same tape.
Studies are already in progress for the use of a machine-readable catalog
record in inter-library lending systems.These systems may ultimately be converted into machine files carrying information on the location of every book
in a group o[ libraries or in a region.
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NOMII{ATIOAIS SOUGHT FOR
ESTHER J. PIERCY AWARD

years of professional exPerience."
Nominees for the u-a.d must have shown outstanding promise {or continuing contributions and leadership in any of the following ways: (rfLeadership in professional-associations at local, state, regional, or national levels.

-pointed by the Vice-president of RTSD.
A1I RfSD ,ne-6e.. are invired to submit nominations for the 1969 Piercy
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PAULINE

SEELY RECEIVES AWARD

The second Nell I. Scott Memorial Award for notable service in the Denver
area library field has been presented to Miss Pauline A. Seely, Director of
Technical Services for the Denver Public Library. The presentarion took place
at the Friends of the Denver Public Library rorh annual meeting in Denver
Auditorium Arena during the Rocky Mountain Book Festival held April
a 3 - 2 5 ,r 9 6 8 .
The $5o award and citation honors the late Nell I. Scott who died in 1965.
A librarian with the Denver Public Library for 38 years, Miss Scott was well
known in Colorado and nationally for her library efiorts, particularly in rhe
areas of adult education and group services. At the time of her death, Miss
Scott was Coordinator of Adult Servicesfor the pg-agencyDenver library sysrem.
The Nell I. Scott Memorial Award is given annually by the Friends of the
Denver Public Library to a lay or professional person who has contributed outstanding service in the library field in the metropolitan Denver area. Miss
Seely was cited for her "outstanding and rrnique contriburions to the library
field."
A native of Goshen, New York, Miss Seely is a graduate of Vassar College,

As chairman of the American Library Association's Editorial subcommittee
on the Revision of the ALA Rules for Filing Catalog Cards, Miss Seely is
chiefly responsible for the second edition of rhe rules which are being published
this year in both full and abridged versions.
Miss seely is active in the American Library Association, colorado Library
Association, Mountain-Plains Library Association, Beta phi Mu, American Names
Society, and Zonta Club
Recipient of the first Nell I. Scott Memorial Award, issued in 1967 was
Mrs. Mary M. Brown, head of the Aurora public Library.

'
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Volume l: HUMPHRY
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Memorials of Marshall and Bartram. New introduction
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planr names-appended. (phi. 1849) Reprint 1967 $20.00
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PRICE: $5.95

An important book for those using or of a computer compatible with accepted
contemplating
use of computerinformation libraryprocedures.
storageand retrievalsystems.A workablefiling code that makes it possibleto deal with
all catalog entries, even the most complex.
Written by Dr. TheodoreC. Hines and Jessica L. Harris and sponsored by The Bro-Dart
Foundation, this new filing code suggests
actual steps for implementing filing rules
for all bibliographic material dealt with on
the computer, The code, wherever reasonable, makes the mechanical filing abilities

.,COMPUTERFlLING" includes a set
manual filing rules recommendedfor achieving the saml arrangement with or without
adoption of the computer code so that later
conversion to computer based catalogs will
be easier. lncluded, too, is an extensivefiling example showing comparison of rules
of the code with A.L.A. rules.
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INTANGUAGE
AND
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WORKS
Because they are widely recommended by Winchell, Walford, Northup, Zischka, and other authorities on re{erence books, Gale has made available once again the important publications describedbelow.

THE CYCLOPAEDIA OF ANECDOTES OF
LITERATURE AND THE FINE ARTS. ..
Ealited by Kazlitt Arvine
Arranged topically in 289 sections, each devoted to
a general subject such as age, author eccentricities,
bibliomania, critics, friendships, and literary clubs,
w i t h m o r e t h a n 3 , 0 0 0a n e c d o t e s f r o m t h e l i v e s a n d
writings of those in the fine arts. Alphabelical
index to individual personalities, subjects, and
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698 Pases
1851
$14.50
A DICTIONARY
OF SLANG,
JARGON,
AND
CANT, Embracing Englislt, American and
Anglo-Indian
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Slang,
Engl,i,sh, Tinker's
targon, ond, otlter lrregular
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Ealiteal by Albert Barrere and C. c. Leland
Recognized as one of the authoritative works in the
literature of slang, Eric Partridge points out in his
new introduction that, ". . . it's a valuable piece of
work, alert and instructive and readable.
Nobody studying slang could, indeed, afford to ignore
i t-"
956 Pages
1889-90 Two Volumes $36.00

THE LITERATURE
phv

x

1939

89 Pages

OURNALISM:

$9.00

A BIBLIOGRAPHY

ted by Carl L. Cannon
New York Public Library publication covering
I thousand books and articles in English on
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Pages
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:RANSLATIONS
OF GERMAN
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94Pases
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THE WAVERLEY DICTION ARY An Atrpha.
betical Arrangetneut of AIL the Clnracters in- Sir
I|-al,ter Scott's Wavertrey Nouels uitk a Descriptiue Anal,ysis of Eack Character, and Illustratiae
sel,ectionsfrom the Tert
Eilttetl by May Rogers
1,500 entries chronologically arranged in the order
of publication of Scott's major novels. Each is

given a short description of its setting and its
historic context, with brief sketches of each of the
characters, with exact chapter references, along
with excerpts from the texts and a final synopsis
of the Dlot. General index.
18E5
357 Pages
$16.00
OF
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on orthography and accentuation, critical obser,vations on"Shikespeare, proverbial sayings, and allu'
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1858 Revlstoa
$22.50
981 Pages

PARODY ANTHOLOGY
Editetl by Carolyn Wells
A collection of over 200 parodies of famous poems,
nursery rhvmes, Chrislmas carols, popular songs'
and standaid themes in literature. The introduction
describes lhe nature, history, purpose, and lypes of
writers of parody.
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